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Abstract

The frequency and intensity of catastrophic natural disasters are increasingly challenging
local communities. Following disasters, coordination and cooperation between different
individuals and organisations are crucial to successfully redeveloping disaster-affected
communities. Previous research suggest that the practice of co-production encourages citizen
initiatives by identifying their own needs and utilising their resources during recovery,
resulting in the increase in community satisfaction with the recovery processes and outcomes.
However, there have been few empirical studies on specific mechanisms that facilitate the
practice of co-production.

Drawing on the pragmatist theory of action (Strauss, 1993), this study aimed to understand
how different individual citizens co-produce desired outcomes together in rebuilding their
communities. This study adopted a qualitative approach to gain insights into the practice of
co-production through the daily-lived accounts of individual citizens' experience duri ng postdisaster recovery. Christchurch, New Zealand, was selected as the study site, an area
devastated by the 2011 earthquake, resulting in significant physical and psychological
damage in the community. Forty-five people in Christchurch were interviewed between
November 2016 and March 2017. For interpreting the collected data, inductive analysis was
conducted. By using this method, the thesis was able to account for individual citizens'

experience in the practice of co-production during community recovery.

This study found that the practice of co-production is individual citizens' habitualised
response to problems, in which they manage a pattern of social actions to interact with one
another as time proceeds, which was the necessary conditions for the practice of coproduction. Co-production emphasises the process through which Inputs used to provide a
I

good or service are contributed by individuals who are not in the same organisation. While
this was implicit in the literature there was very little evidence of it in the past. This study
was able to provide empirical evidence of the underlying mechanism of co-production. The
results of this research offer greater opportunities for individuals and groups outside
government agencies in forming integrated communities within a post-disaster community
recovery context.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Research Context

The force of extreme natural disaster events wreak destruction and havoc on community
social system due to, for example, casualties, losses of infrastructures, negative psychological
responses, increase in urban population loss, and economic losses (Alipour et al. 2015; Jones
et al. 1993). Such crisis states test the capacity of densely populated urban communities
around the world, challenging the abilities of individuals in those communities to adapt to
any sudden disruption after the onset of the event (Quarantelli 2005). Moreover, more
frequent and severe natural disasters impact on urban communities and the intensity of such
catastrophes continue to grow which, as a result, has forced individual citizens in the urban
communities to be displaced in many cases (UNHCR 2017). More profoundly, following
disasters, citizens are not given an adequate guide during a crisis state (Kreps 1995; 2005).
Furthermore, such crisis states test the capacity of densely populated urban communities
around the world. The literature has raised concerns whether communities around the world
are capable of adapting their community to any sudden disruption after the onset of the event;
how individual citizens in those communities are responsive to various challenges; and in
what ways they could redevelop their communities in the aftermath of disasters (Barton 1969;
Berke et al. 1993; Bolin & Stanford 1998; Quarantelli 2005; Shaw & Goda 2004).

Within that context, recent research has centred on issues of how to retain and facilitate
individual citizens' voluntary engagements and their contributions toward community

redevelopment throughout the entire recovery process (Smith & Wenger 2007). Scholars and
policymakers have paid considerable attention to challenges in individual citizens'
1

involvement and to ways to increase their influence in the recovery process. Global Facility
for Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR 2015) for example resonates with such an
interest. It notes (p.13),

Countries must strengthen their overall institutional frameworks for recovery.
Developing conditions to improve collaboration between public, private, and civil
society organisation might also help to ensure a more inclusive and well-coordinated
recovery, in which all actors are aware of their responsibilities and objectives
during the recovery process.

While the frequency and intensity of the catastrophic natural disaster are increasingly
challenging local communities (Lindell & Prater 2003; Xiao 2011; Zhang et al. 2009), postdisaster community recovery is often taken as a prolonged agenda (Smith & Wenger 2006).
The primary issue is that maintaining voluntary commitments by individual citizens in postdisaster community is often challenging under governments' centralised process of recovery
planning around the world (Ganapati & Ganapati 2008; Ganapati 2013; Hirayama 2000;
Horney et al. 2017). Scholars and practitioners have conceded that most governments are illprepared to promote more voluntary citizen participation in recovery processes (Smith &
Wengner 2006).

International organisations such as the United Nations and the World Bank have attempted to
address such concerns by pushing forward a sustainable recovery framework, particularly for
promoting citizen-initiatives (UNHCR 2017). However, government agencies' centralised
governing practices hindered voluntary commitments by citizens and post-disaster
communities face a substantial impediment in the recovery (Aldrich 2011). Individuals deal
with the unintended consequences of problematic situations that result in limiting their
2

voluntary commitment and collaboration with local government agencies (Barton 2005; Pyles
et al. 2017). There is also a matter of collaborating with multiple stakeholders. Voluntary
participation is contingent upon individuals who are often vulnerable and traumatised (Ahern
& Galea 2006; Davidson et al. 2007). However, without these voluntary efforts, post-disaster
recovery is not possible.

1.2. Research Problem

Government agencies must encourage and maintain a strong level of voluntary commitment
of individual citizens (Aldrich & Meyer 2015). However, such an attempt often fades because
of the lack of effective communication among a wide range of individuals and organisations
during recovery due to centralised communication (Bourk & Holland 2014). While they have
to bear the burden of their recovery mandate under a certain resource limitation and time
pressure, the recovery process is often associated with the criticism of the prevalence of a
top-down approach (Berke et al. 1993; Coyne & Lemke 2011; Neal & Phillips 1995).
Furthermore, it is often witnessed that local government suggests a disaster recovery strategy
for better citizen engagement without building mutual relationships with those individuals in
the post-disaster community (Aldrich 2012a,b; Thomas et al. 2011). It extends to the
prevalence of and regularity with which governments adhere to a stereotype that knowledge
and resources for disaster recovery are beyond the access of local community capacities and,
consequently, this impedes involving diverse and local perspectives in the disaster recovery
(Coyne & Lemke 2011). Markedly, there is a pervasive view that a local community is
subordinate to national and local government arrangement when individual members
endeavour to commit their resource voluntarily (Song et al. 2017).

3

Within such a context, much attention has been directed at community engagement during
disaster recovery, especially concerning how citizens engage voluntarily in collective
recovery efforts. More importantly, this question extends to how to retain and revitalise
voluntary community engagement while they live through various problematic situations
following disasters. Such a question motivated the author to explore any underlying
mechanism that may encourage individual citizens to incorporate their actions together for
rebuilding their community. Much of the recent research has focused on the voluntary
engagement of individuals outside government agencies for community recovery (Britton
2006; Hawkins & Maurer 2010; Kendra & Wachtendorf 2006). Simultaneously, most
scholars have also raised a concern that a practical citizen engagement strategy of
government agencies for better reflecting diverse local knowledge from post-disaster
community members has not yet been provided (Thomas et al. 2011). This shortcoming is
underwritten with a simplified way to understand how to facilitate citizen engagement under
various contextual conditions post-disaster communities face (Song et al. 2017; Smith &
Wenger 2006).

While it is generally noted that post-disaster governments, in particular, have to work in the
aftermath of post-disaster community recovery in a relatively compressed timeframe, such an
oversimplification is ascribed primarily to government agencies' failures to acknowledge and

reflect the reality of the disaster context and, more particularly, the complexity of the disaster
recovery into their development of recovery strategy (Quarantelli 2005; Song et al. 2017).
Kreps and Thomas (1996) explained that the primary reason behind such failures in the
understanding of the reality in post-disaster recovery situations is the complex
interconnectivity between problematic situations, multiple stakeholders' interests, limitations
of resources for recovery and inherently social, physical, and psychological stress in postdisaster communities (Kreps & Thomas 1996). By extension, Sullivan (2003) pointed out that
4

national and local government disaster recovery frameworks are too static to cope effectively
with the complexity given that disaster recovery is unlikely to be carried out uniformly by all
stakeholders' consensus and it often does not proceed as planned.

Scholars have conceded that post-disaster recovery strategy adopted and implemented by the
majority of local governments tends to keep local community actors from being autonomous
and active in recovery planning (Davidson et al. 2007; Pyles et al. 2017). However, the more
profound concern appears relevant to a question of how post-disaster communities can be
proactive while facing hazardous environments (Aldrich 2015). More pointedly, individual
citizens are likely to be exposed to current and future hazardous environments, which
subsequently put them under social stress (Buckle et al. 2000). Such post-disaster situations
often result in limiting their long-term commitment to initiating an appropriate level of
collaboration with local government agencies (Barton 2005). These questions have long been
discussed (Aldrich 2012a,b; Coyne & Lemke 2011). It, however, remains a long-drawn-out
agenda as local governments, as well as post-disaster communities, have been bewildered by
the enormity of the complexity of disaster recovery (Smith & Wenger 2006).

Such perplexity seems to prevail. The fact is that post-disaster communities often fail to
rebuild their communities back better as it was a pre-disaster condition (Aldrich 2015; Song
et al. 2017). In many cases, the entire recovery process, in and of itself, is delayed or shelved
as disasters disrupt the community (Stallings 2005). Much discussion has paid attention to the
collective recovery efforts of individuals citizens in the literature. Several studied discussed
thatspecific contexts of post-disaster community recovery may cause unexpected hardship,
which results in limiting their involvement in the recovery process (e.g., Aldrich 2012a;
Chamlee-Wright 2010; Chamlee-Wright & Storr 2011; Kendra & Wachtendorf 2006).
Unintended situations that individuals outside government agencies may find themselves in
5

during the entire recovery process are often ascribed to social, physical, and psychological
stress (Kreps 1984).

As it is in view that such challenges may affect the level of voluntary engagement of citizens
during community recovery (Aldrich 2012a), previous studies allow the conduct of
intellectual inquiries about the dynamics of such recovery efforts. Theyfocus on first,
circumstances that may affect the voluntary engagement in post-disaster recovery efforts and,
second, the conditions that are needed for bringing the actions of individual citizens together
in collective recovery efforts (Berker et al. 2014, Nakagawa & Shaw 2004, Shaw & Goda
2004). In other words, it is crucial to coordinate and cooperate well among individuals in
different organisations to achieve successful community redevelopment. Nevertheless, it is
hard for those individuals to collaborate under a complex environment of post-disaster
recovery. Within that context, there has been a resurgent interest in the concept of coproduction. Co-production is referred to as "the process through which inputs used to provide
a good or service are contributed by individuals who are not in the same organisation"
(Ostrom 1996, p.1073). The literature suggests that co-production ensures a more inclusive
and well-coordinated post-disaster recovery process (Davidson et al. 2007; Pyles et al. 2017;
Thomas et al. 2011).

For the practice of co-production, the literature has also suggested that it is leveraged, to a
certain degree, by social capital among individuals (Evans 1996; Ostrom 1996). Scholars
have reiterated that building social capital among different individuals is crucial in promoting
active community engagement in disaster recovery processes (Kim et al. 2017). The literature
emphasises the role of citizens as active and voluntary actors along with government agencies
to co-plan various recovery strategies, co-implement those, co-monitor the process, coevaluate outcomes, and co-share potential benefits (Frieling et al. 2012). The practice of co6

production thus encourages more citizen initiatives by identifying their own needs and
utilising their resources during recovery, resulting in boosting community satisfaction with
the recovery process and outcomes (Thomas et al. 2011). While previous studies have been
interested in exploring the practice of co-production during post-disaster recovery, it seems
hard to recognise that those studies resonate well with contextual factors of post-disaster
recovery. More importantly, an in-depth study of a mechanism that enhances the practice of
co-production is lacking.

1.3. Purpose of the study

This study aims to explore a specific mechanism that underlies the practice of co-production
of individual citizens during disaster recovery through the daily-lived accounts of postdisaster community members' experience. In this regard, this study adopts a
phenomenological approach as the research approach with a qualitative research design. The
primary aim of this design is to derive meaningful knowledge implicit in the original
descriptions of the perceptual experiences of individuals within a specific context (Moustakas
1994). Such an approach has been deemed to be suitable in creating insightful knowledge
derived from individuals' lived experiences in a disaster recovery setting (Dynes 1994;
Homan 2003; Killian 2002). For an in-depth study, Christchurch New Zealand was selected
as the study site, an area devastated by the 2011 earthquake that resulted in significant
physical and psychological damage to the community. Thus, the objective is to learn the
experiences of individual citizens of Christchurch, who represent organised interests, groups,
agencies and other organisations, contributing toward post-disaster recovery. For achieving
this objective, a qualitative case study (Baxter & Jack 2008; Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2011) was
developed as a research strategy to examine complex social phenomena within its specific
context.
7

1.4. Research questions

For an in-depth study of the practice of co-production, three research questions were set up:

1. What challenges do individual citizens of Christchurch, New Zealand perceive as
problematic for the practice of co-production during the recovery?

2. What actions of individuals are necessary for the practice of co-production in response to
post-disaster recovery situations?

3. How is social capital related to the practice of co-production within a post-disaster
recovery context?

1.5. Significance of the study

The present study appears at a time when recent empirical research concludes a decline in
voluntary community engagement during post-disaster recovery processes. Scholars and
policymakers have paid attention to studying the dynamics of collective recovery efforts of
different individuals who represent organised interests, groups, agencies and other
organisations. They often intend to develop an effective method for promoting community
engagement during post-disaster recovery. They seek to learn what conditions are necessary
for better citizen participation in sustainable recovery in the aftermath of disasters. However,
it appears that these studies do not pay attention to the post-disaster recovery situations, in
which individual citizens may encounter during the recovery process. They seem to provide a
general framework that studies the dynamics, but they do not seem to pay much attention to
the complication of the various challenges that individuals may experiences (Kim et al.
2017). For understanding the process of post-disaster community recovery, the study needs to
8

include the context in which individual citizens interact and communicate with one another
during the rebuilding of the community.

The concept of co-production has been studied to understand how individual citizens and
governments collaborate for improving public sector services and for resolving various local
community problems since the idea was coined in the early 1970s. However, there appears to
be a need for more empirical studies in multiple contexts (Kim et al. 2017). With this in
mind, this study was mainly focused on exploring the underlying mechanism that enhances
the practice of co-production of individuals in the specific post-disaster recovery context of
Christchurch, New Zealand. For distilling meaningful information from the live account of
individuals' experience during the recovery, this study adopted a qualitative approach. It was

thought that this approach would be particularly valuable for understanding the dynamics of
co-production in post-disaster situations and, more specifically, necessary conditions for coproduction in practice.

1.6. Structure of the thesis

The remaining chapters are structured as follows:

Chapter 2 explores trends in the literature that offer a synthesis of existing knowledge. This
chapter begins by surveying the current discussion around the issue of community
engagement in the context of post-disaster recovery. It provides a broader context that
provides a boundary of the study. It opens the first section by discussing disasters as social
events, drawing out a view of which disaster is a melancholic traumatic natural hazard. It
aims to angle for the complexity of post-disaster recovery, which is followed by a discussion
of community recovery. It provides a current trend in the literature, where more discussion of
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community engagement in the context of disaster recovery is found. Thus, this thesis finds a
springboard to elaborate the need to study the practice of co-production as the growing body
of research and analysis has paid much attention to the concept. It also visits the literature,
acknowledging the significance of community engagement, after which voluntary
participation is in the vanguard of the success of community recovery while the presence of
barriers is undeniable. Those preceding sections lead to a couple of trajectories in the
discussion, first, bringing attention to a view of which community is an association of
potential co-producers in the practice of co-production. The following section attempts to
juxtapose co-production to collaboration and collective action by reviewing the definition of
co-production. It is followed by a section that separates it from co-management and cogovernance that are often taken as a similar concept and, at most a synonym. At the same
time, the section points out that previous studies limit enriching the discussion in the
literature by not elucidating the social process empirically in the context of post-disaster
community recovery, reflecting the complex situations of individuals and groups experience.
The chapter concludes by discussing a conceptual framework that offers guidance to capture
meaningful information that explains the practice of co-production.

Chapter 3 details methodological approaches for collecting and analysing qualitative data. It
describes how such approaches are applied in this study to answer the research questions. It
includes defining the research questions, choosing a study area and sampling; creating the
semi-structured interview protocol; collecting, managing and analysing the qualitative data.
As an exploratory study to gain insights into both a specific mechanism that enables the
practice of co-production within the context, it aims to seek individual lived accounts of
community members involved in the recovery process in Christchurch, New Zealand since
2011. The study adopted a qualitative approach to gain insights into the necessary conditions
that facilitate the practice of co-production. A qualitative case study approach was developed
10

as a research strategy to enable the development of systematic knowledge through studying
complex social phenomena within a specific context.

In Chapters 4 and 5, the findings from qualitative data collected from two rounds of intensive
interviews between November 2016 and March 2017 are discussed. It includes a detailed
explanation of how each category and sub-categories were generated through the iterative
process of open, axial and selective coding following Strauss and Corbin's ( 1998) grounded
theory approach. The findings highlight, first, problematic situations that may affect the
social process of collective co-production. It includes psychological recovery as an
unresolved issue and perceived barriers that permeated within the community over the years.
Second, it moves to the findings concerning the social mechanism that underlies the practice
of co-production during the recovery. More importantly, participants from community
organisations illustrated the role of social capital in community-led recovery.

However, there is a nuanced view that needs to be filtered throughout the process of
interpreting the interviews. The findings in this regard are that such action is viewed as a
habitualised response to resolve problems, leveraged by the presence of social capital among
different individuals and groups outside government agencies. It involves the voluntary
engagement of concerned actors and a reciprocal process that is indicated by the existence of
social capital. For more discussion on the findings, the next chapter will weave the findings,
especially concerning the latter point, into theoretical accounts of the social mechanism for
the practice of co-production.

Chapter 6 aims to provide in-depth discussion, focusing on what the research findings
indicate and how those findings integrate and juxtapose with previous literature. For
illustrating the more profound empirical account of the underlying mechanism for the
11

practice of co-production, the discussion specifies 1) the role of bridging social capital and 2)
synergistic relationship building as a necessary mechanism for the practice of co-production.
More importantly, this chapter closes by discussing the practice of co-production as a
habitualised response of individuals in response to problematic situations.

Chapter 7 provides the conclusion of the present study. It presents a summary of the research
findings in line with the research questions, discussing how the research approaches in this
study contribute to providing an in-depth empirical account of co-production in that context.
Finally, this chapter discusses the research implications for the literature, along with the
limitations of the present study and suggestions for future research direction in the study of
collective co-production.
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Chapter 2. Literature review

2.1. Overview

This chapter presents a review of literature related to citizen participation in the context of
post-disaster community recovery. It examines the reality of post-disaster recovery,
attributing, first, the utmost importance to the contextual variables that may cause the postdisaster community to be in unexpected hardship, resulting in limiting its members'
commitment to long-term recovery, and, second, acknowledging the practice of coproduction in such a context.

It is the culmination of reviewing previously published scholarly studies devoted to
advancing knowledge regarding appropriate disaster recovery strategies that promote a strong
practice of community involvement in the process. This chapter aims to collate such
knowledge into coherent discussions about post-disaster community recovery as an
overarching context of the study exploring issues of community engagement; and previous
research into the facilitation of the active practice of co-production in a post-disaster
community context. While acknowledging current recovery problems planning that may
serve as a backdrop against difficulties government agencies face in enabling community
involvement, this review's discussion points towards the importance of building social capital
in a post-disaster community context. Previous studies have focussed on the role of social
capital in that the more cohesive a community is, the more community involvement follows.
The author will build upon this claim and advance the argument that social capital, leveraged
by social interaction among different individuals, catalyses the strong practice of coproduction.
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This chapter has two principal aims: first, to synthesise concepts and findings from previous
research and second, to build an overarching conceptual framework for guiding subsequent
empirical research.

2.2. Scope of the review

Due to the volume of academic research dealing with the subject of community involvement
in disaster recovery, boundaries had to be placed on this review of the literature. This review
was guided by the study's primary interest in the practice of co-production in long-term

recovery. Although studies of community involvement are not exhaustive in the literature,
this review drew from previous empirical studies on a disaster recovery strategy that focused
on the importance of community involvement.

A literature review1 was conducted using Summon™2, a Google-like search engine, to clarify
key themes around the discussion of post-disaster community recovery found in the literature.
Academic peer-reviewed journal articles, books, and conference proceedings were sought to
verify the following terms as key queries that often appeared in disaster recovery literature
such as : "Disaster recovery", "Post-disaster community", "Community involvement", and
"Social capital". In total, 318 peer-reviewed journal articles were returned as relevant search

outputs (see Table 1).

This search aimed to capture and specify any conjoined understanding of those concepts. The
abstracts of these publications were reviewed to determine whether they discussed the above
key themes sufficiently and extensively. A full-text review was then undertaken to

1

The literature review followed Petticrew & Roberts (2006).
UC library search engine, available at:
https://library.canberra.edu.au/discovery/search?vid=61ARL_CNB:61ARL_CNB&lang=en&sortby=rank&mod
e=advanced
2
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understand how issues of community involvement had been studied in the context of
sustainable disaster recovery.

Table 1.1. Queries and publication retrieved

Queries
1: (Social capital) AND (Community) AND
(Disaster recovery)
2: (Coproduction) AND (Social capital) AND
(Community)
Total

Publications
128

Selected
32

190

33

318

65 (15 overlapped)

The following sections synthesise current discussions that provide insight into critical issues
of voluntary involvement of individual citizens in collaborative activities in the aftermath of
disasters.

2.3. Post-disaster community recovery

In recent years, it is evident that natural disasters have been an immediate challenge to urban
communities around the world (UNHCR 2017). Not only has it been related to the physical
impact, but it also has raised non-physical challenges for the entire community system (Pyles
2007). Social issues arising from a disaster event include community vulnerability, social
uncertainty and confusion, and loss of social connection (Alipour et al. 2015). In this sense,
scholars and policy-makers have attention to the study of post-disaster recovery (Chang
2010). More profoundly, further concern has been about how the force of extreme natural
disaster events can test the capacity of densely populated urban communities around the
world (Alipour et al. 2015). Consequently, this raises the question whether both citizenry and
states are capable of adapting their community to any sudden disruption after the onset of the
event, leading to achieving sustainable disaster recovery (Aldrich & Meyer 2015; Norris et al.
2008; Smith & Wenger 2006).
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2.3.1. The impact of natural disaster on community social system

The Oxford Dictionary of Sociology (Scott 2014, p.176) defines disasters as, "Natural
disasters-volcanoes, earthquakes, tidal waves-disrupt all or part of societies, provoking
refugees, the collapse of production and distribution systems, and intensified competition for
resources". Quarantelli (1998) points out that the nature of catastrophic events are social

events in that disasters become disasters only when natural forces affect humans and their
social domain. Other scholars have also highlighted such a view (Alipour et al. 2015; Gregg
& Houghton 2006; Kreps 1989). They often relate the intensity of natural disasters to the
impact on community social systems. They argue that the force of any extreme natural events
can test the capacity of human society and whether every social domain is capable of
adapting itself to any sudden disruption after the onset of the event (Paton & Johnston 2006).
This view of natural disasters echoes how early disaster scholars view them. Kreps (1984,
p.32), one of the pioneers in disaster recovery research, observes:

Disasters are events in which societies or their large subunits (e.g., communities,
regions) incur physical damages and losses and/or disruption of their routine
functioning. Both the causes and effects of these events are related to the social
structures and processes of societies or their subunits.

Such impact that natural catastrophes have on human activities stress disasters' destructive
capabilities and the speed of their onset (Jones et al. 1993; Zahran et al. 2009). The effect that
has on society overall, thus, has been a critical element for disaster research seeking to set a
boundary when it defines an unusual event in a particular situation as a disaster (McEntire et
al. 2002). However, disaster scholars often simplify these events as catastrophic and
traumatic natural hazards and do not pay much attention to the complication of the various
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challenges that individuals may experiences (Quarantelli 2005). In this regard, Smith and
Wenger (2006) pointed out that scholars and practitioners often fail to understand the specific
contextual conditions of post-disaster communities. They pointed out that, while scholars
have attempted to study and provide a blueprint for an effective recovery process, they often
fail to recognise the disaster context and the complexity of its recovery (Quarantelli 2005;
Song et al. 2017). Disaster recovery is unlikely to be consensus-based, and it often does not
proceed as planned (Sullivan 2003). More profoundly, Quarantelli (2005) points out disaster
scholars' over-reliance on two assumptions: that only disasters are traumatic and social

systems are static while recovery occurs. He notes (p.353) (Emphasis added):

Many disaster scholars assume that a disaster is a traumatic event occurring to an
existing social system. This conjures up an image of damage, and efforts to react to an
external agent ... On the other hand, there are other scholars who see disasters as

evolutionary manifestations of ever-changing social systems. This evokes, we would
suggest, a rather different image, of efforts to adapt to internal system dynamics. The
first image emphasizes the negative and reactivity, the second the positive and
proactivity .... (Thus,) We would necessarily need to think about an d look at both the

functional and dysfunctional aspects if we see disasters as part of the evolution of
social systems.

To shift the current disaster recovery approaches from such presumptions, Smith and Wenger
(2006) urge that national and state governments need to change their preconception of
disasters as only being a catastrophe that devastates social systems. Instead, disasters can also
be an opportunity for rebuilding post-disaster communities that are more resilient to future
disasters (Ojeda et al. 2018; Paton & Johnston 2006). For that reason, disaster recovery is
more than physical recovery. Social recovery should be a matter of the utmost importance,
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facilitating successful community recovery for returning to normalcy after disasters (Tan
2013; Zahran et al. 2009). Such a view has been well incorporated into the discussion of
sustainable disaster recovery planning (McLenna 2020; Song et al. 2017).

2.3.2. Post-disaster recovery as a long-term process

Previous studies on community involvement in disaster recovery have suggested that disaster
recovery in and of itself is a long-term process (Smith & Wenger 2006; Song et al. 2017). In
their view that building a strong practice of post-disaster community involvement is not
inherently a short-term progression, Mileti and Cailus (2005) elaborate the need for a longterm recovery plan for achieving a successful post-disaster community. They note (p.498),

A long-term, comprehensive plan for averting disaster losses and encouraging
sustainability will provide localities (i.e., local community and systems) with the
opportunity to coordinate their goals and policies.

The earliest discoverable study of the disaster recovery life cycle is Carr's pattern of disasters
(1932). However, his propositions have been criticised by modern scholars in that the
sequence pattern of disaster is limited to describing human reaction at the onset of disasters
by focusing on the social nature of the disaster and excluding the physical impact (Neal 1997,
p.241). The classification of different phases of disasters according to their physical and
social impacts has been widely used (Quarantelli 1992); however, such classification would
appear to be arbitrary. Smith and Wenger (2006, p.246) note,

since there is no clear end to the recovery process and the distinction between shortterm and long-term recovery is arbitrary, the question of "when" to measure the
progress toward sustainable recovery varies.
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While most scholars and practitioners proposed different terminologies, they commonly
agreed that recovery proceeds from immediate response through rehabilitation
(reconstruction in other cases), viewed as the short-term phase, to recovery for permanent
settlement, which is noticeable during the long-term period (Blackman et al. 2017). In
general, short-term recovery planning focuses on an immediate response for rescue and relief,
temporary settlement, and reconstruction of physical infrastructure and facilities. As time
proceeds, however, recovery planning focuses gradually on long-term needs for which
community is permanently settled, returns to normalcy, and ultimately aims to reduce
vulnerability to future disasters (Ingram et al. 2006). During the short-term process, a
centralised form of recovery would be noticeable as reconstructing physical infrastructure.
More citizen participation in recovery planning would be expected at a later stage as they
recover gradually from being traumatised as time proceeds (Islam & Walkerden 2014; 2015).
Previous studies have suggested that, during the short-term phase, survivors of disasters often
work with their families, friends and relatives for immediate support, while collective
recovery efforts are likely to emerge progressively during long-term periods (Islam &
Walkerden 2014; Kim et al. 2017; Storr & Haeffle-Bache 2012; van Houwelingen 2012). The
former is often related to an issue of the presence of strong bonding social capital; the latter
points out the significance of another type of social tie enhancing more collective action
among multiple stakeholders (Islam & Walkerden 2015; Kim et al. 2017; Ueda & Shaw
2016).

The above aspect of disaster recovery resonates with a notion of the sustainable
redevelopment of the post-disaster community. The concept of sustainability has been
incorporated since the 1990s by disaster recovery researchers (Song et al. 2017). Its primary
aim is to improve post-disaster communities' pre-disaster vulnerabilities (Berke & Conroy
2000; Berke et al. 1993). Sustainable recovery planning relates notably to local governments'
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devoting their institutional resources to improving disaster recovery frameworks as guidance
to rebuild a community resilient to future disasters (Berke et al. 1993; McEntire et al. 2002;
McEntire 2004). Local governments' effort to articulate sustainable disaster recovery
planning with individual citizens promotes their voluntary participation (Berke & Campanella
2006). More pointedly, such an effort welcomes individual citizens' influence on recovery

processes so the whole process is reflected upon local community's needs and the satisfaction
of the whole recovery improves (Grube & Storr 2014; Frieling et al. 2012; Thomas et al.
2011).

2.3.3. Sustainable disaster recovery practice

The concept of sustainability has been incorporated into post-disaster recovery since the
1990s. It is generally understood to be "practices and meanings of human engagement that
make for lifeworld that project the ongoing probability of natural and social flourishing,
vibrancy, resilience and adaptation" without exploiting the natural system for future
generations (James 2015, p.23). Although sustainability is often viewed substantially beyond
measurable and tangible metrics and methods, it has gained a certain level of prominence in
the discussion of post-disaster recovery (Song et al. 2017). Now that it is acknowledged
widely as a mainstream discussion around the world. The underlying message is profound:
that human society is required to adapt to the ever-changing realities in this new millennium
and beyond while trying to deal with environmental disasters and the resulting social and
economic stress (Aldrich 2015; Chandrasekhar 2012).

In this regard, sustainable disaster recovery highlights that disaster recovery is a matter of
utmost importance in recognising first, the complex interaction between natural environments
and community systems; second, anticipating uncertain and unexpected events occurring with
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the onset of disasters. Furthermore, repudiating persistently short-term thinking; thinking
more profoundly, developing a holistic knowledge to understand the impact of human
activities on the frequent occurrence of natural disasters and, lastly fostering the idea of
sustainability and putting it into practice (Mileti & Gailus 2005, p.499). Incorporating such a
view into a post-disaster community recovery context is a particularly apt elaboration in
developing an appropriate recovery strategy (Chang 2010; Chandrasekhar 2012). In general,
the primary goal of sustainable disaster recovery is to prevent a recurrence of damages in
post-disaster communities (Smith & Wenger 2006). It aspires to improve these communities'
vulnerabilities, aiming to develop community resilience from future disasters (Berke &
Conroy 2000; Berke et al. 1993). Arguably, it mirrors a post-disaster community that can
survive future extreme natural catastrophes with minimum loss of resources and create a
greater sense of community among community members (Paton & Johnston 2006; Vale &
Campanella 2005). More importantly, it pays much attention to contextual variables
economic, cultural, and ecological

social,

that individuals experience, which may impact their

involvement in recovery efforts (Smith & Wenger 2006).

Sustainable disaster recovery often stresses local governments' continuous efforts to
articulate and carry out local recovery plans with community members (McEntire et al.
2002). Mileti and Gailus (2005) note that building consensus among various stakeholders
during recovery is an essential step toward sustainable disaster recovery. They suggested that
multiple local stakeholders can reach consensus on disaster resilience approach as they go
through an iterative process of planning and implementation (p.501).

It also acknowledges the existence of problems in that local governments plan post-disaster
community recovery in a relatively compressed timeframe while individuals deal with
various problematic situations in the recovery process (Britton & Clark 2000; Tweed &
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Walker 2011). Such an effort recognises that community members help make recovery
processes more adaptable to deal with the complexity of challenges under hazardous
environment during recovery and subsequently improve the satisfaction of the whole
recovery process (Buckland & Rahman 1999).

Several studies point out that such an aspect of sustainable disaster recovery presents an
inherently long-term orientation. Sustainable disaster recovery thus puts collective efforts of
individuals citizens at the forefront while acknowledging such collective action takes time to
be noticeable in the aftermath of disasters (Berke et al. 2014; Webb et al. 2002). It follows
that the voluntary participation of individuals citizens in recovery planning would increase
gradually over time as they recover from being traumatised (Blackman et al. 2017). More
pointedly, any collective action among a wide range of individual citizens and their groups
requires times for mobilising, organising and using community resources (i.e., economic,
physical, and institutional resources) collectively to solve problematic circumstances during
disaster recovery (Paton & Johnston 2006). Emergency Management Victoria, Australia
(EMV 2014, p.4) highlights the role of community in recovery planning for mitigating future
disasters:

Community engagement is not an end in itself but is fundamental to overall recovery.
After a disaster, getting involved assists communities to make decisions about their
recovery ... can restore the sense of being 'back in control' for communities that can
often feel powerless after experiencing major losses and trauma. This is important to
the healing process for individuals and the community as a whole. In the process,
community engagement can provide the knowledge, experience and skills that make for
a more resourceful and resilient community in the future.
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Sustainable disaster recovery, however fully incorporated it may be, is often taken as a
prolonged agenda (Bolin & Standford 1998; Brody 2003; Coyne & Lemke 2011; Davidson et
al. 2007; Jonston et al. 2012; Kenney & Phibbs 2015; Thomas et al. 2011). Smith and
Wenger (2006, p.255) expressly point out that " the current approach used by the majority of
practitioners does not facilitate sustainability - rather it systematically hinders it." The last
point is related to the lack of effective governance frameworks in which active community
involvement ensues (Britton 2006). It also presents a lack of support for national and local
government. Mileti and Gailous (2005) emphasised the importance of public leadership at the
state and federal level when it comes to disaster planning and implementation, pp.489-499).

While considerable attention has been given to sustainable disaster recovery planning, it
shows, however, there is a continuing issue of the prevalence of a centralised, top-down
approach (Aldrich 2012a; Coyne & Lemke 2011; Vallance 2015). In general, several scholars
have raised concerns related to the limitation of such an approach. They argue that, in
response to complex problematic situations, citizens help make planning processes more
adaptable to deal with the diversity of public interests, expectations and needs (Healey 1997;
Innes 1996; Innes & Booher 2000; Nance & Leonard 2007).

Local governments' efforts in facilitating active citizen participation in recovery planning are

often criticised as sluggish (Smith & Wenger 2006). It is ascribed to; first, the
oversimplification of hazardous environments post-disaster communities face. Second, it
often fails to realise that community involvement in recovery efforts is not achievable if the
recovery does not progress as planned. The previous studies have shown that there has been
continuing concern about the long-term commitments of community members who face
various challenges during the entire process of disaster recovery, which, in turn, delimits their
commitment to any collective recovery efforts. Acknowledging such difficulties, several
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scholars have suggested that a valid form of community involvement in recovery efforts
toward sustainable disaster recovery is much needed (Coyne & Lemke 2011; Smith &
Wenger 2006).

More importantly, two aspects are brought into prior studies concerning developing useful
disaster recovery frameworks for improving citizenry participation (Burby et al. 1999;
McEntire et al. 2002; Mileti & Gailus 2005). First, several scholars have devoted themselves
to developing a useful governance framework that accommodates and includes various
stakeholders' inputs in recovery planning (Burby 2005; Sullivan 2003; Scott & Davis 2003;

Vallance 2015; Tierney et al. 2001). Not only have they attempted to investigate better
institutional arrangements for sustainable disaster recovery, but the more extensive yet still
ambiguous discussion is also about building mutual relations that enhance the active
participation of citizens in producing a combined outcome more significant than the sum of
their separate results (Frieling et al. 2014). The latter aspect is substantial in acknowledging
that achieving sustainable disaster recovery requires collective efforts between community
and government (Hughey 2014; Smith & Wenger 2007). As noted, it leaves an important
question: how to facilitate collective efforts while local communities face disruptive
environments during recovery and, consequently, tend to be disengaged from collective
efforts (Drabek 2006; Dynes 2003). The following section will discuss the concept of coproduction between government and community as an appropriate way to improve
community involvement.

2.3.4. Community resilience

Collective recovery efforts offer the potential for improving sustainable disaster recovery
while developing synergistic relations between the citizenry and states, but this is often a
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challenging task during recovery (Frieling et al. 2012; Thomas et al. 2011). Previous studies
have emphasised the potential for collective action to contribute to achieving sustainable
disaster recovery in that synergistic relations rise with strong mutual trust, which in turn leads
to collective action (Coyne & Lemke 2011; Frieling et al. 2012; Thomas et al. 2011). Extant
studies on community disaster resilience have attempted to develop a mechanism that
explains how a post-disaster community builds its disaster resilience for reducing
vulnerability from future disasters while anticipating the sustainability of the future
community (Paton & Johnston 2006). For doing so, collectively acting and mobilising
community social resources to recover from ruin is a matter of the utmost importance (Kulig
et al. 2008; Cutter et al. 2008).

Previous studies have canvassed various elements that precede constructing community
resilience. Norris and colleagues (2008), for example, offer an integrated framework that
includes essential elements for developing community disaster resilience. They reviewed and
synthesised relevant literature and suggested four adaptive capacities: economic
development, social capital, information and communication, and community competence;
subsequently, they viewed community disaster resilience as a set of networked capacities
(pp.135-6). That is, all those factors as elements in a process are interrelated; thereby, the
community itself builds capacity for learning and adaptation to maintain its resilience against
the external crisis. Magis (2010) echoed that a set of community capacities to address
problematic situations collectively is much needed for post-disaster communities to achieve
sustainable recovery. Goodman et al. (1998) emphasised the importance of collective action
among individuals. They noted that community resilience emerges while individuals develop
an ability, first, to identify and produce solutions collectively in response to immediate
problems and, second, to accumulate such knowledge as community resources while
anticipating a sustainable future (pp.259-60).
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In this regard, community resilience presents, first, the importance of community knowledge
shared collectively by the entire community (Adger et al. 2005; Paton & Johnston 2006).
Second and subsequently, it requires an interactive process of their deliberated actions for
solving challenges, and during the process, mutual social trust is built (Magis 2010). Third
and more profoundly, coordination is much needed to facilitate more effective community
resource use (Kulig et al. 2008). Brown and Kulig (1996, p.43) write about the coordinated
action:

the capacity of community members to engage in projects of coordinated action within
the context of their community despite events and structures that constrain such
projects.

This coordinated action requires that different individuals need to mobilise and organise
their efforts to deal with problems in the aftermath of disasters during disaster recovery
(Brown 1991). For developing such capacities in the context of a post-disaster community,
previous studies have noted that better-coordinated action requires mutual interaction
among individuals (e.g., Cutter et al. 2008; Kulig et al. 2008, 2013; Norris et al., 2008).
Kulig and her colleagues (2008) signify that mutual interaction among proactive
community actors precedes community resilience. They note (p.77):

The following community-resiliency process emerged (a) the community experiences
interactions as a collective unit (c) consequently, some type of community action
occurs, noted by the presence of visionary leadership, an ability to deal with change in
a positive way, an ability to cope with divisions, and the emergence of a community
problem-solving process.
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The utmost benefit of the community interacting collectively is that the community develops
resilience reducing vulnerability from the future acute shock of disasters (Norris et al. 2008).
Discussions in preceding sections highlight that co-production is a type of collective action
which emerges while mutual relations build. More pointedly, a synergistic relationship
presents the potential for creating value in the way that individuals are connected. It produces
a combined effect on the creation of value more significant than the sum of their separate
effects (Evans 1996; Ostrom 1996).

Putting this argument together, it appears that co-production relates to community disaster
resilience and sustainable disaster recovery. Obviously, 'sustainability' embodies human
activities for making the lifeworld flourishing and vibrant (James 2015). The conceptual
overlap between co-production, community disaster resilience and sustainable disaster
recovery does not preclude a view that co-production is of utmost importance in building a
resilient community. It is mainly because the practice of co-production begins with various
community actors who are well connected and form a mutually supportive whole (Cohen et
al. 2013; Drabek 2006; Ganapati & Ganapati 2008; Vale & Campanella 2005; Wiek et al.
2015; White et al. 2015). Second, as discussed, a disaster-resilient community is referred to
as a post-disaster community that can survive future extreme natural catastrophes with
minimum loss of resources and create a greater sense of community among individual
citizens (Paton & Johnston 2006; Vale & Campanella 2005). Moreover, the primary goal of
sustainable disaster recovery is to improve post-disaster communities' pre-disaster
vulnerabilities, so it cultivates the idea of being a resilient community. That is, it seeks to
rebuild post-disaster communities for the decades to come while mitigating future disasters
and anticipating the probability of reoccurring associated social problems (Norris et al. 2007;
Song et al. 2017). It can be concluded, then, that both community disaster resilience and
sustainable disaster recovery recognise the role of community involvement. Voluntary
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participation of individual citizens makes recovery processes more adaptable to deal with the
complexity of challenges under hazardous environment during recovery, and subsequently
improve the satisfaction of the whole recovery process while anticipating the future
(Davidson et al. 2007; Frieling et al. 2012; Thomas et al. 2011).

2.3.5. The importance of voluntary community participation

As modern society is getting more pluralistic and democratised, governments raise a
question: whether traditional top-down urban planning approaches remain effective in
addressing problematic situations (Healey 1997; Innes 1996). Several earlier scholars (e.g.,
Arstein 1969; Davidoff 1965; Rittel & Webber 1973) have already highlighted the limitation
of such an approach. In response to complex problematic situations, collaborative approaches
have been regarded as alternatives to a rational and top-down approach in urban planning.
Such collaborative approaches are quintessential in providing possible solutions for social
dilemmas in pluralistic and interdependent post-modern society (Healey 1997; Innes 1996;
Innes & Booher 1999).

Another line of discussion is an offshoot to the inexorable presence of wicked problems in
modern society. Rittel and Webber(1973) claim that scholars and policymakers must pay
more attention to the wicked problems. They pointed out the main reason of this interest is
that such problems are complex; less obvious, precise, and predictable for them to identify
causes and effects from objective measures. In particular, policymakers often encounter
policy-related issues that are inherently uncertain, complex and divergent, which may often
incapacitate government's competence in providing solutions. The most significant policy
issues are wicked problems primarily because modern society is getting more pluralistic and
democratised in many ways that entangle multiple stakeholders in their differences of
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interests and values which, in turn, influence policy-making processes (Innes & Booher
1999). It thus impedes governments finding feasible solutions. Head (2008) describes wicked
problems as three aspects of complexity, uncertainty and value divergence. That is, the nature
of wicked problems leaves public sector agencies damaged as they try to elucidate their
causes and effects.

In recent years, national and state governments around the globe have been subjected to sharp
criticisms about the incapability of their agencies to provide viable solutions for wicked
problems such as climate change, obesity, drugs and refugees (Head 2008). In the same vein,
an academic discussion has turned to the argument that the capacity of government agencies
may be diminished, and the traditional organisational structure of top-down and centralised
rationalisation based on bureaucracy and hierarchy impedes any improvement in public
sector efficiency (Rainey 2009). In fact, Osborne and Gaebler (1992) argued that government
agencies fail if they remain tolerant of centralised and bureaucratic organisational models.
They highlight that government agencies need to reinvent themselves to become more
collaborative (Kearney et al. 2000; Brudney & Wright 2002).

Within this context, the importance of citizen participation in policy-making processes is
increasingly being emphasised in both academic discussions and among key agencies such as
the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) and other publicsector agencies. They often suggest that citizens help policy decision making processes to
become more adaptable to deal with the diversity of public interests, expectations and needs
(Head 2008; Huxley & Yiftachel 2000; O'Leary et al. 2006 ; Yiftachel 1999). It also relates to
the redistribution of power in the decision-making process. Bergh (2004) notes, for example,
that democratic participation, where a group of citizens or public has decision-making powers
or control over social issues, presents the potential for improvement in unequal state power
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relations, and community leadership improves. Bourgon (2007) Innes (1996) and Ryan et al.
(2009) shares the same ground for supporting the potential benefits of citizen participation.
They suggest that citizens can help government become better informed based on their
experience and knowledge, and subsequently offer a variety of alternatives to solve social
dilemmas. OECD (2009) notes that the democratic participation of citizens improves public
sector performance in that innovative idea that is deliberated through public involvement can
help policymakers address complex and uncertain policy issues (p.23).

In this regard, scholars have often called for a better governance structure that encourages
collaboration between citizens and state (Head 2008; O'Leary et al. 2006;). Ansell and Gash
(2007), for example, emphasise the importance of governance structure that can
accommodate citizenry. They describe the nature of better governance (p.544):

A governing arrangement where one or more public agencies directly engage non-state
stakeholders in a collective decision-making process that is formal, consensus-oriented,
and deliberative and that aims to make or implement public policy or manage public
programs or assets.

Since every policy process is a social task, coordinating collective action between government
agencies and citizens requires mutual comprehension when gaps of norms, cultures,
compliance, and political views exist (Coyne & Lemke 2011; Innes & Booher 2000). In other
words, this requires cross-agency activity, where integrating resources of citizens and
government agencies with the strengths of private firms, informal organisations and
community is possible (Healey 1996; Innes 1992).

However, in reality, it is often the case that ordinary citizens are invisible in the decisionmaking process, which means that power holders have more leverage over the whole
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planning process (Ansell & Gash 2007; Hassain 2013; Thomas et al. 2011)3. The literature
has often ascribed such unequal power relations to the lack of a state's willingness to include
citizens (Agranoff & McGuire 2003). In addition, while prevalence of a tokenistic approach
confines citizens to being only informed, consulted and placated (Healey 2007). The diversity
of stakeholders' values, interests, and objectives also impedes consensus building, and thus

collaboration often becomes a far-reaching goal (Agranoff & McGuire 1998; Innes 1996;
Innes & Booher 2000; Innes et al. 1994).

2.4. Co-production

About the growing interest in citizen participation in the field of disaster recovery
management, there is currently a resurgent interest in the concept of co-production (Cepiku &
Giordano 2012; Pestoff 2006; Edelenbos et al. 2011). Co-production is referred to as a series
of collective activities between citizenry (i.e., co-producers) and states (i.e., regular
producers) in the delivery of public services to achieve better outcomes. Such collective
action is done by contributing to each others' resources collectively and, as a result, to enjoy
benefits together (Brudney & England 1983; Bovaird et al. 2015; Parkes et al. 1981). It
includes co-commissioning, co-designing, co-evaluating and co-distributing through the
entire process of policy-making and implementation (Bovaird 2007). Such activities are
underpinned by those concerned citizens' voluntary participation with the support of states

willing to facilitate such activities, where institutional, political, and social structures are

3

In particular, Hassain (2013) highlights the role of social workers and organisations in the promotion of citizen
participation in disaster management. His research was echoing Thomas et al. 2011; however Hassain (2013)
focuses on the whol e process of disaster management while Thomas et al. (201 l)'s thesis was leaning toward
the discussion of the presence of power inequality.
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accommodating citizen involvement in the whole process (Alford & Yates 2015; Kim et al.
2017).

As discussed, scholars have concerned that governments often fail to recognise that the
prevalence of a top-down approach impedes citizen participation in disaster recovery. Their
concern resonates well with the concept of co-production. V. Ostrom (1961, cited in Ostrom
2015) coined the idea mainly for offering an alternative way to improve the efficiency and
satisfaction of urban service delivery. Since then, the baton for elaborating the idea was
passed to other scholars like E. Ostrom (1996), Parks et al., (1981), and Brudney and England
(1983) during the 1980s. The concept has been further developed primarily for improving the
governance structure to increase citizen participation, especially at a local level (Alford
2009).

As co-production is a relatively new approach to disaster recovery (Stevenson & Petrescu
2016), there is very little empirical research on co-production in the context of post-disaster
communities (Blackman et al. 2017; Grube & Storr 2014; Frieling et al. 2012; Thomas et al.
2011). Those studies that have been undertaken have suggested that the value of the practice
of co-production in the context of disaster recovery is to, first, increase the community's
autonomous preparedness to future disasters through more democratic governance
arrangement; second, to increase community satisfaction with recovery process and outcomes
and third, and more importantly, to enhance the community capacity to rebuild their
community resilience against future disasters while collectively engaging in recovery
activities.

This section follows reviewing the concept of co-production with definitions and elements
that constitute the concept. More specifically, it is also supported by that community is an
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association of co-producers. In such a view, this section thus elaborated issues of the practice
of co-production in the context of post-disaster community.

2.4.1. Filtering definitions

One of the comprehensive definitions of co-production is found in Ostrom (1996). She
defines it as "the process through which inputs used to provide a good or service are
contributed by individuals who are not in the same organisation" (p.1073 ). This definition
highlights that the intrinsic characteristics of co-production are holistic, where it is a process,
not a sporadic activity, which leads to the existence of temporality in co-production. It also
points out that heterogeneity in nature, where multiple concerned co-producers and regular
producers contribute their resources to achieving the collective outcome (Bovaird et al.
2015). In the same vein, Ramirez (1999) notes that co-production creates values through a
mixture of activities of multiple actors (p.49):

Value coproduced by two or more actors, with and for each other actors' value
coproduced by two or more actors, with and for yet other actors.

Co-production was defined by a group of scholars who had initiated the intellectual
discussion. They provided an insightful definition of co-production in public service delivery
as follows (Parks et al. 1981, p.1002):

Coproduction involves a mixing of the productive efforts of regular and consumerproducers. This mixing may occur directly, involving coordinated efforts in the same
production process, or indirectly through independent, yet related efforts of regular
producers as a result of technological, economic, and institutional influences.
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This definition is specific and inclusive. It delimits the concept as the interdependent
relationship between government agencies and ordinary citizens. They are regular and
consumer producers respectively, according to Parks et al. (1981); thus, the production of
services is associated with valued outcomes in ways that input from both leads to outputs and
outcomes. It shows that co-production is not just based on which regular and consumer
producers' inputs are a substitute, but it is more related to complementarity, where they are

interdependent, for deriving their benefits. It also indicates that the level of co-production is
determined by the extent to which they are interrelated. It means that if they are barely
interdependent, both produce outputs with less certainty of being valued by each other (Evans
1996; Ostrom 1996). Brudney and England (1983) called it individual co-production,
stressing that potential benefits are limited to being distributed among a group of individuals,
not an entire community. This understanding was corroborated and further developed by
other scholars (e.g., Brudney & England 1983; Kiser 1984; Levine 1984; Sundeen 1985) in
discussion during the 1980s.

Their understanding, however, would appear to show a limitation in capturing the whole
dynamic of the practice of co-production at a local level. The discussion would appear to be
less focused on individuals by asking why ordinary citizens co-produce. It may be because
the concept then was conceived and developed throughout the mainstream of public sector
management, where an institution had been in the centre of new public management during
the 1980s, instead of individual citizens' motivation in the practice of co -production (Pestoff
2012). Nevertheless, the early discussion provides various aspects of co-production, and it
has resonated among current development. Watson (2014) condensed the potential value of
co-production as an intellectual platform. He notes (2014, p.62):
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How state and society engage on issues related to urban planning has been a prominent
theme in planning literature There has been no one identifiable position or theory
emerging from debates on this question

rather a set of differing ideas and positions

informed by different contexts and drawing on a range of different intellectual
traditions When such analytical and normative ideas of planning have spread from
their regions of origin to other very different parts of the world (as they inevitably do),
then these underlying informants no longer hold, or only hold partially, throwing into
question the usefulness of these ideas for planning theorists and practitioners alike.

Alford (2009) has provided a clear explanation of co-production, referring to as an action
where the synergy between citizen and states is likely. He writes (p.23):

Co-production is any active behaviour by anyone outside the government agency
which is conjoint with agency production, or is independent of it but prompted by
some action of the agency; is at least partly voluntary; and either intentionally or
unintentionally creates private and/or public value, in the form of either outputs or
outcomes.

On the surface, his definition seems to allude to any distinction by other scholars since coproduction is viewed as a type of collective action, not behaviours of actors. The "any active
behaviour" telegraphs that co -production is a way in which individuals act toward others,

explicitly emphasising the dynamics of multiple actors' interaction for facilitating co productive activities. If co-production is referred to as a type of behaviour, it conveys the
existence of the iterative process of actions and interactions of actors. The prefix, "Co-", has
a literal meaning of "with", "together", ''joint" and "one that is associated with action with
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another" 4 . The "production" serves a suffix meaning "the act or process of producing." 5. A

point here is that such lexical meanings highlight the element of action and the aspect of its
being processual. In other words, although the terminology tells us "co-production is a noun,
the concept conveys the intrinsic value of synergy as Ostrom (1996) emphasises.

Interestingly, Alford and Yates (2015) offer a similar way to understand the underlying
meaning of co-production. They suggest that co-production has double entendre in its literal
sense. They note (p.3, emphasis added):

... the term 'co -production ' itself has two elements. The 'production' aspect signifies

that it involves some kind of transformation of tangible or intangible inputs into more
valuable outputs. The 'co - ' aspect denotes that it is done jointly by two or more
parties. One way of comprehending this jointness is to see co-production as a
reciprocal process: it entails the government organisation and the citizen each giving
something, such as time and effort, to the other.

By extension, such a lexical definition conveys this processual and dynamic perspective that
emphasises the reciprocity between citizens and government (Ostrom 1996) while it is often
treated as being a fixed setting, in which citizens and government collaborate to improve
public service delivery (Bovaird 2011; Pestoff 2012). Ostrom (1996) and Evans (1996)
discuss how co-production is identified, pointing out the dynamic process of collaboration
among heterogeneous individuals. For a better understanding of the concept of co-production,
the literature often highlights who the co-producers are.

4
5

See https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/co
See https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/production
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2.4.2. Community as co-producers

Community is interchangeably used when referring to a neighbourhood and local small- and
medium-sized groups, emphasising social bonds that exist among individuals living alongside
each other in a specific physical space (Crow 2012). Scott (2014, p.103) highlights:

The concept of community concerns a particularly constituted of social relationships
based on something that the participants have in common

usually a common sense of

identity. It is frequently used to denote wide-ranging solidarity over a rather undefined
area of life and interests.

The earliest discussion on community discoverable is from Ferdinand Tonnies (1963). The
terms Gemeinschaft (community) and Gesellschaft (society) were introduced by Tonnies,
where social trust and mutual interaction is stressed in the form of Gemeinschaft
(community). In contrast, self-interest comes with individuals living alongside with others in
an urbanised society (i.e., Gesellschaft). Tonnies stressed the social bonds as sentimental cooperative relationships such as mutual trust and interaction. To the extent to that social trust
and interaction are core elements that combine individuals in a community, Tonnies
sentimentalised Gemeinschaft. He acknowledged that modern society had acquiesced to such
a significant shift from Gemeinschaft toward the other end, which is more of Gesellschaft, as
society transitions to being post-modern (James 2015, pp.30-3). Brint (2001) is in agreement
with James (2015). Borrowing Durkeim's work, he points out that Tonnies' typological
aspect of gemeinschaft, in which community is important in maintaining social relations
between individuals and, as a result, social support is strong. This concern about such
contemporaneous change is shared by scholars in that individuals find less time to build a
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long-term commitment to developing social bonds while living alongside others (Jacobs,
1961; Putnam 2000).

Within that context, explicit directions to the understanding community remain elusive.
James (2015, p.31) comments that "Community often seems to be whatever people say it is,

potentially incorporating every conceivable form of human grouping." A clear explanation of
what community means is rarely provided, and there is an inclination to define it as an
aggregate of local people and groups (Hillery 1955). While scholars have studied various
cases of community involvement in a local disaster recovery context, an attempt to define
community seems to have been overlooked. Being eclectic by collating different sources,
many scholars tend to oversimplify the idea of community by reaching a dualistic conclusion:
community and governments (James 2015; Kim et al. 2017; Pestoff 2012;). Moreover, such a
dualism does not seem to be an unusual way to analyse the dynamics of community actions in
the literature.

2.4.2.a. Community as a collective social entity

The community is regarded in a general sense as an aggregate of individuals in the literature
(McMillan & Chavis 1986). However, it appears to lack clarity: whether it is viewed as a
regional and geographical community, and, if so, whether it only includes local and nongovernment residents within an area. This static point of view on the community has been
widely accepted and applied to various contexts such that the application of the notion seems
to have attenuated the requirement of community. However, a different point of view has
been proposed to understand the essence of the community. A relational point of view regard
community as an active substance beyond the geographical boundary. George A. Hillery's
survey is representative in this regard. He surveyed 94 definitions of community in 1955.
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Although it seems an old adage-like synthesis, his paper, however, delivers a clear notion of
community, emphasising the relational aspect to understand what community means. He
synthesised a list of attributes that define community: physical location, self-sufficiency,
kinship, the consciousness of kind, everyday lifestyles, and social interaction (p.119,
emphasis added):

... the concept of community is to be found within the broader concept of social

interaction (either with or without area) and, furthermore, that an area of common ties
and social interaction can be present in a community

no matter how many other

types of groups and phenomena are also a community.

Social interaction, thus, helps us reformulate the notion of community as an aggregate of
individuals, a community by essence. This social interaction is also noticeable beyond a
geographical boundary insofar as the individuals interact, and the community also
encompasses any types of groups, including generic community groups and non-community
actors insofar as recurrent social interaction, is expected (Scott 2014, pp.159-169).

Functionalist perspectives can also supplement this kind of reasoning. A central proposition
is that society is a system, where "a set of interconnected parts with together form a whole"
(van Krieken et al. 2000, p.634). It implies that the community as a social institution is a part
of the social system, signifying its collective contribution to the system as a whole. In other
words, society as a social system precedes the social institution within which individuals
constitute a community (Scott 2011, pp.144-150). Such a view of the community as a social
institution in which social system is the emergent social product of mutual interaction among
actors is proffered by Parsons (1971). According to him, society (i.e., societal community) is
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a type of social system, emerging through a complex network of the collective entity of
interdependent individuals (pp.12-14).

Scholars in symbolic interaction suggest that individuals recognise themselves as a social
entity of the entire society through interacting with others. Herbert Blumer (1969, p.12) views
individuals as an acting organism, noting that

... human beings must have a makeup that fits the nature ofsocial interaction. The

human being is seen as an organism that not only responds to others on the nonsymbolic level but as one that makes indications to others and interprets their
indications.

In the literature on citizen participation in disaster recovery activities, such a view is intrinsic
while the community is the subject of study. For example, Davidson et al. (2007, p.102) note:

The idea of community participation has been so widely expressed that it does not seem
to mean anything clear anymore. The term "Community" has been - often arbitrarily
used to refer to a neighbourhood, a slum, a group of local NGOs, a group of militant
leaders, the residents of a small town, a workers' unio n, a group of women, etc. In this

sense, the term neither denotes what this group of people really have in common nor
their differences.

Although it is not a rebuttal of such a view, the general understanding that a community is
composed of a group of people who reside within a specific geographical boundary and,
consequently, share a certain degree of values and norms, permeates the literature. In this
sense, literature often provides a typology that separates the neighbourhood and local nongovernmental individuals from states as a non-community entity. Such a dualistic description
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would appear to confuse as it impedes researchers from exploring the dynamics of
individuals actions and interaction. There seems an attempt to highlight the collective action
of individuals in the field of community development, emphasising the reciprocal process
among a wide range of individual citizens (Kulig et al. 2008; Norris et al. 2008). It does not,
however, seem to drift away from the ordinary categorisation of the community, setting a
boundary that emphasises the contrasting nature of citizens, compared with that of
government. Such dualistic category does not seem to be rejected as mentioned.

More pointedly, scholars have taken to focusing on individuals when studying community:
individuals are residents in the area. They viewed communities as large social groups where
individuals join in, and their participation is active and voluntary, and describing the
community as a collective unit where a large number of communities are active (TewdwrJones & Thomas 1998). Here, individuals refer to residents who share a common spatial
location and properties within a community. Individuals join together in community groups
such as community-based organisations and neighbourhood associations by their own interest
and become registered members (i.e., membership) (e.g., Ueda & Shaw 2016, van
Houwelingen 2012; Brown 1991; Shaw & Goda 2004) where members' voluntary

association and active participation are not compliance-based (Arstein 1969; Brudney &
England 1983). For example, neighbourhood associations do different volunteering activities
such as neighbourhood watch, crime prevention, and so on (Ueda & Shaw 2016, van
Houwelingen, 2012). The community here is understood as a collective entity. This is no
problem to regard it as the spatial location of a devastating disaster area interchangeably,
where the social interaction of all actors (i.e., residents and non-local actors) is present, and
the expression of a sense of community is strong (McMillan & Chavis 1986; Peterson et al.
2008). In doing so, individual actors can be put at the front and the back as researchers study
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their actions and interaction whether those individuals are those who are ordinary citizens or
who work at local government.

In a similar vein, McMillan and Chavis's survey of the meaning of community revealed that

the community is viewed as a group of persons who are connected through social relations
that extend beyond the geographical boundary. It alludes to the degree of interaction. In other
,,
words, confining the term, " community , in a geographical sense may not be a better way to

take account of it as a social system. Then, it is not overstated that local governments and
local based non-governmental organisations can be included under the umbrella of
community insofar as relatively durable social relations are expected. It does not mean,
however, that residents and local government are transposable conceptually since the intrinsic
nature of both social entities is distinct. Still, the separation is blurred due to the similar social
value that is constituted through their interaction (Parsons 1971).

2.4.2.b. Community as a collective association of agents and stakeholders

This kind of understanding seems to be found in the idea of agency. This concept does not
view individuals as agents who remain a passive entity in the face of social change; instead,
the human is an active agent who is capable of adapting him/herself to external change. In the
field of community development, it is seen that as Brown and Westaway (2011) describe, the
community as an aggregate of human agents is an adaptive social entity with a capacity to
learn and adapt in the face of distress and sudden change. Concerning this, they wrote that
"Adaptive capacity comprises the necessary resources for systems to adapt and learn"

(p.323). Such a conception of community in a collective sense as agents corresponds
similarly to the relational point of view in the literature: the community is inseparable from
the interactive dynamic of individuals. Emirbayer and Mische (1998) note that the agency is
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better described by the presence of actors' engagement in interactive response to any
problematic situations, which subsequently may change preformulated structure where the
interaction begins.

This kind of reasoning can be persuaded to contemplate the nature of the community as a
collective human agency. American sociologists, Mustafa Emirbayer and Ann Mische, from
The New School for Social Research, published an article, "What Is Agency?" in 1998. Their
arguments are developed upon John Locke's supposition that a human is a free agent who can
manage his/her issues. They thus stress the prominence of the human capacity to act, not be
acted upon, as autonomous, independent and reflexive agents. They define agency (p.962,
emphasis added):

... a temporally embedded process ofsocial engagement, informed by the past (in its
"international" or habitual aspect) but also oriented toward the future (as a
"projective" capacity to imagine alternative possibilities) and toward the present (as a
''practical-evaluative" capacity to contextualize past habits an d future projects within

the contingencies of the moment).

The view of individual members in a community as agents are also found in the perspective
of relational sociology. Burkitt (2015) points out, for example, that agents are " interactants
who are autonomous, independent and capable of taking part in collective actions" (p.322). In
the same vein, the literature emphasises the role of concerned actors in mobilising potential
intellectual and imaginative power of individuals in collaborative urban planning (Healey
1996, 1998). Such actors in co-production are often rendered as stakeholders (Bovaird 2007).
In general, a stakeholder is referred to as, " Any group or individual who can affect or is
affected by the achievement of the organis ation's objectives" (Mitchell et al. 1997, p.869).
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Herein, the "can" can be the implied ability of actors, who desire the freedom to act on their
objectives (Coleman 1988). This freedom of action thus is likely within a structure, where
decision-making powers are dispersed across multiple actors (Healey 2007). It notes that the
structure is decentralised and authority is dispersed where each actor possesses the ability to
act autonomously (Coyne & Lemke 2011). It reflects the notion of polycentrism toward
creating synergistic relations, where heterogeneous individuals form a collective entity while
involved in a collective activity (Aligica & Tarko 2013).

By extension, community viewed as a group of individuals who are able to organise their
resources align with the value of the polycentric system in a way which decision-making
power is delegated to various social actors in the system. Coyne and Lemke (2011, p.43)
explains:

Polycentric systems are those in which decision-making power is dispersed across
multiple organizations, each possessing the ability to act autonomously within their own
constitutionally allotted realm of authority. As such polycentric orders are systems of
self-governance in which individuals or organizations holding power are constrained in
their behaviour by rules established by those they are authorized to govern.

It highlights the equity standpoint between influential traditional stakeholders and 'have-nots'
by ensuring that all individuals or groups are considered as actors and stakeholders who
affect the decision-making process through horizontal social relations (Aldrich 2015;
Agnitsch et al. 2006; Hawkins & Maurer 2010; Rusch 2010). Perkins and colleagues (1996)
also pointed out the significance of collaboration among individuals in a specific boundary in
order to solve the community's problems. McNeely (1999) noted that community often seeks
collaborative attitudes: "Community building ... working together on concrete tasks that take
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advantage of new self-awareness of their collective and individual assets and, in the process,
creating human, family, and social capital that provides a new base for a more promising
future ... " (p.742).

2.4.2.c. Community in the practice of co-production

Current literature has discussed the practice of co-production from micro to macro-level (e.g.,
Alford 2009; Bovaird et al. 2015; Pestoff 2012). At the macro level, scholarly work on coproduction has stressed the dynamics of different actors within the local area. This work
alleges that community is more of social interaction, less of physical boundaries that
determine who belongs where (Hillery 1955; McMillian & Davies 1986). That is, if the
community is understood as a group of individuals within a community group in a local area,
there should be much homogeneity among members (Forrest & Kearns 2001). However,
taken as a collective, the community stresses heterogeneity among various actors within the
area (Hillery 1955), where weak social ties are noticeable among heterogeneous members, as
suggested by Granovetter (1983) and Portes (2000).

Admittedly, it can be purported that a community entails individuals whose social ties are
strong, which seems to exclude the heterogeneity of various social entities unwittingly.
Instead of the seeming simplification of community, it is necessary to stipulate the diversity
of community groups within a local community for understanding the different levels of coproduction (Brudney & England 1983). Understanding different levels of co-production thus
can be subjected to variation regarding the community boundary (Woolcock & Narayan
2000). Again, if the community is understood as a group of individuals within a community
group in a local area, homogeneity among the group members is strongly present (Forrest &
Kearns 2001, pp.2128-9). By extension, the cohesiveness encompasses heterogeneity among
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community members (Hillery 1955, pp.114-5), where close and dense ties among
heterogeneous members comprise a collective entity. It is concurrent with the notion of coproduction in that synergistic relations are a catalyst for the emergent collective action in
various cases (Bovaird 2011; Evans 1996, 1119; Ostrom 1996; Storr & Haeffele-Balch 2012;
Thomas et al. 2011).

Putting together, a departure from the dualistic interpretation of co-producers versus regular
producers is more capable of explaining the dynamics of co-production. In such a view, the
post-disaster community is an aggregate of heterogeneous individuals or groups who affect
and are affected by a decision-making process of disaster recovery related issues. Not only
are local community members and groups included, but non-local community members who
are involved in recovery activities also are part of the post-disaster community. This view, in
turn, signifies a reformulation of an established community by extending individuals' social

connection beyond their established social boundary upon a disaster event.

As discussed in preceding sections, individuals are recognised as active actors, agents, and
stakeholders and their interactions do not tend to be hierarchical but cooperative (Coyn &
Lemke 2011). In this regard, to be able to understand the value of co-production at a local
level clearly, it makes sense to view the community as the significant social entity that can be
analysed as social associations of multiple actors. Kendra and Wachtendort (2006, p.333)
note

What is considered "community" can truly transcend physical linkages and create a

demand for community innovation that mirrors the social rather than physical
connectivity of its members.
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Instead of dichotomous presentation between citizens and governments, the community is an
appropriate unit of analysis for exploring the dynamics of multiple actors' interactions in a

specific context. The specific context presents the complexity in which collective action is
likely to occur while social actors refer to each other collectively for solving problematic
situations (Tewdwr-Jones & Thomas 1998; Tierney et al. 2001; Thornley et al. 2015).

2.4.3. Levels of co-production

Several scholars have extended the theoretical discussion to understand more general and
distributive types of co-production. Although such a view was intrinsic in the literature, there
has been a scholarly attempt to develop a typology. The earliest discoverable notion of such
understanding is Brudney and England 's (1983) typology of co-production. They suggest
there are three types of co-production: Individual, group and collective co-production,
determined by "the nature of benefits achieved and the degree of overlap found between the
activities ofregular producers and consumers" (p.63). First, individual co-production is that

individuals contribute to community affairs, such as reporting a faulty traffic signal. Second,
group co-production requires a voluntary association to work together with other community
members. An example is joining a neighbourhood watch group for preventing criminal
activities in their local area. Finally, collective co-production results in collective public
goods and services whose benefits are redistributed to the entire community (Bovaird 2007;
Frieling et al. 2012; Robinson & White 1997). For this ideal type of co-productive activities,
the construction of synergistic relations between citizens and states is crucial in that the
higher level of co-production relies on the degree of mutually supportive relations among
heterogeneous actors (Bovaird et al. 2015; Davidson et al. 2007).
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It resonates with previous studies on community involvement in the entire process of disaster
recovery planning and implementation which has established that facilitating community
involvement in the form of collective co-production increases the level of their satisfaction
with recovery progress and outcomes (Nakagawa & Shaw 2004; Thomas et al.2011); often
brings out a speedy recovery of the entire community (Nakagawa & Shaw 2004; Shaw &
Goda 2004); and ultimately contributes toward sustainable post-disaster recovery (Coyn &
Lemker 2011; Frieling et al. 2012; Thomas et al. 2011). Albeit, it leaves an important
question: What underlying mechanism steers community members into co-production, which
in turn leads to sustainable recovery.

2.4.4. Collective action, collaboration, and co-production

Previous studies have often used collective action and collaboration as they emphasise the
importance of citizens' involvement, not being acted upon by someone else's willingness. In

other words, the voluntariness of co-producers precedes co-productive activities (Bovaird
2007). That is, a certain degree of individualistic concerns and commitments for a significant
effect on their community is intrinsic in the emergence of co-production (Brudney and
England 1983). Albeit, co-production is economic in nature since it is deeply rooted in a key
assumption that individuals behave as they believe that their rational choices achieve
significant benefits and act according to their choice as is collective action assumed
(Verschuere et al. 2012, pp.1086-8). Scott (2014, p.91) highlights the nature of collective
action:

(Collective action is) Taken by a group or organization in pursuit of members'
perceived shared interests. It seems logical to expect that people who have an interest in
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common will act on it ... many people who stand to benefit from a given collective action

will refuse to join in.

It is evident that co-production necessitates collective efforts of all actors' contributing their
resources (Bovaird 2007; Poteete & Ostrom 2010). When scholars such as Ostrom (1996) and
Evans (1996) explain how co-production is identified, their flag is found at such a
collectiveness between co-producers and regular producers. It is viewed as a synergistic
relational potential between those two different entities in a social field (Alford & Yates
2015). In other words, co-production emphasises the relational aspect, where multiple
concerned actors are purposively interacting with each other with the purpose of creating
synergistic outcomes by contributing their resources (Robinson & White 1997). In this sense,
co-production embodies collectivism between citizens and states (Bovaird 2011). The
original idea of co-production is based on meticulous observations of such collective efforts
in the context of urban community development (Ostrom 1996).

In saying that individuals co-produce because they are willing to produce desired outcomes,
co-production is viewed in the assumption of collective action, which is economic rationality
in nature. In other words, their involvement is determined by their expected return, although
they may not seek a material interest in, as classical public choice theory claims, maximising
benefits (Verschuere et al. 2012). In the context of post-disaster community, individuals
collaborate because such efforts are likely to bring benefits to the community where they
belong (Aldrich 2012a, b). However, it is not necessarily interpreting the benefits as tangible
and, even, financial assets (Ostrom 1996). It is instead often viewed that a post-disaster
community develops an intangible community resource such as a strong sense of community
while experiencing complex problems during post-disaster recovery (Kage 2013).
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Such a non-physical resource may result in motivating community members to contribute
their resource physical and non-physical - voluntarily (McMillan & Chavis 1986, p. 11).
Although co-production cannot be separated from rational economic assumptions, scholars
have stressed the role of voluntariness (Brudney & England 1983). Furthermore, collective
recovery efforts in the context of a post-disaster community take individuals' willingness to
input their resources voluntarily more into account (Thomas et al., 2011). It is the nature of
co-production, which is discussed by scholars that voluntary participation in improving
public service delivery is a matter of the utmost importance (Brudney & England 1983; Sharp
1986; Sundeen 1985). More importantly, such a view emphasises that coproducers are actors,
agents, and stakeholders who are willing to affect decision-making process in the community
in which it requires shared responsibilities of those actors for monitoring the decision-making
process and evaluating outcomes and the evaluation focuses on the distribution of benefits to
the community, which is the level of perceived level of satisfaction of individuals whom each
stakeholder represents (Bovarid 2007; Pestoff 2012).

Given that co-production is collective action in nature, individuals may encounter a free-rider
problem. Ostrom (2010) pointed out the issue of the collective action problem in relation to
the underlying assumption of human behaviour. According to her, individuals who act
primarily upon outcome-oriented self-interest may not be motivated to work mutually with
others, which in turn is grounded in whether or not there are synergistic relations. It relates to
the conflict of interest with others, the intensity of which may increase mainly where
heterogeneous groups compete. Instead of taking such an issue into account, scholars have
emphasised that co-production values synergistic relations that bring about the potential for
sustained collective efforts (Alford 2014). The synergistic relationship is long-term in nature,
built through mutual interaction between those different co-productive parties (Evans 1996;
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Ostrom 1996). Such a long-term relationship may stimulate collective efforts for solving
policy problems through individuals' substantial resource commitments (Bovaird 2007).

In this regard, co-production embodies collaboration. One of the specific characteristics of
collaboration is a voluntary membership of individual actors or groups, which serves as a
precondition for the creation of collaborative alliances for solving problems (Brudney &
England 1983). Roberts (2004) and Robinson and White (1997), however, highlights that
organisational willingness to participate in collaborative action is more important than
citizens' voluntary behaviours. Westley and Vredenburg (1991) shifted the principal foci of

collaboration (i.e., willingness and motivation to participate in collaboration) into the degree
of organisational interrelationship by stressing the significance of negotiation. They
suggested that collaboration is more likely to occur if there are more negotiations among
actors (pp.82-5).

Table 2.1. Co-production, collective action and collaboration
Definition

Key assumption

Coproduction

The process through which
Inputs used to provide a
good or service are
contributed by individuals
who are not in the same
organization

Collective
action

The action was taken by a
group of people in pursuit
of their perceived shared
interests

Individual rational
choice

Collaboration

Voluntary membership of
individuals for a desirable
outcome

Individual rational
choice

Individual rational
choice

Distinction
Focus on the
relational aspect
Social interaction is
presumed
Focus on economic
rationality
Individuals will act if
they have a common
interest
Focus on
organisational
interrelationship by
stressing the
significance of
negotiation
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In the same vein, Ostrom (1996) commented on these two aspects of co-production in public
service provision, where citizens are more delegated to control and collaborate with
government officials. A common problem in co-production seems more related to citizens'
willingness to participate in the decision-making process (Evans 1996; Ostrom 1996) than a
rational behavioural aspect of human behaviour to act on self-interest (Bovaird 2011).
Vincent Ostrom (1977, p.35) described co-production as "between those who supply service
and those who use a service", stressing such a way in which, should those heterogeneous

producers be collaborative, a greater value is likely to be created.

While co-production is collaborative in nature, it is essential to note that co-production
emphasises specifically citizenry-initiative while acknowledging the importance of coproducers 'resource commitment (Bovarid 2007). For example, it is not easy to find many
occasions in the literature, prefixing citizen or community as they stress that co-producers'
willingness to provide their inputs is necessitated (Robinson & White 1997). Early scholars
such as Kiser (1984) used citizen co-production while emphasising the significance of
community involvement in policymaking. In urban planning literature, the collaborative
approach emphasises mutual relations between citizens and governments, where more
democratic arrangement stimulate citizens' initiating collaborative planning and

implementation (Innes 1996).
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2.4.5. Co-production, co-management and co-governance6

In the extant literature, it is often found that co-production is subsumed under co-governance
and overlapped with co-management (Watson 2014). Reviewing the research revealed that
they are not mutually exclusive, noting that those concepts seem to be interchangeably used
as referents of each concept, share the same attributes and are at least similar. Rather than
attempting to separate co-production from the other two, this section seeks to foreground
features of co-production that make it more capable of explaining various cases of collective
efforts between the citizenry and states in the context of disaster recovery (Thomas et al.
2011).

Although the distinction between co-production and others is rare throughout the literature, it
can be inferred that co-production focuses more on the individual level of the social
phenomenon. In contrast, others address structural aspects of the development of events in
the social domain. In this regard, scholars such as Ostrom (1996) and Evans (1996) discuss
how co-production is identified, pointing out the dynamic rendering of relations between coproducers and regular producers. Notably, Watson (2014) offers an insight in this respect.
She notes (p.71) that, " Co-production processes have often come into being precisely because
formal channels of engagement do not exist or are not satisfactory, and other ways to engage
have to be found." What formal channels? According to Watson, for the emergence of co-

6

Revival of scholarly interest in in citizen participation is disccused in the literature (e.g., Ansell & Gash 2007;
Aldrich 2102). Among several studies, co-production and social capital are deemed quintessential ingredient for
the success of disaster recovery. In this context, some studies have discussed co-creation, in which coproduction is more generic concept that explain the process of individual actors' actions while co-creation is
more encompassing. Thinking of the current study, discussing the ways of understanding the relationship
between the two concepts may not lead to bear some fruitful discussion. This was determined on the basis of
which, first, the thesis was leaning toward the whole disaster recovery process, therefore it was deemed
important for me to select more relevant concepts (i.e., co-management and co-governance); second and more
importantly, while acknowledging that co-creation is the more encompassing term (e.g., Brandsen et al. 2018),
co-production was studied by several authors (e.g., Ostrom 1996; Evans 1996) especially in line with social
capital.
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production, there is not a precondition that an institutional arrangement between states and
citizens for their co-productive activities must be in place. Instead, the necessity to engage in
the process of co-production is found where there are ineffective formal channels to connect
to other producers. It seems contrived in the literature, where other scholars have emphasised
the importance of the institutional arrangement. However, it is more sensible to understand
the nature of co-production under such a view since co-production is an emergent social
phenomenon. It emerges in such a way that citizens identify problems, which often leads to
taking part in a collective effort to solve the problems (Brudney and England 1983; Bovaird
2007; Pestoff 2012; Sharp 1986). As noted, this is the nature of co-production, where
Brudney and England (1983) point out the importance of voluntary involvement.

Thus, the main difference is found in how these three similar, but different concepts are
conceived. As noted, Ostrom (1996) and other scholars in the concept of co-production have
pointed out that co-production is better understood as a process, not a static consequence of
actors' actions in an isolated social structure. That is, co -production is not adequately

identifiable within the context of a very understanding of its strategic perspective (i.e., comanagement) and its institutional arrangement (i.e., co-governance). It is better described
when more of the whole process of individuals' relations are explained. Although the

prevalence of the necessity of a flexible institutional structure is regarded as a prerequirement in collaborative urban planning, it is important to note that co-production is a
more citizen-focused, bottom-up approach since the apparent requirement of co-production is
the voluntary efforts of individuals making substantial resource commitments, not the
presence of institutional structure (Bovaird 2007, p.84). It is better described when more of
the whole process of individuals' relations is explained (Evans 1996).
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2.4.6. Summary

Since Vincent Ostrom coined the concept of co-production (1977), the concept has been
further developed for improving institutional settings for effective public service delivery
through collaboration between state and citizen (Brudney & England 1986; Evans 1996;
Levine 1984; Ostrom 1996; Sundeen 1985). A speculative definition existing in the literature
subsumes several key attributes: coordinated collective action between state and citizen to
achieve their common goals and the fair distribution of benefits to an entire community
(Brudney & England 1983; Rich 1981; Sharp 1980; Sundeen 1985; Whitaker 1980). As
noted, the voluntary engagement of individual citizens is an integral component of coproduction. Relatively recent scholars highlight the aspect of the emergence. Borrowing
Alford (2009), co-production as a type of behaviour (i.e., how individuals act toward each
other) then can evolve as it proceeds. In this regard, Evans (1996) and Ostrom (1996) argues
that supportive relations (i.e., complementarity) are the emergent social production

the

potential for synergy (Evans 1996, p.1123). In other words, through repetitive co-production,
people can self-organise more co-productive activities, which in turn develop the potential for
synergistic relations among those who are involved in the process (Bovaird 2011). Victor
Pestoff and colleagues (2012, p.18) for example, highlight such a view, noting that coproductive action is within "an arrangement where citizens produce their services, at least in
part. The latter could also refer to alternative service delivery by citizens, with or without
direct state involvement."

The 'co- ' aspect may well prove to be an essential element of co-production. Bovaird (2007,

p.847) explains that co-production is " the provision of services through regular, post
relationships between professionalised service providers (in any sector) and service users and
or other members of the community, where all parties make substantial resource
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contributions." His explanation resonates with Bovaird and his colleagues (2015). They point

out that co-productive actions require the voluntary involvement of community members
with the support of governments' willingness to involve citizens in urban development

projects. They also suggested that socio-economic conditions of citizens, their attitudinal
variables about the efficacy of co-production, and their perceptions of government affect their
decision to participate in the co-productive action. Verschuere et al. (2012, p.14) amplified
the importance of volunteering:

the mix of activities that both public service agents and citizens contribute to the
provision of public services. The former is involved as professionals, or "regulars, "
while "citizen production" is based on voluntary efforts by individuals and groups to

enhance the quality and/or quantity of the services they use.

As such, the literature has telegraphed the nature of co-production, revealing the fundamental
idea synergy - in the domain of co-productive activities, explaining that co-production is a
synergistic action across sectors, where the action is expected to achieve agreed outcomes
(Alford 2009; Bovaird et al. 2015). What preceding sections on co-production have discussed
leaves an important question. Whether the relational aspect (i.e., mutual relation) is related to
the concept of social capital, given that Evans (1996) alluded to the importance of strong
social capital in collective efforts among co-producers and regular producers are less evident
in the literature. The following section will discuss the importance of social capital in
collective recovery efforts and what type of social capital is incorporated in the discussion of
co-production.
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2.5. Social capital

Several scholars such as Bourdieu (1980), Coleman (1988), Putnam (2000) and Lin (2001)
suggest that social trust and networks among individuals indicate the presence of social
capital. Putnam (2000, p.19) views that strong sense of social capital in the social domain
presents " connections among individuals-social networks and the norms of reciprocity and
trustworthiness that arise from them." Bourdieu's view (1986) is echoed in that regard. He
referred to social capital as "the aggregate of actual or potential resources linked to

possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalised relationships of mutual
acquaintance and recognition - or, in other words, to membership in a group" (p.248). Lin
(2001) also agrees that social capital is social network resources which individuals can utilise
to derive their benefits. It is accumulated by the frequent and reciprocal social interaction of
individuals with others in different groups or organisations, the nature of which is either
homogeneous or heterogeneous and the type of which is horizontal. It is also understood as
individuals' or groups' investment in social relations with expected returns in the community

(Woolcock & Narayan 2000).

2.5.1. Three types of social capital

The literature often points out that the notion of social capital is poorly delineated. The
backdrop against such a lack of full understanding is the nature of "social" and "capital" that
is contingent upon the full grasp of a social process that underlies the development of such
social resources (Kim et al. 2017). In general, bonding social capital is described as a type of
primitive social capital which community members can utilise to derive own and group
benefits. Bonding capital is accumulated by frequent, homogeneous, horizontal social
interaction, often informal, among individuals within a single group, where the relationship is
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out of work patterns (Lin 2001; Portes 2000; Woolcock 1998). In contrast, bridging social
capital is a type of social capital which community members can utilise to derive their
benefits. It is accumulated within a local community by frequent, heterogeneous and
horizontal interaction among individuals in different types of groups or organisations
(Granovetter 1983; Lin 2001). While social interaction among them is frequent, they build
trust, share information, cooperate, overcome differences, and are empowered to engage in
the decision-making process actively (Bake et al. 2011; Grootaert & van Bastelaer 2004;
Onyx & Edwards 2010).

In the context of a post-disaster community, previous studies (e.g., Aldrich 2011; Bhandari
2014a,b; Nakagawa & Shaw 2004) have suggested that community involvement in postdisaster recovery is activated by the extent to which individuals develop social relations
beyond their group boundary. In this sense, Bourk & Holland (2014, p.41) that a wide range
of individuals, groups and organisations were often found making efforts to developing an
external relationship for building closer relation. In the context of disaster recovery, such a
relational aspect is often associated with a view that the presence of substantial social capital
is an essential ingredient of active community involvement (Kage 2013; Kim et al. 2017). In
other words, survivors of disasters look to their families, friends and relatives for immediate
support in the aftermath. It is from other community members within the disaster area that
they obtain the relevant information and supplies that are vital for their recovery; and, as time
progresses, they are often motivated to work together to rebuild their community. By
extension, in the aftermath of a disaster, community members within a locale are likely to
experience a new social capital (Aldrich, 2015), which, however, is not relegated to former
social capital. It is because social capital is variable, not a static capital existing among
community members (Lin, 2011). Bonding and bridging social capital in post-disaster
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recovery is thus newly formed and at least different from previously accumulated ones (Ueda
& Shaw, 2016).

Disaster recovery studies have established that a community with stronger existing social
capital is likely to stimulate active community participation and collective action, which in
turn leads to faster and better recovery (Aldrich 2011; Aldrich & Meyer 2015). The literature
has differentiated the specific role of bonding and bridging social capital, attesting that
bridging social capital serves as a catalyst that promotes cooperative community action for
rebuilding a resilient community (Agnitsch et al. 2006; Woolcock & Narayan 2000). It also
claims that social capital serves as a core mechanism to enhance community members to act
together for achieving a common goal (Aldrich 2012a, Storr & Haefele-Bache, 2012).
Granovetter' s (1983) proposition about the strength of weak ties (that innovative idea is

likely to emerge through weak social ties - i.e., bridging social capital) has found support in
the area of disaster recovery (Islam & Walkerden 2015). Granovetter's weak ties theory
raises the significance of bridging social capital for collective community action and reduces
that of strong ties (i.e., bonding social capital). It is because communities whose bonding
social capital is the dominant type of social capital are prone to isolate themselves from
interacting with other communities, which in turn reduces their stock of resources available
for rebuilding their community (Aldrich 2015, Hawkins & Maurer 2010; Ueda & Shaw
2016).

More specifically, during early phases of disaster recovery, bonding social capital is strong
when community members tend to rely on support from individuals within their group (Islam
& Walkerden 2014; Vallance 2015). Once community members realise their resources are
insufficient for rebuilding their group, they opt for transgressing their familiar social
networks boundary and obtaining resource requirements outside their community. They
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would hope that collaboration with other communities can supply the needed resources for
their recovery (Agnitsch et al. 2006; Granovetter 1983; Shaw & Goda 2004). About this
development from bonding to bridging social capital, Burt (2000) argued that bonding social
capital provides a condition for the emergence of bridging social capital. They explained that
individuals tend to interact with those who are homogeneous first. The community members
are likely to be motivated to build heterogeneous social interaction later for their benefit.

Linking social capital refers to network resources between citizens and government, where
the interaction is presumed vertical (Lin 2001). Its distinction from other types of social
capital, however, is subtle in this study. Especially in the context of community recovery,
incorporating the action of multiple stakeholders is facilitated under more democratic and
horizontal, not vertical, social relations between community and governments are present
(Coyne & Lemke 2011; Frieling et al. 2012). Apparently, current literature differentiates it
from the other two types of social capital, but it may be argued that linking social capital is
included in the notion of bridging social capital. Social capital is accumulated based on the
existence and the level of social interaction. If the concept is understood within the concept of
community, social interaction tends to be horizontal. The community in this study is defined
as a collective agency whose members are entitled to be treated equally, particularly as they
affect decision making. This study thus suggests that social capital within a community,
which is sensible to be called community social capital, is more horizontal social interaction
based. The vertical social interaction may imply a hierarchical and unequal relationship (Lin
2001), which may not be able to explain the dynamic reciprocal process of interaction
between different individual citizens within a community.

This view pertains to the definition of community as defined in the preceding section. The
community is an aggregate of various active actors who affect and are affected by decision
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making in a spatially restricted area's issue. Here is a presumed condition of which the
interaction is horizontal, where power relationship is presumed equally distributed to achieve
an agreed goal (Arstein 1977; Kiser 1984; Ostrom 1977; Percy 1984). In other words, the
nature of relationships within a society, which indicates individuals' or groups' connections
and access to others in the community which they feel belong. The intensity and quality of
mutual interaction determine whether the relationships develop social capital. The intensity
indicates the degree of information sharing. The quality relies upon the level of satisfaction
with the information. It is an informal network, where the "social" implies informal. There is
no formal social interaction which is noticeable among individuals in a formal organisation,
where all interactions are in work patterns. The intensity of interaction determines the
presence of informal interaction, which indicates how frequently the interaction arises.
Different types of interactions are prominent: homogeneous and horizontal, and
heterogeneous and horizontal social interactions. The work pattern herein implies a formal
hierarchy based on a work-related position (Scott & Davis 2003, pp.22-25). This kind of
reasoning is related to the concept of co-production. V. Ostrom (1977, p.36) commented
favourably that, "An efficient system of public administration will depend upon professionals

working under conditions where they have incentives to assist citizens as essential
coproducers rather than assume that citizens are incompetent to realise their interests." It
conveys that the interaction between citizens and government officials should not be
asymmetric (i.e., hierarchical and vertical), where citizens are often informed and consulted
(Arstein 1969, pp.216-8), but rather it should include citizens as co-producers.

In the literature, however, it is suggested that linking social capital is strong where
heterogeneous social interaction between community and government is vertical (Aldrich
2012; Lin 2001). As Hillary (1955) argued, favourably, social interaction is essential for
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individuals to perceive their belongingness to the community7. The concept of co-production
is echoed in that regard. Multiple stakeholders share responsibilities for monitoring the
decision-making process and evaluating outcomes and distribution of benefits (Brudney &
England 1986; Evans 1996; Ostrom 1996). It highlights the significance of mutual
interaction. In order to include multiple actors, their relations are required to be equal and
mutual. As the relation is vertical, it conveys hierarchy and asymmetric relations. Lin (2001)
commented on the hierarchical social structure, where social resources are embedded. He
highlighted that it was deemed evident that those who are in the higher social position would
be given better access to resources than those who are in the lower position (p.35).

This structure can also be narrowly understood within a single organisati on. However, Lin's
comment stresses a broad sense of social structure, where members are asymmetrically
interacted by their positional power as well as the level of possessions of valued resources. In
this sense, the vertical social interaction that conveys an asymmetric relationship is not
compatible with co-production.

In this regard, different types of social capital are determined by the different types of social
interaction. In order to identify the specific effect of bridging social capital as distinct from
bonding social capital, Lin (2001) focuses on how individuals interact with each other. It is
more relational potential that is generated through the process of interaction, such as trust,
norms of behaviour, and communication. It does not mean, however, the presence of the
relational potential is explicitly identifiable in reality (Portes 2000; Schuller et al. 2000).
Instead, it presents how individuals act toward each other for building mutual relations and

7

The community herein is understood as an aggregate of individuals or groups who affect and are affected by
the decision-making process. In other words, all actors are considered as stakeholders who represent organised
interests, groups, agencies and other organisations.
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consequently whether the resource potential of social relations (i.e., Social capital), is
implicitly embedded in this process (Poteete and Ostrom 2010; Robins and White 1997).

2.5.2. Indicators of social capital

Clearly, in prior research, social capital has been shown to leverage collective action among
individuals in that strong social trust makes them work together and concurrently their
collective action facilitates social trust (Putnam 2000; Putnam et al. 1993). In the context of
post-disaster community, previous studies (Dale & Newman 2010; Frieling et al. 2014; Ueda
& Shaw 2016) have suggested that collective action is activated by the extent to which
individuals develop a social network and mutual trust beyond their group boundary. The
presence of substantial social capital often underpins such long-term relations. Kim et al.
(2017) recently stress the nature of social interaction by acknowledging whether individuals
expand their group boundaries for increasing their social networking for professional and
social contact. Reviewing relevant literature on social capital has already pointed out such an
aspect of the degree of the heterogeneity in forming shared common value and norms and
building mutual trust as indicators of social capital among individuals.

In this regard, it is clear that social capital is a type of relational potential of social ties in a
specific community, stressing reciprocal interaction, shared common value and norms, and
trust formed by heterogeneous individuals. It contrasts how bonding social capital is formed
among individuals within a single group, where the relationship is out of work patterns (Lin
2001). In a similar vein, Coleman (1994, p.302) noted that social capital should be
understood by a proposition that different social actors, having two characteristics in
common, constitute of a social structure and facilitate a series of actions required..
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His view is abstract, but emphasises the importance of shared values and norms in social
capital among heterogeneous entities, reverberating his note on "two characteristics in
common". In this sense, social interaction is a fundamental element of social capital. Social

interaction is an individual's investment in building social resources (Hillery 1955 ; Lin
2001). There is no doubt that social interaction is viewed as a fundamental building block of
social capital. In other words, social capital emerges as individuals develop a certain level of
belongingness to each other through the community in which the interaction takes place
(McMillian 1986; Putnam 2000). For example, researchers in community development such
as Kulig and colleagues (2008) note that individuals within a community group build a sense
of belongingness when their social interaction is frequent, which in turn may stimulate
community members' willingness to influence others and their groups.

Interestingly, other researchers who studied social cohesion such as Wilkinson (1986) echoed
this aspect. His observation captures the development of social capital as individuals expand
their social boundary through frequent social interaction with different individuals and
groups. Norris et al. (2008) and Talo et al. (2014) observed that individuals expand their
social interaction beyond their group boundary in various instances to derive more
information and obtaining resources from others. Their propositions resonate well with
scholars in the study of bridging social capital. Scholars such as Granovetter (1983), Blum
(1985), Portes (2000), Woolcock and Narayan (2000) proposed that heterogeneous and
loosely connected groups are likely to adopt new and innovative ideas through frequent
interaction while tightly-knit groups are more focused on their structure and ideas.

About shared values and norms, Putnam (1995) suggests that mutual trust is the primary form
of strong social capital. While the level of homogeneity in social interaction determines either
bonding or bridging social capital, the level of social trust tends to trigger changes in the
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strength of social capital. It extends that social trust is reinforced when people develop
mutual norms and frequently interact, which in turn facilitates social network and collective
action among individuals (Leonard 2004; Rusch 2010; Muir 2011; Veszteg et al. 2015). Lin
and colleagues (2005), for example, reported that mutual trust among individuals tends to rise
with informal social connections. Putnam and his colleagues' views (1993) are echoed in that

regard. They explained that several features of organisation in a social domain such as trust,
norms and networks are deemed necessary for people to coordinate actions, as a result of
which a society functions (p.167). Apparently, previous disaster studies have emphasized that
strong social capital among individuals during recovery indicated by a high level of social
trust, which in turn leads to better cooperation among them (Albrecht 2018; Nakagawa &
Shaw 2004; Toya & Skidmore 2014). Subsequently, strong social capital helps individuals
develop a high level of belongingness to each other as a community (Kulig et al. 2008;
Putnam 2000).

Previous post-disaster community research has suggested that individuals within a
community group build a sense of membership when their mutual interaction is frequent.
This in turn may foster a high level of mutual trust, and subsequently stimulate community
members' motivation to influence others and their group (Kulig et al. 2008). Furthermore,

they often tend to extend their interaction beyond their group boundaries for better resources
during recovery (Storr & Haeffle-Bache 2012). In doing so, individuals are likely to adopt
innovative ideas through frequent social interaction with others (Kim et al. 2017). Such an
aspect offers a vital clue to indicate the specific effect of bridging social capital in collective
efforts for sustainable disaster recovery (Blackman et al. 2017; Shimada 2015).
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2.5.3. Social capital for co-productive action

Co-production pertains to an institutional arrangement to promote the joint participation of
citizens and governments in the provision and delivery of public goods and services (Warren
1987, p.5). It stipulates the general definition that co-production contains active and
voluntary community involvement in which different types of co-productive activities
achieve common goals whose benefits are shared by the entire community for the sake of
community development (Ostrom 1996; Rich 1981; Sharp 1980). As discussed, Brudney and
England (1983) proposed that co-production among separate individuals is contingent upon
the degree of participation and is essential to determine whether co-production results in
redistribution of benefits to a whole community. It offers potential inferential discussions to
suggest the conceptual association with social capital.

It should be noted that previous studies have already exhibited potential interlock between
social capital and co-production. Although social capital was not explicitly phrased, Sundeen
(1985) and Sharp (1980), for example, set forth the proposition that cohesive communities
with dense social ties tend to mobilise their community resources for achieving their
collective goals. In a similar tone, Ostrom (1996) suggested that synergistic relations between
citizenry and states are facilitated by embedded social ties among citizens and public
officials. Evans (1996) appraised the presence of strong social capital as a necessary
condition for a successful synergy between citizen and state agencies. The social ties among
heterogeneous individuals are viewed as bridging social capital, given that individuals are
intrinsically less homogeneous entities in composition and character (Granovetter 1983; Lin
2001). The nature of relationship thus is more likely to be heterogeneous beyond their
boundaries (Woolcock & Narayan 2000).
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Concerning the diversity of actors within a community, several studies have discussed that
the concept of co-production acknowledges the process of value creation through collective
efforts among multiple co-producers and regular producers (Evans 1996; Ostrom 1996;
Robinson & White 1997). It is the nature of co-production, which is hinged upon synergistic
relations among heterogeneous individuals or groups, including professional staffs from
governments (Barakat 2003; Kiser 1984; Rich 1981). In a similar vein, previous studies have
noted that the level of collective action within a local community is dependent on the extent
to which community social capital is present (Baker et al. 2011; Edwards & Onyx 2007;
Onyx & Edwards 2010&2011; Onyx & Leonard 2011). That is, active and voluntary
collective efforts toward a common goal are initiated as the degree of heterogeneous social
interaction is strong (Frieling et al. 2012; Rich 1981; Sharp 1980; Woolcock & Narayan
2000).

These ideas resonate well with what Putnam (2000) and Putnam et al. (1993) suggested. They
noted that engagement in public affairs relates positively to the level of social trust as a form
of social capital. Indicating a strong social capital also pertains to the level of collective
action. Hawes et al. (2012) agreed that greater community actions indicate that social capital
among separate individuals is present. Putnam and colleagues' (1993) definition elaborates

such an association in that regard. They noted that social capital facilitates coordinated
actions. They noted (p.167) that, " Like other forms of capital, social capital is productive,
making possible the achievement of certain ends that would not be attainable in its absence "
As discussed in preceding sections, co-production as a form of collective action emerges as
various actors build social ties. This process often embodies the specific effect of social
capital in that; first, social ties as a form of social capital are noticeable among different
individuals and groups, and second, the practice of co-production emerges as social ties
develop.
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2.5.4. Summary

This review extended the discussion proposing that voluntary involvement is a critical
element of the practice of co-production. While ambiguity remains about the underlying
mechanism that enhances the practice of co-production in the context of post-disaster
community, a critical review of the relevant scholarly academic works on such an aspect was
much needed. Although relatively few empirical studies on co-production in disaster
recovery have been previously conducted, this review has found that realising the potential
value of co-production in post-disaster communities can be challenging. This aspect is yet to
be explored. While previous studies have focused on the dynamics of which inputs from
community and governments are provided, and benefits are enjoyed collectively (Alford
2009; Bovaird et al. 2015; Brudney and England 1983; Kim et al. 2017; Pestoff 2012), a
detailed empirical analysis of the underlying mechanism that may present the dynamics is yet
to be provided.

2.6. Research Gap

It appears that scholars have paid attention to developing a general framework that may
increase community involvement during disaster recovery. The literature suggests that coproduction ensures a more inclusive and well-coordinated post-disaster recovery process
(Davidson et al. 2007; Pyles et al. 2017; Thomas et al. 2011). For the practice of coproduction, the literature reveals that it is leveraged, to a certain degree, by the social capital
of participating individuals (Evans 1996; Ostrom 1996). It is in line with disaster studies,
suggesting that building social capital among individuals from different organisations is
crucial in promoting an active community engagement during disaster recovery (Aldrich
2015). However, existing studies lack a contextualised understanding of the practice of co68

production and the role of social capital in the specific context of post-disaster community
recovery. In such a situation, members of the community may experience an unexpected
hardship, which may result in a limiting of their involvement in the recovery process. This
aspect is not sufficiently considered in the study of co-production, resulting in a partial
understanding of how to facilitate individual citizen s participation in the specific context. In
,

this sense, empirical studies, especially in the context of disaster recovery, are incomplete
(Kim et al. 2017). Thus, scholars have called for developing a general collaborative
mechanism that entails a latent social process, portraying how individuals as a community
engage in the practice of co-production (Alford 2014, Alford & Yates 2015, Verschuere et al.
2012, Kim et al. 2017, Watson 2014). Previous scholarly works in the field of public sector
management studies, where the original conception (Brudney & England 1983; Ostrom 1996;
Evans 1996) is found, raise a similar issue. They suggest that further empirical studies should
be added in order to understand a specific mechanism of co-production. This study is
conducted at a time when recent studies (Alford & Yates 2015, Bovaird et al. 2015,
Verschuere et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2017) emphasise the need for more empirical studies that
explore the mechanisms in a specific context.

2.7. Conceptual Framework

In response to this gap in the research, this study aims to capture a rich and comprehensive
empirically oriented understanding of a social phenomenon. A conceptual framework was put
forward to investigate the underlying condition for the practice of co-production that is
dependent on how individuals and groups outside government agencies act toward each other
for building synergistic relations. In this regard, Bazeley (2013) states that developing a
conceptual framework seeks a foundation and starting point for a well-designed study. She
emphasises (p. 35):
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It (the conceptual framework derived from literature, theory, paradigmatic foundations)
may hold clues to analysis puzzles along the way, and eventually it can provide a
reference point against which to check (and report) your analysis.

With this in mind, a review of the literature was conducted, and the existing knowledge was
synthesised. Consequently, a conceptual framework was developed to guide this study that
emphasises the conceptual distinctions and organising various ideas. This framework offered
an analytical lens to gain a rich and comprehensive understanding of the complex dynamics
of the practice of co-production in a post-disaster community recovery context.

2.7.1. Pragmatist theory of action

For understanding the dynamics of collective efforts of multiple actors in the context of postdisaster community, it was necessary to explore it with non-economic theoretical
perspectives. By extension, it also calls for a systematic advancement of the concept by
linking to general theories in social science. Verschuere et al. (2012,) suggest that the concept
of co-production is economic in nature and the future task of scholars in this field of study
would be theorising co-production out of the dominant economic assumption of rational
choice of individuals. :

This study focuses on understanding the social reality of the practice of co-production of
individuals outside government agencies while dealing with problematic situations during
recovery. Such complexity requires practical considerations of how they act toward each
other to generate a social world that is desirably represented and constructed based on their
ideas and experience (Strauss 1993).
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Notably, the contribution of John Dewey to the current development of pragmatism is
considerable. In his books, Logic: The Theory of Inquiry (1937) and How We Think (1933),
he viewed intellectual inquiry as a process of decision making and reflective thought. It
related to a sequence of thinking that is embedded in human social actions. Dewey (1933,
p.9) described that

Active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge
in the light of the grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which it tends
constitutes reflective thought

a conscious and voluntary effort to establish belief upon a

firm basis of evidence and rationality.

The inquiry thus relies on an individuals' belief system. The belief system is shaped by
experience and the belief is also shared among individuals through their interaction. In this
regard, Strauss (1993) echoes that this reflective thought helps individuals address a
problematic situation by speculating a workable solution; the solution is then evaluated in its
potential outcome through reflection, and an action to implement the solution then takes
place. More specifically, Dewey (1993) proposes an intellectual platform that may offer a
general mechanism for describing such a chain of actions. He explains (): 1) recognise the
situation as a problem; 2) based on existing beliefs, think through the problem; 3) as a
response to the problem, speculate a line of possible actions that can address the problem; 4)
based on existing beliefs, think about likely outcomes of the actions; and finally, 5)
implement the actions and evaluate them.

Such pragmatists' perspectives assume that, first, actions are contingent upon the situations
that are understood by individual actors within various contexts where the actions take place;
second, individuals tend to change their actions as the situations change; and third, the actions
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mirror socially shared ideas that are shaped by individuals' past experiences (Morgan
2014a,). It thus values the interconnectivity of individuals' experience, their actions, and

subsequently, the development of ideas that individuals share collectively (Creswell & PlanoClark 2007,). In particular, Anselm Strauss (1993) argues that actions of social entities (i.e.,
individuals, groups, and institutions) contribute to a constant change of social phenomenon
and the change also influence back to the actions. Strauss discussed that social phenomena
are shaped as different individual actors interact. He also added (p.54) that :

Over time, as the interactions continue, they and the actors themselves are affected by
different combinations of structural and interactional conditions. These are outcomes of
previous interactions and also of external influences bearing on the interactions.

It manifests the significance of interaction in social life in developing knowledge. It pays
attention to which actions are rooted in the social interaction of individuals; actions carry and
generate meanings in social life and actions are reconfigured by reflexive interactions of
individuals; and actions and interactions thus produce changes in social life in response to a
problematic situation (Straus 1993).

2.7.2. Research proposition

The present study adopts the view that the reality is constructed through actions of
individuals in response to problematic situations as they process them, and that structures are
re-constructed by those actions of individuals (Corbin & Strauss 2015). Strauss (1987, pp.67) highlighted the significance of social interaction in the comprehension of the complexity
of the social phenomenon. He noted:
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Much social research seems to be based on quite the opposite assumption; either that,
or researchers working in various research traditions describe or analyze the
phenomenon they study in relatively uncomplex terms, having given up on the
possibility of ordering the "buzzing, blooming confusion" of experience except by
ignoring 'for a time ' its complexity.

To be able to explore the social phenomenon, he also underlined that much of the knowledge
is shared and is built on socially shared experiences among different individuals (Strauss
1987). More pointedly, it is that a specific social phenomenon is complex and inherently any
social change is constant; as a result, the necessity to account for a specific direction of the
phenomenon is paramount, where social interaction and processes are core features to be
understood (Corbin & Strauss 2015). For an in-depth empirical study, the development of a
research proposition that is subservient to the schema of the pragmatist theory of social action
was put forth. Therefore, a loose framework was developed in the pragmatist theory of action
for capturing the underlying mechanism of the practice of co-production within the context of
community recovery. Based on such a framework, this study was primarily interested in
particularising experiences and knowledge shared by individuals. A proposition and
conceptual framework are put forward as follows:

In response to various challenges during post-disaster recovery (Step 1), which leads to
creating problematic situations that limit citizens ' commitment to collective recovery efforts,
community members manage to participate in collective action by contributing their
resources. While participating in various activities, they manage to build a reciprocal
relationship with other members and government agencies (Step 2). In doing so, an iterative
process of actions among them underlies the practice of co-production to rebuild the
community (Step 2-a), the process of which is often reinforced by strong social capital among
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them (Step 2-b). Such process becomes noticeable as the recovery progresses gradually (Step
3).
Figure 2.1. Conceptual Framework

2.8. Summary

In sum, this chapter explored trends in the literature that synthesise existing knowledge. It
began with surveying currently developed understanding of issues of community members'
voluntary involvement in disaster recovery and developed a broad them underlying
mechanism of co-production

that guides this study. It then led to the discussion of

community-led collective recovery, focusing on the role of individuals and groups outside
government agencies. The literature has suggested these are active, voluntary stakeholders for
community recovery, who can input their local knowledge in the whole recovery process. In
this context, this chapter elaborated the current deliberation in the literature, which stresses
the need for a more empirical study to understand the underlying mechanism for the practice
of co-production. This chapter also put forward a proposition and conceptual framework that
offers guidance to capture a rich and comprehensive empirically-oriented understanding.
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Chapter 3. Methodology

This study aimed to learn the experiences of community members who represent organised
interests, groups, agencies and other organisations for community recovery during the 2011
Christchurch post-disaster community recovery. that voluntary community engagement of
individuals in Christchurch, New Zealand, declined, but the level of voluntary participation
had increased gradually as the recovery progressed ((e.g., Blackman et al. 2016; Kenny &
Phibbs 2015; Tyson 2016; Vallance 2015)). This chapter discusses the research methodology
for this study, including research methods to collect and analyse data. The study adopted a
qualitative approach to gain insights into the practice of co-production of various individuals.
Inherently, the nature of the study is exploratory, interpretative, empirical and situational. In
this regard, this study adopted a phenomenological research approach to account for
experiences of individual citizens in Christchurch, New Zealand. For data collection, two
rounds of in-depth interviews were conducted. An inductive approach to interpret the data
was adopted, which helped construct categories through an iterative process of codified
methods.

3.1. Research Approach

Creswell (2003) suggests that researchers' research paradigm, including ontological and
epistemological stance, affect the selection of an appropriate methodological approach. The
consideration of the right kind of methodological approach begins with researchers' careful
projection of the potential contribution of knowledge development within a specific field of
research (Bazeley 2013). In this regard, surveying the literature on community development
shows that it has gravitated toward a qualitative approach. Scholars in disaster research (e.g.,
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Dynes 2004; Homan 2003; Killian 2002) have noted the value of qualitative research for
capturing a rich and comprehensive empirical data in a specific context of post-disaster
community recovery. Understanding the particular context of post-disaster community
recovery requires researchers to be concerned with the impact of catastrophic events, which
often disrupts the entire social system of communities, resulting in people being profoundly
affected by psychological stress (Khondker 2002). The investigation of real-life context
offers a better way than a non-qualitative approach does because individuals' experience and
knowledge are subjective and reflect diverse aspects of information in a specific context
(Stallings 2006, pp.56-65). For this very reason, it is suggested that researchers need to be
within a particular location so that they can collect data in a natural setting where the context
helps them recount individuals' perceptions of a social phenomenon (Charmaz & Mitchell

2001). This approach suggests that inductive and non-quantitative way to analyse data for
drawing meaningful and insightful knowledge from individuals in a real-life context can
provide rich information to explain the complexity of social phenomenon (Boyatzis 1998).
When little is understood of underlying mechanisms that account for a social event, a
qualitative inquiry is an appropriate approach as it helps to develop a theoretical account of
such little-known social reality (Bazeley 2013; Creswell 2013).

With this in mind, this study takes a social constructivist approach. It assumes that reality is
constructed under a specific context through individuals' experience (Berger & Luckman,

1967). It also views that the reality is multiple, constant, and processual and as a result, the
reality is constructed by interactions of different individuals in response to problematic
situations and inherently process and structures are reconstructed as such processes occur
iteratively (e.g., Charmaz 2014; Clarke 1991; Strauss 1987; 1993; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). In
doing so, multiple meanings are sought while the researchers acknowledge multiple realities
constructed through interaction among individuals in a specific situation, emphasising on
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various facets that may be accountable for the explanation of a social phenomenon (Schwandt
2003, pp.305-7). More pointedly, it suggests that knowledge in the social field as the new
product of socially constructed by concerned individuals to describe and understand a social
phenomenon (Berger & Luckmann 1967; Creswell 2003). It led to acknowledge that the
reality is thus knowable as there are individuals constructing it together under a given
situation within a specific context, denying generalising the knowledge being sought after
(Gergen 2015).

For this reason, it is an affirmative proposition that subjective knowledge is socially
constructed through individuals' interaction, which is found within their experience (Chamaz
2014; Corbin & Strauss 2015; Strauss 1993). Consequently, the position of researchers
should not be overlooked since they are part of the research context, meaning that the
subjectivity is inevitable. Hence, it gives multiple perspectives on the analysis of data. Such
ontological and epistemological stances led to the development of axiological stance, in
which case intellectual inquiry is value-laden and value-bound, which researchers are led to
the subject of study under their values (Schwandt 2003), bearing that it may, however, lead to
a chance to be biased under their value (Christians 2003; Stake 2010).

3.2. Research Methodology

Given such a philosophical stance, this study sought to distil collective insights about the
social phenomenon from various individuals, especially concerning the practice of coproduction during a post-disaster recovery process. More specifically, the study aimed at the
provision of empirical insights into the practice of co-production during community recovery.
For this, this study highlighted a rich and comprehensive understanding of daily-live
experiences of multiple stakeholders who involved in community recovery efforts in
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Christchurch, New Zealand. It was primarily put into consideration when designing the
research for enabling researchers to answer the research questions (Creswell 2007) and more
importantly, developing an appropriate research methodology was guided by the research
paradigm (Bazeley 2013; Stake 2010).

Much disaster research suggests that a qualitative approach is required to distil meaningful
information on unknown circumstances and factors that may affect community affairs.
Killian (2002). Philips (2002), for example, strongly recommends more qualitative studies for
methodological advance in disaster research. She highlights that a naturalistic approach in
disaster research acknowledges multiple realities in a specific context and the mutual
interaction of researchers and informants. She states (2002, Chapter 7, Section 3, para 8),

Because disasters challenge communities in unexpected ways and have unanticipated
consequences, QDR (Qualitative Disaster Research) can capture human behavior at its
most open, realistic moments ... Rather than a standardized, preset format, qualitative

researchers usually prefer to remain flexible, rendering them more able to capture new
ideas and to follow fresh perspectives to emerge from the data being collected. Rich
insight can result.

Qualitative study is concerned with diverse perspectives on community affairs through a
researcher's eyes (Stake 2010, pp.14-6). Inherently, it is exploratory and field-oriented, where
a specific social phenomenon is observable. It thus strives for being out of an experimental
setting. In other words, it aims at being naturalistic, seeking open-ended, descriptive and nondirectional ways to capture participants' real-life experiences in context. Understanding the

specific context thus enriches researchers' study of the specific phenomenon (Stalling 2006).
More importantly, it acknowledges the subjectivity of interpretation while researchers are
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informed about the literature on the subject of the study (Bazeley 2013, p.5). In doing so, it
may distil insights from individuals, reflecting their experience in a specific situation, which
is developed through empathising with people and appreciating the different perspectives
they bring to the subject of study (Charmaz 2014, pp.26-32).

In this regard, researchers are instrumental and empathetic while collecting and interpreting
data. About the role of researchers, Corbin and Strauss (2015, p.4) state,

... a form of research in which the researcher or a designated coresearcher collects

and interprets data, making the researcher as much a part of the research process
as the participants and the data they provide.

The qualitative approach also emphasises that the studied world is multi-faceted and
constructing knowledge is via interaction among people who engage in the construction
(Stake 2010). For this reason, understanding the context and experiences of individuals
helped capture a whole picture through the naturalistic exploration with a relatively small
number of participants (Morgan 2014a, p.50). Yin (2011, pp.7-8) asserts that the quality of
qualitative research relies on whether any meaningful information emerges from the study of
individuals' life in a real-life context, where their views on a social phenomenon within a

specific context contribute to generating a body of knowledge. Creswell (2007) agrees (p.37):

Qualitative research begins with assumptions, a worldview, the possible use of a
theoretical lens, and the study of research problems inquiring into the meaning
individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem. To study this problem,
qualitative researchers use an emerging qualitative approach to inquiry, the
collection of data in a natural setting sensitive to the people and places understudy,
and data analysis that is inductive and establishes patterns or themes. The final
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written report or presentation includes the voices of participants, the reflexivity of
the research, and a complex description and interpretation of the problem, and it
extends the literature or signals a call for action.

A qualitative study of this nature needs to aim for pursuing reliability and validity, which
ensure the high level of consistency and accuracy of results. Creswell (1998) and others
(Charmaz 2014; Corbin & Strauss 2012; Klenke 2008) note that providing a reliable and
accurate study ensures that the data and its source are trustable for the scholarly discussion of
research findings. They understand that reliability in qualitative studies is a means to ensure
the study can be replicable in various contexts. The validity, on the other hand, is relevant to
how well the finding conveys truth based on the data researchers observe and interpret.

With this in mind, this study adopts a qualitative phenomenological approach as a research
methodology. The primary aim of a phenomenological study approach is to comprehend a
phenomenon from lived experiences of individuals within a specific context (Moustakas
1994, pp.45- 8). It is consistent with social constructivist's epistemological stance:
meaningful information is contained within the view of individuals who are involved in the
social phenomenon (Gergen 2015). Moustakas (1994, pp.103-4) suggests a series of
procedures for deriving empirical evidence to answer research questions:

1. Discover a topic and research questions, involving social meanings and significance:
2. Conduct a comprehensive review of the extant literature; 3. Develop a set of
questions to guide the interview process; 4. Conduct a lengthy personal interview,
focusing on the topic and questions; 5. Analyse the data to comprehend individual
textural and structural descriptions, elaborating to a synthesis of meanings and
essences of lived experiences.
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This study began with recognising the significance of and relevant issues around voluntary
community engagement in the context of post-disaster community recovery. Inherently, it
was also a concern to explore the underlying mechanisms for the practice of co-production.
For a clear understanding of existing knowledge, especially with regard to community
engagement in post-disaster recovery and the practice of co-production, a critical review of
the literature was conducted. More importantly, this research was based on a loosely
constructed conceptual framework around the pragmatists' view of so cial action (Dewey
1993; Gross 2009; Strauss 1993). This allowed researchers to amend the framework during
and after the data collection and analysis. It enabled to achieve a theoretical contribution to
knowledge in the literature without directly confirming pre-existing knowledge in the
literature. With key themes found from the literature review, a conceptual framework was put
forward while the research aim and objectives were set up. Simultaneously, three research
questions were developed.

3.3. Research Strategy

A qualitative case study (Baxter & Jack 2008; Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2011) was developed as
a research strategy to examine complex social phenomena within its specific context. Baxter
and Jack (2008) note that the qualitative case study is primarily based on the constructivist's
view of multiple reality that is constructed by individuals. In other words, they signify the
importance of the subjective nature of knowledge creation of individuals through interaction.
In fact, according to them (p.545), scholars such as Yin (2011) and Stake (1995)
acknowledge their approach to design a case study based on the social constructivist
paradigm. Stake (2011, pp.131-3) emphasises that this approach also seeks collaboration
between researchers and participants to capture participants' views on a social phenomenon,

which in turn enhances understanding of their actions and interactions in the situation.
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The qualitative case study was an appropriate method to develop theories, evaluate current
policies, and suggest interventions for improving strategies (Eisenhardt 1989, pp.532-3). It is
appropriate to focus on a single case study as research goals are to integrate empirical
phenomenon and theories and to provide an explanatory aspect of concepts (Yin 2011).
Placing case boundary was necessary because the breadth and depth of the case study should
be considered carefully by researchers to answer the research question appropriately (Yin
2009). Researchers thus need to pay close attention to temporal and spatial information when
selecting a case for their study (Baxter & Jack 2008).

In this regard, a study site, reflecting the research aim and objectives of this study, was
selected: Christchurch, New Zealand, an area devastated by the 2011 earthquake. The case
boundary for this research was set in two ways. First, a temporal boundary was a concern to
capture a live account of people's experience during post-disaster community recovery. The

context in which recovery is still in progress was considered. Second, a spatial boundary is
Christchurch central area, where major recovery programs have focused over the years. Indepth interviews were used as a data collection method to explore the lived accounts of
community members of Christchurch, who took part in disaster recovery activities since
2011. Published scholarly studies, especially with regard to community recovery in
Christchurch, were reviewed for gaining background information, which in turn helped me to
understand the context around community engagement in the recovery processes at the time
of the study.
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3.4. Research Method

3.4.1. The study site: Christchurch, NZ

This study focuses on any situated interrelated features of a social phenomenon from diverse
people's views (Bazeley 2013, p.5). As the conceptual framework that guided the present

study, it was a deliberate research set-up that focuses on the context and the underlying
mechanism that was indicated by an iterative pattern of actions within that context. Strauss
(1993) notes (p.2),

Qualitative researchers tend to lay considerable emphasis on situational and often
structural context, in contrast to many quantitative researchers, whose work is
multivariate but often weak on context.

Field studies are a typical method of disaster research in view of which post-disaster
community context offers insights for the study (Stallings 2006). To investigate a specific
mechanism underlying the practice of co-production during community recovery,
Christchurch, New Zealand, was chosen as a study site, wheer the community was devastated
by catastrophe and recovery is in progress following disasters. It is of importance to identify
the dynamics of different individual actors in the study site, where diverse interests of theirs
are intertwined. In this regard, the area was chosen to investigate the issue of voluntary
community engagement. Samples for the study were chosen purposively in order to discover
the mechanism as individuals engage in post-disaster community recovery. In reviewing
policy documents pertaining to community involvement in the recovery process, it was
noticeable that various actors had been involved in the disaster recovery decision-making
process (CERA 2011; Tyson 2016). Previous case studies on the 2011 Christchurch
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earthquake, especially with regard to community engagement (e.g., Blackman et al. 2017;
Tyson 2016; Vallance 2015), have identified the decline of voluntary community engagement
as the recovery proceeds. Those studies have also echoed that there had been a negative
denunciation of the centralised form of the recovery process from central government
recovery agencies. As a result, voluntary community engagement had shown declined as
individuals are dealing with various challenges.

On 22 February 2011, an earthquake of magnitude 6.3 on Richter scale struck the Canterbury
region in New Zealand, where Christchurch was 10 kilometres away. The duration of the
quake was relatively short, but unfortunately, the natural event claimed 185 lives mostly in
Christchurch City area and over 150,000 homes damaged in the Greater Christchurch area
(Parker & Steenkamp 2012). According to Reserve Bank of New Zealand (Wood et al. 2016),
the economic impact accounted for around 8% of GDP of New Zealand, and the rebuild cost
(in 2015) in the US 40 billion dollars, involving over 170,000 building insurance claims for
the quake. The recurrence of the earthquake in the region tends to be relatively high, which
often tests the capacity of the community to adapt to problematic circumstances and
situations after the onset of the event. On September 2010, a magnitude 7.1 earthquake struck
Christchurch, New Zealand. Extensive damages were reported, mainly on physical
infrastructure. The casualty was none at this event. On the contrary, the earthquake on 22
February 2011 resulted in the death toll of 185 people. These two subsequent extreme events
crippled the community of Christchurch, disrupting their social and environmental system.
However, the voluntary involvement of community actors in disaster recovery efforts has
been noticeable (Kenny & Phibbs 2015). Thus, the site offers an empirical setting to
investigate how community members are intertwined to cooperate constructively for
rebuilding the area.
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Deciding an appropriate timing of research depends on the consideration of objectives of the
study and the contextual circumstances of the study sites chosen (Yin 2009). Given this
research focuses on the post-disaster recovery, Christchurch has been transitioned from
immediate response to long-term phase. In 2012, CERA (Canterbury Earthquake Recovery
Authority) proposed an indicative recovery milestone, aiming for a full recovery by 2020
(DPMC 2016). During the period, the recovery focuses primarily on restoration and
rehabilitation of physical infrastructure (Morgan et al. 2015). The recovery has been
transitioned toward the regeneration of the area for permanent settlement (CERA 2015).
Since the CERA wound up in early 2016, Regenerate Christchurch has put forward its vision,
highlighting the regeneration of Christchurch through more community-focused recovery
approach for bringing a vibrant urban community back.

At the time of this study, the recovery had been more than six years since the 2011
earthquake (See Figure 3.1.). However, community members were concerned that recovery
had been delayed as they were facing various challenges, resulting in the decline of voluntary
community engagement (Blackman et al. 2017). While the tedium of slow progress seemed
hard to bear, falling short ofthe community's expectations, it was suggested that the disaster
recovery process was being bent still under a severe weight of centralised, top-down
approach (Kenney & Phibbs 2015). Consequently, it discouraged citizen's willingness to take
an active part in their community recovery planning process while many of urban community
members were still under being traumatised and face disruptive environment (Vallance
2015). Since 2011, Christchurch City Council and recovery agencies have been devoted to
improving current governance structure and recovery planning policy that accommodates and
include various stakeholders' inputs in the future planning process (Tyson 2016). However,

the decline of voluntary community engagement seemed apparent; it has been suggested that
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more extensive effort to facilitate more community involvement is much needed (Blackman
et al. 2017).

Figure 3.1. Christchurch City, March 2017

3.4.2. Recruitment

Purposive sampling, rather than statistical sampling is normative in that researchers can select
the most informative sources of data from the study site (Ritchie et al. 2003, pp.88-103). This
strategy is also deemed suitable for obtaining samples that illustrate characteristics of
subgroups of interest (Patton 2002, p.182). Samples for the study were chosen purposively to
capture the lived account of voluntary community engagement in the form of co-production
(See Figure 3.2). As the recovery process in Christchurch, New Zealand has entered the post
phase, which is now called, ' Regeneration potential participants were identified through

publicly available contact details. Individuals who represent their groups and organisations in
Christchurch were recruited following a set of inclusion criteria to be considered as study
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participants who can be representative of groups and organisations (Baker & Edwards 2011;
Creswell 1998; Mitchell et al. 1997; Ritchie et al. 2003).

Figure. 3.2. Timeline: Data Collection and Analysis

i

Nov2016-Apr 2017
Initial Exploration

Apr. to Dec. 2017

Nov Dec Feb Mar Apr May Jun

21 Nov. - 6 Dec. 2016
S1.-ype Interview
(16 participants)

Open, axial, andselecth·e codes

Jul Aug Sep Oct

ov Dec

27 Feb. - 10 Mar. 2017

Face to Face Inteniew
(29 Participants)

For distilling real experiences from individuals, it aimed to identify potential participants,
first, who worked at community organisations and, second, who were at government agencies
during community recovery. In August 2016, as a preliminary method for identifying
pertinent information as to the practice of co-production, local news media via Google News
revealed to identify individuals and organisations who were most concerned and actively
engaged in community recovery. The following terms as key queries were used:
Christchurch disaster recovery 2016, Christchurch community organisation and post-disaster
recovery, and 2011 Christchurch earthquake. The search yielded a wealth of information in
the form of local and national news stories, especially with regard to community recovery
since 2011.

The preliminary search gravitated toward being substantive research through, first,
investigating who, in what organisations, are prominent members in community recovery
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over the years, and, second, validating current activities in community recovery. With this in
mind, I immediately set to work trying to research local news archives8 and government
reports through Christchurch City Council9. While reading local news stories, a list of
organisations and individuals (see figure 3.3) were identified: several community
organisations, academic researchers, and Christchurch councillors, especially with regard to
voluntary community engagement in community recovery processes over the years. Such
information was useful for me to not only understand the context of post-disaster recovery
but more importantly, to identify organisations and persons who involved in recovery efforts.

Figure. 3.3. Recruitment procedure
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The followings are local newspapers I searched up relevant reports and articles:
The Press (www.stuff.co.nz/the-press) ; Stuff (www.stuff.co.nz); Newshub (www.newshub.co.nz) ; Star.kiwi (www.star.kiwi);
Selwyn Times (www.starmedia.kiwi/newspaper/selwyn-times); Bay harbour News (www.starmedia.kiwi/bay-harbour-news);
Nor'West News www.starmedia.kiwi/norwest); Western News (www.starmedia.kiwi/western-news); Southern View
(www.starmedia.kiwi/southern-view); Pegasus Post (www.starmedia.kiwi/pegasus-post)
9

https://www.ccc.govt.nz/the-council/future-projects/
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To find out who would be suitable for the interview, Judy (pseudonym) was contacted
through personal network. As director of a local community organisation and a long-term
resident in Christchurch, Judy's knowledge and experience in community recovery in
Christchurch over the years proved most useful, especially in identifying and recruiting
prominent individuals for the interview. Between September and October 2016, I managed to
identify 73 potential participants and, for purposeful sampling, grouped them into seven
groups with nine-sub groups (See Table 3.1.).

Table3.1. Potential participants (Total: 73)

I Group
Volunteering
Individuals and
Groups

Sub-groups

Criterion

Number

Local community
organisations
Ethnic groups

Individuals who represent organised interests,
groups and organisations outside government
agencies

9

Religious groups

3
8

Business

Private sectors

Companies and retailors in Christchurch Central

8

Education &
Research

Academics and
Researchers

Those who were involved in research projects
and government advisor groups

10

Councillors

Representing 16 wards in Christchurch

14

Community Board
Members

Seven community boards:(Banks Peninsula;
Coastal-Burwood; Fendalton-WaimairiHarewood; Halswell-Hornby-Riccarton;
Linwood-Central-Heathcote; Papnui-Innes;
Spreydon-Cashmere)

Recovery agencies, Civil
Service Agencies,
Crown company

Central government agencies, who are
responsible for community recovery

Local News Media

Local new media, especially reporting the
community recovery process

Government

Media

13

7

1

Contact details of community organisations was obtained through, first, Google searches and,
second, CINCH10 (Community Information Christchurch), an online community directory.

10

www.cinch.org.nz
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Christchurch City Council website11 was publicly accessible to find contact details of
councillors and community board members. initial contacts were made, especially in
considering their availability for the interview. With Judy's help, the invitation was posted
on 14 October 2016. The initial contact was made via an email between 14 and 26 October
2016, asking if they would be willing to and available to participate in the interview.

In qualitative studies, seeking for pre-determined sample size is out of standard practice
(Richie et al. 2003). Data collection until each analytical theme or code is saturated when no
new information emerges for each category of data is found, and the central storyline and
category can include and account for all the categories emerged from the data (Creswell 2003;
Strauss & Corbin 1998). Nevertheless, I aimed to obtain around twenty participants for the
interview (Baker & Edwards 2012; Ritchie et al. 2003). In the invitation letter, a brief
introduction of the interview questions was given in advance for interviewees to be able to
build a general understanding of the topic that would be discussed.

Snowball sampling strategy was adopted. During the interview, potential participants was
being added until no new information was obtained any longer (Ritchie et al. 2003). Once
participants consented to participate in the interview, they were asked if there would be
potential respondents who might be able to and interested in the interview. During each
meeting, the participants were asked to introduce anyone they knew that might be interested
in this study. In doing so, they were asked 1) to pass on my contact details so that the
potential respondents could contact me if they were interested, or 2) provide their contact
details so that they could be contacted.

11

https://www.ccc.govt.nz/
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3.4.3. Data Collection

The published contact details (i.e., email, phone and PO Box) were to make initial contact
with selected participants. Once they informed their willingness to participate in the
interview, two forms were provided: 'Participant information form' and 'consent form'

before the face-to-face interview begins (See Appendices). In the case of Skype or telephone
interview, the forms were sent via an email. These forms clearly indicated that the consent
would be voluntary, and participants could withdraw at any time without any penalty and
feeling uncomfortable. Since the interviews might trigger any traumatic memories of the
disasters (Dynes 1994; Phillips 2002), I informed that, if there was any indication of
discomfort, the interview would not be held, the interviewee could withdraw from the
interview. Voice recording would be stopped immediately, and the data would be deleted on
the spot permanently if the interviewee decided to withdraw. I also informed that anonymity
was guaranteed. Any quotes from the interview data were non-identifiable with care to ensure
the interview data could not be traced back to individual participants. In addition, interviews
were conducted in a public space where the participants chose. There was no potential harm
to the researcher during the interview and fieldworks12. Audio files were transcribed and
converted for analysis. They were stored in a password-protected computer system and online
storage (i.e., OneDrive). Only the researcher can access data. All data were used for the
study.

3.4.3.a. The first round of interviews via Skype 27 people accepted the invitation,
including eleven from Government, thirteen from Community organisations, three from
Business, and one from Academics. The interview was scheduled between 21 November and

12

As noted, the planned interview (November 2016) was postponed due to safety reasons. Skype interviews were conducted
between November and December 2016, instead.
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1 December 2016. However, I had to postpone this interview due to safety reasons - a
magnitude 7.8 earthquake followed by a second earthquake and aftershocks in Christchurch
New Zealand. Kaikoura earthquake occurred on 14 November 2016, and the epicentre was 95
km from Christchurch (GeoNet 2016).

Alternatively, Skype interviews13 were conducted between 21 Nov and 6 Dec 2016. Thirteen
participants agreed to participate in the Skype interviews.14 During the interviews, five people
were referred to by participants (i.e., Judy, Tony, Parker, Ben, and Jake), and as a result, a
total of 18 people participated in the Skype interview15 (see Table 3.2).

Table3.2. The 1st round interview participants via Skype (18 participants)
Initial contact Date of
Interview

Gender Duration

Type of Interview

14/11/2016

F

59 mins

Telephone

14/10/2016

16/11/2016

M

40 mins

Skype

Judy

26/10/2016

22/11/2016

F

39 mins

Skype

Central
Government

Judy

18/10/2016

22/11/2016

M

40 mins

Skype

Ben

Community
Organisation

Tony

14/10/2016

1/12/2016

M

48 mins

Skype

P-6

Amanda

Community
Organisation

Local
Newspaper

14/10/2016

12/11/2016

F

62 mins

Skype

P-7

Adam

City Council

City Council
Website

14/10/2016

23/11/2016

M

36 mins

Skype

Participants Pseudonyms

Group16

Route

P-1

Layla

Education
/Research

Google Scholar 16/10/2016

P-2

Tony

Community
Organisation

Local
Newspaper

P-3

Maria

Community
Organisation

P-4

Jake

P-5

13

An interview with Layla (P-1) on 14 November at 11 am (NZDT) had been arranged before I had to postpone the fieldwork
to Christchurch. The internet connection via Skype was poor due to the aftershock and hence the internet connection issue. I
had to continue the interview via a telephone. The earthquake occurred a few minutes the midnight on the date. She described
she could feel constant aftershocks. She was in Wellington, New Zealand, when I interviewed her, where is from around 250
km up North.
14 All interviews were recorded using a digital voice recorder, transferred to digital storage and transcribed for data analysis.
Due to a slow internet connection issue, the Skype interviews were conducted voice only in many occasions.
15 Total Length of the first Interview: 12 Hours (731 minutes), Average Length: 46 minutes
16 Organisation the interviewee worked in, not their current organisation.
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P-8

Juliet

City Council

Local
Newspaper

14/10/2016

24/11/2016

F

46 mins

Skype

P-9

Parker

Community
Organisation

Local
Newspaper

14/10/2016

24/11/2016

M

58 mins

Skype

P-10

Anna

Community
Organisation

Parker

14/11/2016

24/11/2016

F

53 mins

Skype

P-11

Marko

City Council

City Council
Website

14/11/2016

25/11/2016

M

43 mins

Skype

P-12

David

Education
/Research

Local
Newspaper

16/10/2016

25/11/2016

M

44 mins

Skype

P-13

Aaron

Community
Organisation

Migrant
Community
Website

16/10/2016

29/11/2016

M

53 mins

Skype

P-14

Judy
Community
(Informant A) Organisation

Personal
Network

23/06/2016

1/12/2016

F

35 mins

Skype

P-15

Zev

Business
/Community
Organisation

Local
Newspaper

16/10/2016

6/12/2016

M

14 mins

Telephone

P-16

Justine,
Andrew &
Troy

Education
/Research

Jake

16/10/2016

23/11/2016

M

61 mins

Skype

Table 3.3. The 2nd round interview participants (31 participants)
Participants Pseudonyms

Group

Route

Date of Initial Date of
Contact17
Interview

Gender Duration

Type of
Interview

P-17

Thomas

Central
Government
Agencies

David

2/3/2017

8/3/2017

M

24 mins

Face-to-face

P-18

Archie

Local
Government

Local
Newspaper

14/10/2016
(7/2/2017)

1/3/2017

M

51 mins

Face-to-face

P-19

Syd

Local
Government
Agencies

Judy

16/10/2016
(7/2/2017)

6/3/2017

M

58 mins

Face-to-face

P-20

Lilly

Local
Government
Agencies

David

2/3/2017

7/3/2017

F

49 mins

Face-to-face

P-21

Marko

City Council

(Follow-up)

On the spot18

6/3/2017

M

18 mins

Face-to-face

P-22

David

Business /
Community
Organisation

(Follow-up)

7/2/2017

2/3/2017

M

49 mins

Face-to-face

17
18

2nd contact due to which the 1st round interview in Christchurch, NZ was cancelled.
I happened to meet him on the spot, in which I interviewed other participants.
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P-23

Adam

City Council

(Follow-up)

7/2/2017

27/2/2017

M

52 mins

Face-to-face

P-24

Clara

Local Tribal
Council

Anna ➔
An office
administrator

7/2/2017

10/3/2017

F

59 mins

Face-to-face

P-25

Edwin

Local Residents

Luke

28/2/2017

8/3/2017

M

31 mins

Face-to-face

P-26

Luke

Community
Organisation

Local
Newspaper

24/10/2016
(7/2/2017)

28/2/2017

M

50 mins

Face-to-face

P-27

Eni

Community
Organisation

Juliet

7/2/2017

2/3/2017

F

70 mins

Face-to-face

P-28

Sonia

Local
Government
Agencies

Ben

16/10/2016
(7/2/2017)

2/3/2017

F

52 mins

Face-to-face

P-29

Sharon

Local Residents

Layla

31/10/2016
(7/2/2017)

28/2/2017

F

46 mins

Face-to-face

P-30

Anna &
Parker19

Community
Organisation

(Follow-up)

7/2/2017

4/3/2017

F&M

83 mins

Face-to-face

P-31

Amanda

Community
Organisation

(Follow-up)

7/2/2017

1/3/2017

F

69 mins

Face-to-face

P-32

Dave

Business

Local
Newspaper

16/10/2016
(7/2/2017)

8/3/2017

M

41 mins

Face-to-face

P-33

Hector

City Council

City Council
Website

14/10/2016
(7/2/2017)

6/3/2017

M

51 mins

Face-to-face

P-34

Oliver

City Council

Aaron

24/2/2017

10/3/2017

M

55 mins

Face-to-face

P-35

Jacob

Business /
Community
Organisation

An initial
participant20

28/10/2016
(7/2/2016)

28/2/2017

M

73 mins

Face-to-face

P-36

Sue

Community
Board

Amanda

25/10/2016
(7/2/2017)

9/3/2017

F

57 mins

Face-to-face

P-37

Trey

Local Residents

Local
Newspaper

9/2/2017

8/3/2017

M

46 mins

Face-to-face

P-38

Emily

Community
Organisation

Sue

9/2/2017

9/3/2017

F

33 mins

Telephone

P-39

Alex

Local
Government
Agencies

Aaron

7/3/2017

10/3/2017

M

49 mins

Face-to-face

P-40

Daniel

Community News Aaron
Media

On the spot21

9/3/2017

M

44 mins

Face-to-face

19

Since the 1st round interview, both helped me contact various people, especially for the 2 nd round interview
The initial participant was not available. He introduced Jacob.
21 Aaron introduced Daniel when I visited his office.
20
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P-41

Amy22 &
Carl23

Local
Government
Agencies

Judy / Amanda 2/3/2017

3/3/2017

F&M

62 mins

Face-to-face

P-42

Judy

Community
Organisation

(Follow-up)

7/2/2017

2/3/2017

F

48 mins

Face-to-face

P-43

Liam

Community
Organisation

Jacob

28/2/2017

6/3/2017

M

31 mins

Skype

P-44

Ben

Community
Organisation

(Follow-up)

7/2/2017

27/2/2017

M

59 mins

Face-to-face

3.4.3.b. The second round of interviews Following the Skype interview, the second round of
interview was conducted in Christchurch between 27 Feb and 10 Mar 2017. These aimed to
investigate further what was revealed through the Skype interview, especially with regard to
the underlying mechanism for the practice of co-production. It includes seven follow-up
interviews for further conversation. The second invitation was sent in February 2017.

From the previous interview, it was clear that the role of community organisations was
deemed significant, particularly in their volunteering works for incorporating the actions of
different residents, other organisations and local governments. For further investigating this
aspect, members in local community organisations were invited to share their experiences in
the practice of co-production and the role of their social network resources with different
actors.

With the help of Judy, Amanda, Anna, and Tony from the previous interviews, 36 people were
identified for this second round of interviews in late January 2017. The initial contact was
made on 2 February 2017 - Twenty people accepted the invitation and were scheduled for
interviews. During the interview in Christchurch, NZ, additional ten people were interviewed,

22
23

Amanda introduced Amy. Carl and Amy had already worked together
Judy introduced Carl. In his email, he asked me to include Amy.
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who were introduced by participants of the second round of interviews. 24 In sum, thirty
participants participated in the interview between 21 Nov and 6 Dec 2016, including 14 from
government, 14 from community organisations, and two from businesses25 (see table 3.3).

3.4.4. Interview Process and Protocol

Interviewing is as an appropriate way to collect meaningful data in a qualitative study setting.
It is particularly useful when researchers strive for understanding individuals' substantial
experience in a study area (Stake 2003, Yin 2011). An interview protocol was prepared
following the research questions. It guided the in-depth interviews while encouraging open
conversations with the interviewees to create better understandings of their experience.
Eleven questions were prepared (See Appendix G). The participants were advised that they
may withdraw at any time if they feel discomfort in a way, as some questions may trigger
their memories of a traumatic experience. In that case, they would be advised that the
interview would be stopped, and all the data would be deleted.26 The interview began with
my explaining briefly what the research is about. The subsequent questions aimed to collect
their opinions, so I used these phrases consciously during the interview: "In your view ... ?",
"What do you mean by ... ?", "Can you describe more ... ?", "Why?", and "Why not?", for

example. It helped me probe further information when necessary and encourage the
interviewees to develop their answers and provide more details as they could, not imposing
the researcher's idea (King & Horrocks 2010, 44 -8). As such, the interviews with open-ended

24

I managed to talk with Marko and Oliver. Conversation with them was not scheduled. Interestingly, Marko recognised me
while I was speaking with Archie and we managed to have a conversation afterward. Oliver was in the office where I was
waiting for Aaron. Due to his workload, Aaron had to cancel the interview. Instead, he asked his colleague, Oliver, if he would
be interested in speaking with me. As a journalist, Oliver was keen on sharing his recent experience in community recovery.
25 Total length of the second interview: 24 hours (1410 minutes), Average length: 45 minutes
26 There was no participant who expressed any discomfort while sharing their experience in post-disaster recovery and relevant
events over the years.
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questions were designed, where I could extract the truth of participants' experiences (Legard
et al. 2003, pp.141-7).

Questions that asked about their recent experiences in community recovery were revised:

1.

Can you describe the current state of recovery in Christchurch as you see it?

2.

In your view, what recovery issues have Christchurch been facing lately? What has
hindered the most? What has helped the most?

3.

How has your organisation been responding to these challenges during community
recovery?

4.

Reflecting on your experience in the recovery activities, can you describe which groups
or organisations you have been working with and what they have been doing?

5.

Regarding how your organisation were involved in community recovery activities, what
would you like to have done differently and why, particularly when thinking about the
future?

The interview protocol included six parts. Part 1 was a general introductory question that
helped understand an overall picture of current disaster recovery. It was designed to gather
insight for setting up the following questions. In part 2, questions focused on the role of
participants and their organisations in the current disaster recovery process. It aimed to probe
their perceptions of various stakeholders' participation. It would lead to another question that

pertained to the dynamics of interaction among those actors involved in and its impact on
current disaster recovery. Self-reflection on their participation in recent recovery activities
was explored. The aspect of network relationship of various stakeholders was probed in part
3. It elaborates the effect on the current recovery process. Part 4 was dedicated to examine
contextual information and challenges they would have experienced and its implications for
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their participation in the recovery process. Part 5 aimed to probe the participants' and their
organisations' candid views on their involvement in the recovery process, notably including
their involvement in the recent recovery planning process. Part 6 focused on the development
of co-production. Before completion of the interview, participants were asked if they had any
further views on the recovery and sustainable community development that might not have
been covered throughout the interview. Participants were also asked if they had any
recommendations about other potential interview participants. This protocol guided me to stay
focused on the research agenda. Every interview, albeit carefully conducted following the
protocol, was done in a natural setting and was inherently open-ended so that I could probe
further questions, responding to participants' answers during the interview. All interviews

were recorded using a digital voice recorder27, transferred to digital storage and transcribed
for data analysis.28 In cases that interview questions were not discussed fully, it was
acknowledged that the interview data was still presumed valid of itself.

After the interviews, I wrote field notes for myself to continue to reflect the interviewees'
substantial experiences into questions. It helped me develop follow-up questions for further
exploration of emerging issues29. While writing the field notes, I purposively drew diagrams
with notes, which would help me understand the whole picture of the current recovery. For
example, a diagram I drew after the first interview was modified during the fieldwork in
Christchurch, representing an overview of the recovery and problems (See Figure 3.6).

27

The Skype interviews were conducted voice only due to a slow internet connection issue and recorded via a digital voice
recorder. One interview (Layla, P-1) was conducted via a telephone because there was an earthquake around the time of the
interview so the internet connection was poor.
28 I used professional transcription service for the interview recordings. For the analysis, transcribed text was a primary source.
29 I purposively intended not to write notes during the interview after realizing several participants seemed to be distracted
although I informed the participants at the beginning of the interview that notes would be taken. Being aware of this disruption,
I decided to stop writing notes. Instead, I listened attentively to their stories, engaged in dialogues and maintained eye contact.
It was greatly helpful for me to be able to catch non-verbal messages during interviews. With the observation of their facial
expressions, gestures, tones and sounds, I was able to be more responsive and to facilitate better the interviews.
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In doing so, I could engage fully in conversation with the participants. The field notes were
useful for me to reflect my observations of their reactions on specific issues during the
interviews. Besides, I was also able to focus on recruiting individuals who would be willing to
speak to me further on their experiences in disaster recovery. Reflecting the notes, I modified
the interview questions by adding the following questions:

1.

What would be key enabling factors that helped you working with them?

2.

What have been the challenges of working with them?

3.

What specific challenges has your organisation had and how have they been addressed?

4.

What type of collaboration do you think are required for effective community recovery?
How well do you think this has actually happened? What would you advise for the future
and why?

5.

What would be needed to proceed with these changes?

6.

Are there any lessons people can learn from this re-assessment?

Figure 3.4. Diagram from fieldwork note, Feb 2017

Major Event:
Earthquake
(Feb 2011)
/

Recovery in progress, physical
recovery focused

'
,
•
,

'-

Subsequent Events:
Physical Damage
Human Casualties
Psychological
damage

Ongoing Issues:
Insurance
Settlement
• Red Zone
• Local Economy
• Mental Health

•

Decline of voluntary
community engagement in
recovery activities
• Lack of Communication
• Lack of leadership
• Demotivaled community
• Lack of coordination
• Tokenism
• Disruptive environments
• Bureaucratic approach
• Lack of system/framework
for recovery
• Lack of trust

How individual citizens organizethemselves?
Howsomeattempt toorganize others?
Any pattern of actions and interactions among individuals and groups during community recovery?
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3.5. Data Analysis Strategy

3.5.1. Inductive Approach 30

This study adopted an inductive approach to interpreting data, emphasising individuals'
experience of a social phenomenon and acknowledging the subjective nature of research
(Creswell 2003). This inductive approach for this study aimed to distil meaningful
information while I interpreted the raw data through an iterative process of detailed readings,
which in turn would derive concepts, themes or a theoretical model (Bazeley 2013; Thomas
2006). This inductive approach follows finding, selecting, appraising and synthesising
relevant data, which in turn leads researchers to gain key thematic information in the
documents (Bowen 2009). More importantly, this approach highlights that empirical
investigation of a social phenomenon is scientifically valid on the premise that meaningful
information is the product of detailed description, which in turn provides a more in-depth
understanding of individual experience (Charmaz 2000).

Grounded theory shares this methodological stance of the inductive approach. The grounded
theory emphasises discoveries from the raw data (Creswell 2003). Thomas (2006) suggests
that the grounded study resonates well with the inductive approach in that both enable
categories to be emergent from an iterative process of codified methods to interpret the raw
data. According to Thomas (2006, pp.241-2), the inductive process of coding begins with the
30

More importantly, I adopted this approach, not just being led by the research idea. My own contention of this choice was
from a book that inspired me as a novice researcher early in my PhD study. Here is an excerpt I quote because it freed me
while I was not sure whether to take this grounded theory approach for the present study . "The Sociological Imagination", C.
Wright Mills (1959, p.223) noted favourably on being a creative researcher who would resist to find him-/herself in the
dichotomous stance. He remarked:
Be a good craftsman: Avoid any rigid set of procedures. Above all seek to develop and to use the sociological
imagination. Avoid the fetishism of method and technique. Urge the rehabilitation of the unpretentious
intellectual craftsman, and try to become such a craftsman yourself. Let every man be his own methodologist;
let every man be his own theorist; let theory and method again become part of the practice of a craft. Stand
for the primacy of the individual scholar; stand opposed to the ascendancy of research teams of technicians.
Be one mind that is on its own confronting the problems of man and society.
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preparation of raw data file for close reading. To that end, detailed readings of the raw data
are followed, where the researchers go through the close reading iteratively. Through the
iterative process, key themes are identified, and subsequently, categories are constructed.
Finally, revising and refining categories are conducted while seeking sub-categories and
comparing every category with the raw data that have formulated each category. Thomas also
explains that such a systematic procedure of the inductive approach for the qualitative inquiry
seeks (p.238):

1. to condense extensive and varied raw text data into a brief, summary format; 2. to
establish clear links between the research objectives and the summary findings derived
from the raw data and to ensure that these links are both transparent (able to be
demonstrated to others) and defensible (justifiable given the objectives of the research);
and 3. to develop a model or theory about the underlying structure of experiences or
processes that are evident in the text data.

Creswell (2003) echoes that the grounded theory approach involves an inductive process
through which researchers interpret data collected from the field, and any theoretical account
must emerge from the data. In other words, the development of categories from coding
through detailed readings of the raw data into a model or framework, in which key thematic
information and processes are identified and constructed by the researchers (Gibbs 2002;
Saldana 2009). More pointedly, categories are an emergent product through an iterative
process of codified methods, which Thomas (2006) also emphasised. In so doing, researchers
can construct categories and sub-categories for answering the research question through the
recursive process of coding (Bazeley 2013). The following section discusses the grounded
theory approach, especially related to my methodological stance in social constructivist's
view of reality.
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As a qualitative inferential data analysis strategy, grounded theory approach was used to
interpret the data. Glaser and Strauss (1967) pointed out that the value of grounded theory
approach to well-studied areas of research, in which concepts are saturated, is not found from
researchers' efforts to propose a new concept that might either supersede or counter-argue,

but a better empirical grasp of mechanisms underlying the concept which might be provided
yet in the literature. Co-production is relatively one of the well-worked areas of research in
the literature, given that the concept was coined in the early 1970s. This grounded study
approach may give a better empirical platform to understand the dynamics of co-production
in context. Several qualitative researchers such as Strauss and Corbin (1998), Creswell
(2013), Bazeley (2013), Saldana (2009) have proposed a coding strategy: (1) generating
categories and sub-categories derived from the data (open coding), (2) focusing the categories
and positioning them within a conceptual framework (axial coding) and (3) generating
coherent stories based on any interconnected thread among the categories (selective coding).

Open coding is referred to as "analytic process through which concepts are identified, and
their properties and dimensions are discovered in data" (S trauss & Corbin 1998, p.101). I

used transcripts of in-depth interviews and my hand-written field notes during the interviews
and participant observation as primary sources for this open coding. Transcripts were read
and re-read to understand the range of realities derived from the shared experiences of
individuals, comparing the fieldnotes. The subsequent analysis is moved to axial coding,
focusing on the interconnection among open codes. Axial coding, according to Strauss and
Corbin (2013), helps researchers link categories that emerged from open coding. They
explain that it is "termed axial because coding occurs around the axis of a category, linking
categories at the level of properties and dimensions". This stage was to relate sub-categories

developed during the open coding to categories. I focused on the relationships between those
open codes and integrated them into axial code under each theme. Selective coding is defined
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as the "process of integrating and refining the theory" that may emerge from previous coding

stages (Strauss & Corbin 1998, p.123). The primary logic behind the selective coding is to
develop a coherent theoretical framework around which everything meaningful in data is
threaded each other as much as possible (Bazeley 2013; Saldana 2009). It highlights that
constructing a core category is an evolving and iterative process that takes place while
researchers seek a meaningful and coherent information emerged from empirical data
(Strauss & Corbin 2013). Following this, I interpreted qualitative data from the two rounds
of interviews, which led to a central category. It begins with open codes and axial codes with
properties and concludes a central category through selective coding (Glaser 1978 cited in
Goulding 2002), and hence it should be the central theme that integrates various patterns of
behaviours of individuals. Following suggestions from Straus and Corbin (1998) and Saldana
(2009), a set of criteria were considered to integrate categories (i.e., axial codes) into a core
category that telegraphs a storyline emerging through the analysis:

•

The central category should reflect all other categories that emerged during the analysis.

•

Much of deliberation should convey the multiple facets of the core category

•

It should be based on iterative occurrence during the analysis of data

•

Properties of the core category should be sufficient in degrees of abstraction for potential
research in other relevant areas of study

•

It should suggest implications for the development of a theoretical framework

3.5.2. Coding

This study aimed to analyse data for understanding critical thematic information from words
or short phrases that symbolically assign attributes of concepts of interest (Bazeley 2013;
Creswell 2007; Saldana 2009; Strauss & Corbin 1998). As noted, the data analysis followed
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the well-known qualitative inferential strategy, grounded theory approach, by adopting which
helped me that the interview data was examined and sorted into sub-categories and categories
systematically (Strauss & Corbin 1990; Glaser & Strauss 1967; Bazeley 2013). In the data
coding procedure, I followed a well-known strategy from Corbin and Strauss (1998): open,
axial and selective coding. The primary objective of this analytic process was to
conceptualise the observed data, provide appropriate responses about groupings and their
associations and develop a sing storyline around which all categories are draped (Saldana
2009). Data saturation throughout this process was reached when I ceased to obtain any new
meaningful information about the studied phenomenon in relation to the practice of coproduction (Bazeley 2013). It was done manually initially in Microsoft word. Later, it was
imported into QSR NVivo 11. Quotations from the data constituted the main subjects for the
data analysis.

3.5.2.a. Initial exploration

The primary aim of the preliminary analysis was to build a contextualised understanding of
the data. This reflected on what was discussed in a specific context, where I experienced,
through my interaction with participants. It was necessary to explore the collected data
preliminarily before getting to the coding process. Bazeley (2013, P.101)31 notes that the
preliminary exploration of observed data helps researchers to:

gain familiarity with the scope and content of each new data source; build a
contextualised and holistic understanding of the people, events, and ideas being
investigated, and the connections within and between them; understand the perspectives

31

The list not in sequence
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of participants; review assumptions to further analyses; and record any ideas and
understandings that are generated as you do these things.

After the interviews were transcribed32, I read, reflected, and explored transcribed texts to
gain familiarity with the whole content of the data, reflecting upon the specific context of
post-disaster recovery I observed during the interviews. At this stage, a central storyline was
not to emerge, and any theory was not applied to. With research questions in mind, I became
aware that two emerging themes were informative, pointing to (1) problematic situations and
(2) necessary conditions that enhance the practice of co-production.

Problematic situations Problematic situations appear to be significant in considering postdisaster communities' contextual factors that may affect the practice of co -production.

Through the initial exploration, there were ongoing issues that were perceived as significant
in affecting the practice of co-production negatively. The Canterbury earthquakes caused
widespread damages to infrastructure and land in Christchurch. The Earthquake Commission
was concerned about the worst affected areas, land which was zoned red. The areas were
damaged significantly due to the ongoing seismic activities since 2011. While the
Government-assisted people in the areas, participants complained about significant delays in
rebuilding their homes. Another ongoing issue was insurance settlement. For expediting the
insurance settlement, participants called for gov ernment agencies' help, given that in most
cases, they had been going through an arduous process with insurance companies.

While the ongoing issues were in view, it was apparent to individuals that several barriers
were in place and appear to have hindered their voluntary engagement in the recovery
process. Particularly, government agencies' top -down leadership was one of the barriers that

32

Interview data was transcribed through a professional transcription service.
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disenfranchised citizens during the recovery. Participants were frustrated by the government
agencies' tokenism. As a result, they found difficulties in finding a way to influence the

recovery decision-making process. In addition, they were concerned about the psychological
impact of the earthquake and the disruptive environments during the recovery of the
community. Parents, for example, were much concerned that their children showed
difficulties in their learning at schools after their trauma at the onset of the earthquake and
continuous aftershocks afterwards. Reconstruction caused much disruption in Christchurch.
People experienced difficulties in accessing the CBD (Central Business District), and local
business was suffering. As a result, people were anxious about an uncertain future, the
delayed recovery in the CBD, and future quakes.

Necessary conditions While participants perceived the presence of barriers that may impede
the practice of co-production, the deliberation with regard to the practice of co-production
was focused on a pattern of actions that would be necessary for facilitating how they
organised themselves to engage in co-production. Participants pointed out that
communication would be the most significant aspect in community redevelopment over the
years. They thought that reciprocal and horizontal information, not vertical, sharing and
conversation between local community groups and the local government would be critical.
They described that reciprocal communication between different community groups became
active over the years. Nevertheless, they thought they should have coordinated effectively
various recovery activities with multiple stakeholders. They also shared their concerns that
the Government were not transparent; they had difficulties in accessing critical information
for their recovery activities. Thus, they thought the government would need to provide an
opportunity through an open access process for citizens to collaborate and gain knowledge
and information that may be used for rebuilding the community.
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For this, they highlighted the role of community organisations. They described that
community organisations over the years had been building bridges to enable citizens to liaise
with the government. However, they were concerned that there had been no clear framework
that could help them manage multiple organisations to help residents living in the worst
disaster-affected areas. They agreed that social capital became strong over the years. They
observed that people relied on social ties when they needed helps from others outside their
social boundary: gradually participated in various recovery activities as the recovery
proceeded, working with others with whom they would have never interacted before the
earthquake. In so doing, they managed to build strong social ties with others and learned
whom they could collaborate with when necessary. However, they doubted the presence of
strong ties between citizens and the government due to the prevalence of government
agencies' top-down approach during the recovery.

3.5.2.b. Coding procedure
As mentioned in the preceding section, coding as a qualitative analysis strategy is to attend to
the detailed information and build ideas from the data (Strauss & Corbin 1998). It was
apropos to explore the data, which yielded two emerging themes: 1) problematic situations
and 2) necessary conditions. After the preliminary analysis considering these emerging
themes, I set to work purposively managing, locating, identifying and querying transcribed
data (Bazeley 2013). During coding, a list of open and axial codes for each topic was
generated.

Under the first theme, 'Problematic Situations', t hree topics were identified: 'Slow Progress
in Psychological Recovery', 'Frustration' and 'Government's top-down recovery approach' .
For the 'Slow Progress in Psychological Recovery', five open codes were generated, which

were developed into one main category (axial code). Twelve open codes were integrated into
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another axial code, 'Frustration.' 'Government's top -down recovery approach' included five
open codes. For elaborating the second theme, 'Necessary conditions , 15 open codes were
integrated into five categories, which provided the underlying mechanism of co-production in
the context of disaster recovery. Particularly, the specific role of bridging social capital in the
practice of co-production was explained with two open codes in detail, pointing out one
category. The central category was generated: Habitualised responses to problematic
situations ' (See Table 3.1 & 3.2).

For open coding, initial exploration began with the identification of meaningful thematic
information. This exploration provided clues for open coding by identifying primary themes
or issues in the data by drawing themes as a whole. Through this open coding, I was able to
begin making sense of the complex circumstances, and processes participants described, and
generate the initial set of codes. While doing this, I combined the fieldwork notes and memos
taken during and after the interview. It was well-suited for identifying emerging themes from
the data as a first step to seeing what they are (Bazeley & Jackson 2013). Following Bazeley
(2013), the analysis involved a recursive process. Transcription was printed out, read, and
reflected on to gain a general perspective on individual data, corresponding to the primary
interest of the study. It involved writing initial impressions, identifying essential aspects
within the data, as many as possible, and studying whether, and how, the key points were
reinforced, extended, or contradicted with the current knowledge as well as personal
presumption (See Figure 3.5). It also includes the identification of context surrounding
individual informants, which helps this research identify the interdependence between the
specific phenomenon and individual actions (Bazeley 2013; Corbin & Strauss 1998; Morgan
2014a; Saldana 2015). Then, it will be coded into QSR NVivo 11 for sensitising essential
categories and sub-categories done manually. In doing so, each of the categories and subcategories was compared corresponding to sources (Patton 2002) (See Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.5. Open coding (on MS Word)
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After a set of open codes was generated, I moved to generate axial codes. I reassembled the
original codes and integrated them into a set of axial codes corresponding to the core interests
of the present study. I continued to review and refine the process iteratively until I found no
new information (See Figure 3.7). The iterative process of data analysis was done between
March 2017 and December 2018.

Figure 3.7. Axial Coding in NVivo 11
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After a set of axial coding was generated, I moved to selective coding that can integrate all
the categories and sub-categories for refining the theory. Strauss and Corbin (1998, p.143)
refer to it as the process of integrating all the categories that emerged through preceding
coding procedures so that the researcher can generate a central category. The main objective
of this process is to offer a single storyline that can account for all the data, where meaningful
information is interwoven together (Creswell 2007). During the selective coding, I integrated
the axial coding categories into more loose and abstract, but coherent themes accounting for a
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specific mechanism underlying the practice of co-production during the community recovery
over the years. This single storyline encompasses their perception of recovery-related
challenges and barriers, and opinions that were deemed to be the mechanism as individuals
engage in post-disaster community recovery in the form of co-production, reflecting their
personal and collective experiences over the years (See Figure 3.8)

Figure 3.8. Selective coding in NVivo 11
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Table 3.4. Open and Axial Codes
Emerging
I themes
Problematic
Situation

Axial codes

Open codes
I

Disruptive environment
The problem in partnership between central and local
Slow progress in government agencies
psychological
Lack of public awareness
recovery
Lack of resource
Impact on different community members
Frustration

Busy daily life
Disruptive environment
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No interest in community recovery
Value metrics of individual commitment
Losing a sense of community
Shortage of community space
Socially connected
Uneven development
Problems in accessing information
Language barriers (migrant community)
Visceral feeling against governments
Distrust in government
Poor coordination with community organisations
The
governmentcontrolled topdown recovery
approach
Necessary
conditions

The leadership
of community
organisations
The leadership
of governments

Complex decision-making process
The hierarchical structure of government agencies
Tokenism
Commercial-oriented recovery
Identifying problems and needs for community
recovery
Voluntary actions to coordinate people and resources
for community recovery
Devoted to the issue of community empowerment
Developing community engagement strategies
Mediating communication through community leaders

Communication

Reciprocal communication
Transparent communication
Social media for facilitating active communication

Fostering a
sense of
community

Developing
bridging social
capital

Having a long-term mindset for community recovery
Being aware of problems and needs for community
recovery
Building a shared vision and value for community
recovery
Projecting a positive future for the community
Feeling a sense of belongingness to a community
Networking beyond groups boundary during the
recovery
Utilising pre-existing network for community recovery
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Table 3.5. Selective Code
Selective code
Habitualised responses to
problematic situations

Properties
Identifying problems and needs
Articulating possible solutions
Organising work-related arrangement

3.6. Limitations and ethical consideration

Since this study is qualitative in nature, there are several limitations considered. The apparent
one is found at the lack of objectivity in collecting and interpreting data. Consequently, the
main criticism of this approach is unscientific and open to bias, while researchers attempt to
gain participants' perception of the world (Creswell 1998). However, constructivists reject

this criticism, arguing that ontological and epistemological stances of constructivism are
regarded as an adequate way to understanding the reality in order for the observer (i.e.,
researcher) to relate to scientific knowledge through his or her experience through interaction
with the reality (Charmaz 2014). For this reason, however, the limitation of this study is
discerned in that the inductive approach for interpreting data acknowledges the limitation to
generalise research findings (Bryant and Charmaz 2007; Corbin & Strauss 2012; Creswell
1998; Klenke 2008).

3.7. Summary

This chapter detailed the qualitative methodology used to investigate the experiences of
community members engaged in community recovery in Christchurch since the 2011
earthquake. It identified the research questions of this study. It includes defining the research
questions, choosing a study site and sampling; creating the interview guide; collecting,
managing and analysing the qualitative data. This study adopted a qualitative approach to
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gain insights into the practice of co-production. A qualitative case study approach was
developed as a research strategy to enable the development of systematic knowledge through
studying complex social phenomena within a specific context. The primary research methods
were two rounds of in-depth interviews with citizens and local council members of
Christchurch, New Zealand, who had taken part in disaster recovery activities since 2011. For
the analysis, this study followed the well-known qualitative inferential strategy, grounded
theory. This inductive approach helped me to examine the collected data and sort it to
categories systematically. To distil meaningful information, I generated open, axial and
selective codes after the preliminary analysis. Under two emerging themes from the initial
exploration, eight axial codes and 37 open codes were generated; thereby, a selective code
was identified.
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Chapter 4. Problematic situations

The findings in this chapter are the first of the two chapters dedicated to the results. The
common thread that links the findings is the exploration of the co-production practices within
a post-disaster community recovery context. The following sections will discuss the analysis
of data, particularly with regard to problematic situations: 1) psychological recovery as an
external stimulus that may affect individuals' willingness to engage in co -production and 2)

perceived barriers including frustration and government's top -down approach as internal
stimuli that may inhibit the practice of co-production.

4.1. Post-disaster recovery situations

For exploring a specific mechanism for the practice of co-production, it is important to
acknowledge the significance of contextual information in the practice of co-production.
Such contextual information captures the reality in the context of co-production, where
individuals were not willing to cooperate in their community recovery process.

The interviews began with a general question, asking participants to reflect on their
observations regarding the current state of recovery: " how do you describe the current state
of the recovery process ?". It helped me understand the nature of problematic situations,
which is not only about physical recovery, but more importantly, about the degree to which
the whole community had committed and had been welcomed to engage. Participants
indicated that recovery had been underway, but they felt it had been delayed more than they
would have expected. Indeed, one of the participants reflected: " although there's a lot of
money being spent, if you go and walk around, look at the infrastructure you find streets that
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even after the earthquake repairs are still really damaged" (Tony , Community organiser, 22
Nov. 2016).

A participant, Juliet, who worked previously at a community organisation since the 2011
earthquake, offered a similar view:

Christchurch in terms of the recovery is just getting underway, really ... lt's about
in terms of physical recovery. Still a long way to go. There's a lot of empty sites
there where no buildings have been rebuilt yet ... They've done underground
infrastructure, but not much in the way of repairing the roads so that they 're
driveable on without getting stuck in traffic. (Juliet, Community organiser, 24
Nov. 2016)

While other participants agreed that post-disaster recovery, particularly in physical recovery,
had been in progress, the feeling of being annoyed and upset prevailed. Another participant,
David, who worked previously for a central government recovery agency,suggested:

It's nearly six years since the earthquake occurred, so the recovery has been

steady but slow and has illustrated a number of challenges between central and
local government, and participation, or not participation. (David, Central
government agency, 25 Nov. 2016)

Brief, but descriptive, his statement conveyed the nature of issues underlying what Tony
shared about the slow and delayed recovery over the years. He later added that "Even today
there are massive shortfalls in recovery and a lot of social disruption and cynicism about the
leadership. All of that is evident here."
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Other participants seemed to be reflective in a similar way, noting that recovery is underway,
but they felt it has been slower and delayed than they would have expected. Hector, a local
councillor shared:

I think you need to separate out the central city, the infrastructure and then the
community and suburbs. I think it's quite three distinct issues regarding each
one. So if I look at the infrastructure I think the tragedy is that there's been a
rush to spend lots of money. but as to do things as fast as possible as cheap as
possible but not the best possible. So what it means is although there's a lot of
money being spent, if you go and walk around, look at the infrastructure you find
streets that even after the earthquake repairs are still really damaged. (Hector,
Councillor, 6 Mar. 2017)

There is more to observe in his comments on the recovery progress:

Um and - and so what we've seen in the suburbs I think is you know six years on
communities are finally starting to get their facilities back. Um and that was
helped by the council. You know maybe two years ago we finally got a global
insurance settlement So until we've done that it was very hard to commit to
community facilities, because we had to argue with our insurance company. Um
Lancaster Park the stadium, I mean you know it's a classic example. We had
such a long battle with our insurer. So again it's just a symbol of you know
destruction standing in a community and yet very little progress can be seen
visibly. (Hector, 6 Mar. 2017)

It is clear that Hector blames the slow progress that the local community has felt to the
central government's failure to incorporate the action of community organisations following
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the disaster. Tony, who worked previously at a community organisation since the 2011
earthquake, echoed:

Christchurch in terms of the recovery is just getting underway, really ... lt's about
in terms of physical recovery. Still a long way to go. There's a lot of empty sites
there where no buildings have been rebuilt yet ... They've done underground
infrastructure, but not much in the way of repairing the roads so that they've
driveable on without getting stuck in traffic. (Tony, Community organiser, 16
Nov. 2016)

David, who worked previously for a central government recovery agency, suggested:

It's nearly six years since the earthquake occurred, so the recovery has been
steady but slow and has illustrated a number of challenges between central and
local government, and participation, or not participation. (David, Central
government agency, 25 Nov, 2016)

Brief, but descriptive, his statement conveys the nature of issues underlying what Tony
shared about the slow and delayed recovery over the years. David later added, "Even today
there are massive shortfalls in recovery and a lot of social disruption and cynicism about the
leadership. All of that is evident here." As David alluded, several challenges might have

affected the level of voluntary participation of individuals and groups outside government
agencies.

It was clear that community members had felt frustrated over the years, which seemed to
have been affected by such unresolved issues. Juliet, a former city councillor, reflected on her
days during the first three years working with residents since the 2011 earthquake:
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You couldn't do that if you had a house that was stuck in limbo with a (insurance)
claim. So people were living in drafty, damaged houses with young children and
elderly people, feeling that they - and they couldn't do anything because their
lives were being controlled by someone else. There was very little they could do
because of that, apart from others coming in to advocate for them and to raise the
issues. (Juliet, Former councillor, 24 Nov. 2016)

Participants appeared to be frustrated by such a disruptive environment over the years.
Although the status of post-disaster recovery in Christchurch would not be described akin to
the chaotic status at the onset of recovery since the 2011 earthquake, apparently people felt
anxious because of the presence of uncertainty that permeated around their community. It
seemed that people were frustrated even when the recovery was six years and such frustration
was exacerbated by a slow recovery, unsettled insurance claims, and fear of future quakes.
Amanda, a director of a community organisation echoes:

Those things (reconstruction projects in Christchurch) are still delayed, and some
of those are not going anywhere at all. And that's a huge source of frustration,
because you can blame government. That's the problem (Amanda, Community
organiser, 12 Nov. 2016).

The decline in voluntary community engagement resulted from much frustration over the
years. In particular, participants criticised poor coordination of recovery agencies'
community engagement strategies. They seemed concerned that government agencies'

recovery approach had been under a severe weight of central planning, where local
community members' voices were marginalised. However, participants responded to these

questions differently: local councillors diluted the current situation to appear positive, while
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the general public presented their uneasy experience and showed their opposing views against
those in government agencies. The tension between local government and community
members had not receded even after six years had passed following the quake. In that regard,
government agencies for community engagement were described as tokenistic, and the
mutual trust and interaction between government agencies and individuals outside
government agencies were weak.

Other participants were explicit in considering those challenges, which are psychological
recovery, insurance settlement, and red-zone redevelopment. Such issues were much
discussed among people over the years. Moreover, it seems that those challenges seemed to
be exacerbated over the years, as David pointed out. Participants revealed more significant
problem would be related to psychological recovery.

4.2. Psychological recovery

While the physical recovery in Christchurch has been underway, people seem to experience
the problem in psychological recovery as they perceived the lack of support during the
recovery. Psychological trauma can occur as a result of severe stress over many years. It was
obvious that the 2011 earthquake and disruptive environments during the recovery had
caused psychological loss at varying degrees in Christchurch. People experienced mild to
moderate severity of anxiety, stress and disruptions during the recovery. The slow speed of
psychological recovery was much discussed among participants. The lack of attention from
the government served as an unfavourable factor and resulted in the decline of voluntary
engagement of citizens.
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As for the issue of psychological recovery, Marko, a councillor in Christchurch City Council,
notes that it is a significant issue affecting a large population in Christchurch. Albeit, he
shared one of the issues his council had to deal with, pointing out that, "the ongoing pressure
on our mental health service providers in terms of both staff numbers and also the money to
support them. " Jake, who worked for a central government agency, acknowledged the

severity of the issue:

So in the central city from a built infrastructure environment, the recovery is
coming along really well. Recovery is more than that thought, it's about people,
it's about communities. And there are still a significant number of people who are

struggling in terms of mental health of anxiety, stress, depression. (Jake, Central
government agency, 22 Nov. 2016)

Layla, a retired academic researcher who studied the post-disaster recovery in Christchurch,
commented that the current state of recovery, while it may look like it is progressing, might
have obfuscated the gravity of psychological recovery behind the physical-central recovery
approach. She argued:

Mental health recovery is rubbish here. We have really escalated suicide rates.
... The wait times for kids to get into mental health services is ridiculous. We don't

have enough resource to deal with the issues that are presenting (Layla,
Researcher, 14 Nov. 2016).

Apparently, mental health has been overlooked over the years while physical recovery has
been underway. In response to the question, "What does seem to be a real issue around the
mental health, reflecting your experience over the years?" most participants answered that the

psychological recovery, in general, would be about promoting psychological well-being; but
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it should be an issue that may relate to the community's willingness to engage in community
recovery efforts. Here is what Amanda, who works at a community organisation, observed:

It seems the people and there seems to be people with have burnt out and
they've gone

And people all want to join in and work together, and then after a

while, the focus goes off there a bit ... don't have support now (Amanda,

Community organiser, 1 Mar. 2017).

She conveyed that people had to go through stressful situations, and as a result, they felt
demotivated to participate in the recovery effort. Clara, working at a local council, agreed:

It was really tiring for people and frustrating when then, you know, added to
their, I guess health issue, but also, you know, their feeling of loss of power and
control over their own lives because they couldn't move forward and get back to
some normality (Clara, Community officer, 10 Mar. 2017).

Such an issue concerning slowness in psychological recovery can be improved in fact as
physical recovery progresses. Clara elaborated on this issue:

I suspect in some ways you know the fact that they (residents) 'd been having
problem with the council and maybe the unique character of Christchurch meant
that some of the networks were not keen to work with another ... And in a sense the

ah opening of things like the Margaret Mahy playground, which is um you know
it's an official building, it's one of their big projects, ah but it's also something
that's popular with the community, um that's been helpful. And um the - the bus
exchange which also is one of the - the new buildings and it just won an
architecture award. So things that make the community feel good about itself, but
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actually been provided officially I think those things are helping the recovery.
(Clara, 10 Mar. 2017).

Her point here is that, in response to psychological recovery, positive feelings that emerge as
recovery progress could rejuvenate people's motivation to engage more in community
recovery activities as the environment improves. In concert with earlier notes concerning the
slow and delayed recovery, this is telling that, because of the disruptive environment, the
slow psychological recovery is the issue that had been discussed among people over the
years. It was also evident from other participants' comments that issues around psychological
recovery may have been a factor in declining voluntary engagement. David from a central
government agency, also noted that "So that says people's energy and willingness, they tend
to be more inwardly focusing psychologically I think." Such psychological aspects were

frequently mentioned during the interviews, particularly in the association with collective
action. In other words, these conscious volitions were strong because of two factors: the
intervention of active local community organisations and the physical facilities where
residents may feel comfortable and conveniently belong to Christchurch.

Although participants acknowledge that physical recovery has been in progress, it seems that
participants have paid more attention to the slow psychological recovery, resulting in the
decline of voluntary community engagement. While participants seemed to have realised the
gravity of the issues, this problematic situation, however, seems to be in concert with several
perceived barriers as it has been being overlooked by government agencies. That point is
described in the following section.
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4.3. Perceived barriers

There are three factors that discourage voluntary engagement in community-led recovery;
First, the frustration among people; Second, the problems in governments' recovery

approach; and, third concerns about social integration. These factors are interwoven into one
issue, which is the prevalence of frustration within the community. It indicates that problems
in government agencies' recovery approach seem to be accountable for such a frustration,

exacerbated over the years and, as a result, the community had disintegrated as the recovery
progressed.

4.3.1. Frustration

According to participants, the recovery process was perceived as slower than anticipation.
Rather than the delay itself, the sheer visceral feeling of being frustrated among people was a
more significant issue, especially its negative influence in the practice of co-production over
the years. Anna, who works at a community organisation and a resident in Western
Christchurch, provided a clue to understanding why people were frustrated.

.. .people who have had perhaps five years since the quake of not being able to

live in their own home, and then also because the quake was six years ago most
people had a years' worth of accommodation in their insurance package. Many,

like us, didn't know we had it but we did have it. After 12 months that ran out
and so people who are still sitting in homes that they either can't afford to project
manage themselves because the amount that they'd been given is only sufficient
for some of it, which is a cruel decision by the earthquake commission (Anna,
Community organiser, 4 Mar. 2017).
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The experienced community officer, Emily, reiterated what Anna describes:

There's still so many decisions that need to be made about the future of the area,

that people have been living now in uncertainty for a long time. So before the
earthquakes, New Brighton had already gone through a significant amount of
change because the commercial area used to be the only place that you could
shop on a Saturday. So we were very large, and then when the rest of the country
gained the rights to Saturday shopping New Brighton commercial area began to
declineto the point that now it, it looks, it's, it's, yeah, it looks very unsettled. And
it's quite a sad place. So people had already been faced with that, but then when
the earthquake happened a further 40% of shops closed (Emily, Community
officer, 9 Mar. 2017).

What she described is that she felt the current state of recovery had caused an uncertain
future, not merely imputing the prevalence of frustration to the state of which recovery is
delayed. She points out the status in which people had to be tolerant with such a disruptive
physical environment and noted the severe damage to the commercial area: "a further 40% of
shops closed", following the earthquake. The area is the CBD in Christchurch; however, the

area had been already suffering from the decline of business activities before the earthquake.
As she mentioned, the area had encountered further economic crisis since the recovery
commenced. Even though it had been six years since the quake, she observed the unsettled
and uncertain circumstances had caused a devastating feeling among people. The uncertainty
about the redevelopment of the area appeared to be the source of people's frustrations.

Amanda, a leader of a community organisation, provided a detailed description of the current
state of recovery from the perspective of an individual outside government agencies:
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And then the people on this side of town where everything was a nightmare. You
know your sewer still didn't work, the - there was lots of buildings that hadn't
been demolished, so there was a lot of tagging and you know street issues, people
didn't do their - their gardens and things. So just the environment was really
difficult and depressing, because it was so broken over here and people didn't
know what to fix and the help to fix things came much later than it came to the
other side of town. So but within that, everybody still had, whether they were on
that side of town or this side of town, there were still always people that were
struggling, struggling with their insurance claim, struggling to get clear
information around what was happening. Struggling with their mental health,
with their children, with their schools, because the schools were all being shifted
as well (Amanda, Community organiser, 1 Mar. 2017).

How did the visceral feelings of a difficult situation prevail over the years? Emily, a
community organiser, states the challenges facing the community:

They lost the schools, there's been road closures. So many people's homes are
damaged. , huge mental health issues especially in children. Now, we're facing
the effect of climate change, so we're afraid of sea-level rise. And we have two
new government agencies that have now moved into the area that is going to coordinate our recovery. And there's a huge amount of distrust of both agencies. So
we're still in a very uncertain situation. And people might have expected a lot of

things happen, but you know obviously it's not really quite happening, but
probably I hope ... I would hope that there's there's a lot of things on the way
(Emily, Community organiser, 9 Mar. 2017).
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The perceived evaluation of the current state of recovery was contingent upon the many
ongoing issues and unanticipated challenges that people had gone through. David agrees that
the disruptive environment contributes to such frustration. Despite his previous commitment
to recovery agencies, he shared views with the general public:

Over 90 per cent of private homes have been repaired, but there are still
thousands that haven't. What has been discovered is, there are literally
thousands of repairs that have been done to a very poor standard and so some
people's homes are having to be re -repaired to make them safe and stable, and

those people are very angry and disaffected. Some people are living in a brand
new house in a posh suburb and absolutely delighted. The range is absolutely
massive. There are still people living in caravans, five years later. So there is a
massive range of views. I think the historians will say, there was grossly
inadequate consultation about the recovery, from the citizens themselves (David,
Local business owner & Community organiser, 2 Mar. 2017),

Aaron, who works at Multicultural Council noted that providing more public venues for more
interaction among the local community would have been of great benefit for individuals to
develop positive feelings during the recovery:

(Facilitator) So, have you seen any problems and issues in terms of working
together with all different groups and community members?
(Aaron) So, yeah, I must say, the lack of sufficient venues for community events
(Aaron, Community officer, 29 Nov. 2016).

As he points out the lack of public space for community gathering, he conveys that this
aspect could have been taken into consideration over the years. His points prompted me to
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ask him the following question: "What would community space be offering, thinking of
encouraging more social interaction and revitalising community spirit, viz, motivating
voluntary engagement, to partake in any recovery-related action?" Instead of answering
directly, Aaron continued that scarce resources for the community had led to a competitive
sense within the community:

I guess, uh, there has been a shortage of venues. Because, a lot of, you know,
buildings got damaged, a lot of the

so the availability of venues for holding

forum meetings and events, are limited. And, secondly, the thing applies to the
religious availability of place for religious groups. A lot of temples and churches
were damaged. Damaged, yeah. So, yeah, I must say, the lack of sufficient venues
for community events. Yeah. And I

so wethe funding, the funding has been ah.

The funding has reduced and there's more competition for reduced funding. A lot
of groups are applying for it (Aaron, 29 Nov. 2016).

Would it be sensible to view, albeit indirectly, that he was saying, that, if there had been no
shortage of public venues, people could have been more motivated to commit their resources
to community recovery? His point may be that, thinking of psychological trauma as a result
of severely distressing events over the years, community space would be an essential element
for community recovery, where people can access more information, build their social
network, and retain a sense of belong to the community.

Such a frustration seems to be associated with the distrust of government. Participants tried to
telegraph how they feel about government agencies as reflecting their experience over the
past years. David, again, does not overlook this:
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I think, you know, it just has to be more inclusive than it has been to date. There
is a massive amount of anger and cynicism in the city in certain quarters

if

you're taking a more long term successful societal view, you would want

everyone school children, working people, elderly people, to help shape a
vision around the city. It's sort of too late in some senses, because so much has
been decided. People have become cynical. Some people have just left the city
because they don't like the nature and the style of the recovery. Others are
trapped or have chosen to stay because their jobs and their livelihoods are in the
city, so I think if you interviewed people on the street, you would hear a massive
range of views and opinions about the success of the recovery, and it depends
how you were affected individually. Don't forget there are there is still
thousands of people whose home has not actually been repaired yet (David, Local
business owner & Community organiser, 2 Mar. 2017).

Although I will discuss such a problem around government agencies' recovery approach over
the years in the following section, let me visit this issue here in brief since people's
frustration over the years is closely related to their cynicism toward government agencies. For
understanding the nature of the recovery approach of government agencies, it is worth
hearing from someone who works at government agencies. Oliver, a civil engineer and a
committee member in the local council, tries to explain what individuals outside government
agencies tend to lack in foresight:

(Facilitator) The local council would've done something in terms of make some
consensus with the community before they get something.
(Interviewee) It does, but the problem is that when you're, when you're in the
discussion not many people are expecting to be mention forward you have to
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remember that.
(Facilitator) They just focus on what is now.
(Interviewee) Oh it looks good and all these things with pretty pictures. When we
do a presentation report I mean a few nice pictures and all these things will get
the buyer in easily. I think people their visual display of what is a reality, and
what can be affordable, there are some differences (Oliver, Civil engineer, 10
Mar. 2017).

What he may have meant is that people could not predict what will be needed in the future,
due to the sheer scale of complexity of recovery-related issues, although they had been
actively participating in various recovery activities. The issue here, Oliver remarked is that
individuals outside government agencies would not be able to oversee the whole trajectory of
the current recovery process because the physical recovery tends to be centrally controlled by
government agencies following disasters. People were frustrated, so they lost opportunities to
make plans to take into account what should happen for the future. Oliver observed that
people had acquiesced in the recovery plan government agencies had provided without much
input from them. Consequently, as recovery progresses, it would appear to be different from
what they were told, they got frustrated, resulting in the visceral reaction against an amicable
relationship with government agencies during the early recovery.

Interestingly, such frustration is genuinely from the complexity of post-disaster recovery, that
local government agencies need to deal with various challenges in infrastructure recovery.
Given the fact that people observed that the entire recovery was being delayed, primarily
pointing to the problems of a disruptive environment, it seems a concern that the physical
recovery is more complicated than it looks. David explained why the delay in recovery
should not be viewed as an error by government agencies, especially local governments:
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... had got very tired with a lot of sort of mundane wrangling with the government

about the cost of the rebuild

which was a deal between local and central

government about how the rebuild was going to be funded. In every sense that
amount has proven to be hopelessly inadequate as any international study will
show that the initial estimate of the cost are usually wrong by serval orders of
magnitude ... And you can see what's happening with the roads. I mean you can
barely get across the city on foot because of the bloody cones and the roadworks
and all of that has revealed much more damage to the infrastructure than was
expected. So everything 's taking longer, roads are blocked for longer, people are
grumpy with that. And then the government was having some fairly tough
discussions with the Mayor around that (David, Local business owner &
Community organiser, 2 Mar. 2017).

It appears that prolonged frustration is more than a dislike of the delayed recovery process.
The frustration is about the uncertain future of the community as recovery progresses over the
years. It also means that participants have lost trust in government agencies over the years.

Participants raised issues around trust in government agencies, as they developed cynicism in
the community that inhibits long-term commitment to supporting governments. People were
still concerned about the recovery agencies' poor coordination with citizens over the years

and, as a result, they continued to seek a mutually supportive relationship between citizens
and government for community recovery. Anna, who works at a community organisation in
this regard, says:

For example, they have recently announced that any population centre over a
certain size and Christchurch is included, it's large enough to be included in this
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decision will have an urban development authority established which will be
primarily a public/private partnership which immediately raises issues of who
will have the control again over urban development in Christchurch? And it just
exacerbates this lack of understanding really and I think people react in two
ways. They - on one hand, some people say oh sick of the lot of them, I'll just sit
in a deckchair and take no notice at all, you know. Others their anger rises. But,
you know, or frustration. It just depends who you are and where your situation is
as to how you react to this (Anna, Community organiser, 24 Nov. 2016).

Participants were alluding to an issue of the top-down approach of recovery agencies over the
years. They were cynical of the government's closed system. People who shared their

cynicism towards the government shared a similar view on the vertical relationship between
them and the government. For example:

The role ofgovernment, they might say, "We 're looking after you" but that is not
the way they work ... They have to resolve the issues about the earthquake, the

people and the structures, the infrastructures and they would invite forums but
they, by and large they say, "We know more than you. This is how governments
work. We know more. This is our plan. Thank you for talking to us. " ... The
government, CERA, the Minister will say, "We did listen, we did have community
forums, we did talk to people" but they will st ill say, "This is our plan. " Over the

next 10, 20 years you might get an answer to this because at the moment nothing
can be built on the red zone because it's deemed unsafe

How will the

community react to that? (Anna, Community organiser, 24 Nov. 2016)
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The government's top-down recovery approach had caused distrust among people over the
years. Government agencies' recovery approach contributed to individuals' frustration over

the years.

4.3.2. Government's top-down recovery approach

Participants mentioned various issues concerning governments' recovery approach that
resulted in the decline of community engagement over the years. The issue was associated
with, broadly, the lack of democratic decision-making process over the years. How did a
democratic society such as New Zealand struggle from the lack of democratic practice of
community engagement? Hector offers his insights:

... to me the local democracy in New Zealand and in Christchurch was actually

quite strong before the earthquake. This is a city that has a proud tradition, Kate
Shepherd, we led the world in the right to vote for - for everyone and that is
incredibly powerful. we were recognised you know a few - a few - like you know
nearly 10 years ago as being one of the best run cities in the world. So you know
it - I think we talk - I mean we can talk about co creation and all - all the stuff,
but if we don't have local democracy, if people don't have a say in what's going
on and don't - aren't able to talk to their decision makers, I think we missed the
pointand you know that has been fundamentally the change post-earthquake is
the loss of democracy. Land use planning, people don't get a say or the says that
they get it's so technical, it's so legal you know that the environment has no
chance. People aren't funded to protect the environment. Developers are funded
to try and argue why we should cut down more trees or you know be allowed to
develop on - on good soils or whatever it is. So you see this big push to just free
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up land for developmentyou see this big push to reduce urban design, reduce
consenting - very sort of exclusive ways of operating. Central city again the
budget, no one really gets a say in that other than the government. and so just
like I mean I think if you want co creation and you want synergy, it has to be, you
have to have a system of local democracy to enable that to happen .... I'm there as

local councillor, but I - but I don't get a say in - in the - in the rock - rock fall
decisions the government is making. So I don't - I think it's very hard for people
to have access to the decision makers (Hector, Councillor, 6 Mar. 2017).

Hector describes what he has experienced in terms of civic engagement. " Land use planning,

people don't get a say or the says that they get it's so technical, it's so legal you know that the
environment has no chance. People aren't funded to protect the environment?" The central
government's top-down approach, heavily investing in buildings without much consideration

of what the local community would have thought, is deemed problematic. Relevant to
Hector's comment on the loss of local democracy, there was an explicit rise of tensions

between different actors within the community, mainly due to the conflict of interests. In this
regard, participants pointed out the problem in the central planning approach of central
recovery agencies over the years. Ben, the founder of a community organisation, says:

So what I'm trying to say is here that private development has actually gone
again, and forward quite quickly, whereas, government development has gone,
but it's been at a pedestrian pace (Ben, Community organiser, 27 Feb. 2017).

Parker, who engaged in government-led recovery forums several times, similarly recalled:

I ended up feeling very cynical about it (a community forum), because I think we
were formed as a public relations exercise. For one thing, the minister was the
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one who ... No democratic process. It wasn't co-production or anything, it was

top-down. The minister appointed us, and I was supposed to represent the
environment. That's not what I feel the expertise on, though I'm distinctly
interested and I know quite a bit about aspects of (Parker, Community organiser,
4 Mar. 2017).

Scepticism also permeated against community organisations. They were often described as
bureaucratic. Amanda, the director of a community organisation, shared her concerns about
non-governmental sectors' difficulties in working with the government:

People could blame the government because the government said 'We 're going to
take control of these things' and then nothing happened. Because it's really

difficult for commercial sector to work with something as bureaucratic as
government (Amanda, Community organiser, 1 Mar. 2017).

Both bureaucratic and tokenistic were used to describe the bureaucracy. Parker from a
community organisation shared his experience when he was invited to a community forum
one of the recovery agencies hosted;

But the majority of the membership of the Community Forum was business and
sporting groups. Business and sporting groups; which reflected the, priorities
and the noisy people in the, when we're dealing with recovery. The majority of
the community people - now that word "community", whatever it meansthe,
majority of the citizens and the "third sector" (we prefer the term third sector:
government; business or government; commerce; andand neither of those; it's

often called non-government, but that's a negative expression; we prefer third
sector)

the majority of the third sector people were either working so hard they
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couldn't be interviewed or didn 't write letters to the newspaper or anything like

that, and thethe majority of them, or they were just suffering in their own homes;
their own homes; and trying to find places to live (Parker, Community organiser,
24 Nov. 2016).

His experience made him cynical of government agencies over the years. The lack of
leadership was also a problem. Amanda reflects on the poor leadership of central government
agencies:

When we had people in positions of authority, they fostered terrible culture within
their own organisation. And that spread through to recovery. That's where the
cynicism, the lack of trust has come from. Much of the errors that we are
mopping up now, six years later, is as a result of some key people who should not
ever been in those positions, because they had the wrong attitude, the wrong
approach. We had some really rubbish people, and some brilliant people, but a
lot of the good people left, because they kind of got beaten by the system
(Amanda, Community organiser, 1 Mar. 2017).

By 'system' she means:

They (central government agencies) were also a big reason why things haven't
gone so well, because by the very nature of a top-down government led recovery,
it was too long, too slow, not enough trust, they couldn't do things they weren't
the right people (Amanda, Community organiser, 1 Mar. 2017).

She commented on the lack of the right kind of leadership in the government, where
' ... people in the position of authority ... ', people in leadership capacity have created perceived
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barriers that citizens may demotivate themselves in participating in the recovery efforts. The
role of the central government agencies was mainly financial. " So, we did need the

government to be involved, so that was a big part of why we were able to do what we were
able to do " Parker and Amanda note that this bureaucratic system of the government delayed
the entire community recovery process. In contrast, participants who worked at local
government agencies stressed that infrastructure recovery had been well underway.

A dualistic view among the citizens and the government prevails during the recovery. Central
recovery agencies had been pushing commercial redevelopment over the years, which would
appear to be in juxtaposition to what the local community had anticipated. During the
interview, Archie, a committee member in the local council, touched upon such a distinction:

Yeah, those are the things that are market driven and I know that is also price
driven, but there's something that they need to get a balance because recently
when I read an article about the whole supply of rental property because of all
the mix when it was bought by investors. So there are some issue that we need to
work, as a city, we need to work through that because what the expectation of the
community and what was delivered doesn't match, yeah (Archie, Local council
committee member, 1 Mar. 2017).

Although such an approach has achieved the vibrant redevelopment of the CBD area, he
stated that this approach could take on board community voices. He pointed out the oversurplus of residential buildings and office buildings. Archie questions whether this
commercial-driven redevelopment would be beneficial to the whole community in the future.
It is uncertain whether people foresee the current state of disaster recovery will generate
sustainable value for the next generations.
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Even before the earthquake those apartments I noticed things it's very hard to
sell have to encourage people - they might get a few rich people there that's fine
because they can lock up and move away, but how many of those can afford to do
that. So I think it is something that really they need to be very clear not - and
then I think migrants population most probably take it quite easily, but not the
New Zealand population in Christchurch even before the earthquake. I have a bit
of - a lot of discussion with the developers on that issue there, yeah. So my
favourite, my favourite statement to them, 'don't build on Coronation Street in
Christchurch' (Archie, Local council committee member, 1 Mar. 2017).

Anna, who works at a community organisation, imputes central recovery agencies' top -down

approach to redeveloping the CBD area following the disaster:

I think they're working in a national environment which is still very driven by
neo-classical economics, individualism that is inherent in that destroys that
notion of community as much as anything can possibly destroy things. It is that
and we have it happening amongst a lot of service providers, a very strong
disillusionment in relation to the nature of what the government is calling its
investment approach (Anna, Community organiser, 24 Nov. 2016).

Anna suggests that the central government agencies would never be community-oriented,
resulting in tokenism when it comes to a plan of the increase in community engagement
during the recovery.

But those people who are sitting there with money in the bank but no ability to get
cracking with their

their house repairs. And many of them are either living in

houses where they shouldn't be living or they 're renting where they can't afford
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to be renting, and they're still having to pay the rates and all those sorts of
things. So there's an end of the economics, so their economic spectrum, which is
really, really suffering (Anno, 4 Mar. 2017).

To Anna, government agencies' primary objective over the years seems to be to carry out
what is mandated according to legislation concerning post-disaster recovery while residents
are still in shock and struggle with various issues. The issue of psychological recovery had
been discussed among the community and local governments over the years. Hector
elaborates:

So I think the other thing that council needs to be mindful of is that you know
often because this council has been one of the more affluent councils in New
Zealand, central government rely on us to fund a lot of things that they should be
funding. And I guess that's my concern, you know that we need to be very careful
that central government don't just use us to fund the things that they should. but
yeah it's - it's a real worry. yeah I just think we need to keep monitoring the
situation and we need to provide that - that support and... But yeah again
because council doesn't provide direct health services, we - we fund a few
organisations and - and we fund you know things, events and - and facilities.
This is more where we can make a difference (Hector, Councillor, 6 Mar. 2017).

The central government relied heavily on the city council in terms of funding for the
redevelopment. The reason why the central government had not been funded is unclear. The
problem of the central government's recovery approach was that it was based on co mmercial

redevelopment, which was not aligned with community voices. There is a palpable tension.:
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This central government, ah, likes control downand it - its various members of
this government just, they're a dying breed but they are still very powerful. So
they think that control stops everything, but it doesn't actually. it does stop in the
- in the strangest of ways. It stops that initiative to actually do things. If you look
at economic recovery here you will say - you will probably hear central
government and a little bit of local government say, "We've invested absolute

millions of dollars into Christchurch and we 've got all these capital projects. "
All the government capital projects have been the slowest off the ground. Every
new building that's in this city has been privately developed, and most of those

private developers say - their mantra is "Bugger the government. We 'II just get
on and do it. " Because ifyou 're waiting for the government to do it, the process

is too slow for them (Ben, Community organiser, 27 Feb, 2017).

Sue, a community officer who worked closely with various community organisation over the
years says:

I really felt that bureaucracy slowed the natural healing process of the
community because it keeps us powerless. So we don't have any power over our
own recovery and our own future ... But the system is letting us down time and
time again. So, for example, on the school site that we're trying to convert into a
creative hub, we only have a licence to occupy that site temporarily why the
Ministry of Education decides what they will do with it long time. And we have
been waiting now since January last year for more than a year from a decision on
the council as to whether we will have to pay rates on this site. So it's the
slowness and the bureaucracy that lets us down (Sue, Community officer, 9 Mar.
2017).
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Tensions between citizens and government agencies had built up for six years. The presence
of tension due to the top-down approach of government agencies, which have been amplified
with the presence of various challenges as noted, negatively affected the voluntary
community engagement. This tension that participants noted seems to represent that people
had been conscious that the government had not been connecting with people over the years.

Most participants agreed that taking community voices onboard is vital throughout the whole
process of community recovery. However, it seems that individuals and groups outside
government agencies had been marginalised from decision-making during community
recovery. Hector, a local councillor, noted :

And it was a shame that one of the questions we never put to our community and
we never had a chance to talk about as a city was you know if we're doing things
do you want us to do it really cheap and quick or do you want us to do it longer,
but actually do it once and do it properly? (Hector, Councillor, 6 Mar. 2017).

While the problem is that the top-down approach had disfranchised people's voluntary
participation, it is interesting to note that Hector was reflecting his work over the years when
being asked what could have been done better. It was associated with a problem of the
complex decision-making process of bureaucratic organisations, resulting in a lack of
communication with citizens. Hector tries to reflect on the complexity of the decision-making
process:

To me I could never see any reason for it. It's just added another layer of
decision making, another layer of bureaucracy, another complex decision-making
process. And so you know it's kind of hard to understand why these things are
done this way, because actually I think it has delayed the central city quite
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considerably. It's a shame because you know again the government are working
to a plan that was developed five years ago on the blueprint, but the city is
changing and there's no opportunity to go and reconsider from the community's
point of view (Hector, 6 Mar. 2017).

Hector's comments echo most of participants' preceding comments on the inexorable rise of

the visceral tension between the city council and central government because of its physical
infrastructure-focused recovery approach and its top-down approach. Bureaucracy led the
local community to be passive in participating in recovery activities. Hector described that
the city council was also seen as a bureaucratic organisation. His views are contradictory as
he views the city council to be different from the central government concerning the local
community engagement. He describes the 'government' as a third party, although he worked

at the organisation, he seemed to distinguish the local council from the central government
agencies.

Hector often conflated the city council and the local community. The city council itself is a
government organisation considering that work-related arrangement, including governance
and legal authority, is entitled to the council. Although the blurry boundary between the city
council and individuals and groups outside the council was existent, his stance in terms of the
relationship with the local community sector echoes the negative experience with the central
government. This description of his position relates to the prevalence of centrally controlled
recovery approach of central recovery agencies over the whole process of recovery. He
elaborated:

But if you take things out of land use planning, the government basically control
that through an independent hearing panel process. So councillors would just
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like almost nothing to do, the government have got their own independent
appointed people. So I can understand the community is quite concerned,
because they want council to represent their views when it comes to planning.
But it's very difficult to do that because we're not making the decisions. Under
normal circumstance we would be making the decisions. things like the cycle
ways again there's been a pressure to get them done. I've been quite critical of
the process. I don't feel we were engaging enough. I've offered my colleagues
around things like infrastructure to come out and do a tour, come and walk and
just look at the streets, look at the concerns that people have. Cause I - I don't
know how people are signing off on the work. you know when it's finished
you've got streets that just - you know they - they - they over pump the sewer and
then they leave it. And they leave and they say the work's finished and it's all
brown, the whole street is just covered in brown (Hector, 6 Mar. 2017).

His frustration comes from the fact that local councillors are rarely part of the decisionmaking, which resulted in a negative experience over the past six years. He is a councillor
who is supposed to be able to work things out with other sectors, particularly with the central
government. However, he was not involved in the decision-making process.

4.4. Summary

There were ongoing issues that were perceived as significant in affecting the practice of coproduction negatively. It was evident that the 2011 earthquake and disruptive environments
during the recovery had caused and exacerbated the psychological status of varying severity
in Christchurch. Participants noted that people had experienced mild to moderate severity of
mental health-related problems such as anxiety, stress and disruptions in maintaining their
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social life. Markedly, slowness in psychological recovery appears to have worsened while the
recovery had been progressed, which focuses more on physical recovery. While people had
been aware of the impact of this post-disaster mental health on their voluntary participation in
the recovery activities, there had been no formal response from the central government
agencies to assist community members to better cope after the disaster or during the recovery.
Furthermore, the decline of voluntary participation of the local community in the recovery
activities had been exacerbated by people who had been frustrated due to disrupted
environments. People also perceived that the local community's voices were often silenced
under the government's top-down approach to rebuilding the community. Within these
contexts, it appears that people had gradually managed to organise their resources to solve
various problems during the recovery. Participants had observed various community
organisations initiated numerous recovery activities, in doing which they involved multiple
organisations and groups in working with the local government agencies. The analysis
revealed there is a pattern of actions that are necessary for people to manage to participate
voluntarily in the practice of co-production.
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Chapter 5. The necessary conditions of co-production

The slow and delayed recovery programs, as well as the top-down approach, resulted in the
decline of voluntary community engagement. The issue of slow psychological recovery led to
a decrease in voluntary recovery efforts. This chapter examines the necessary conditions of
recovery, which incorporate the actions of different individuals for creating more significant
effects than the sum of their separate outcomes.

5.1. The leadership of community organisations

The analysis of data demonstrated that, out of the crisis, various community organisations
make considerable voluntary efforts to start, organise, and manage recovery-relevant
activities to support community recovery. These organisations initiated collective actions to
help others during recovery. They managed to incorporate the actions of various individuals
and groups for active community recovery, including coordinating with other groups and
organisations, and providing local knowledge, especially while working with government
agencies. Such an effort was also crucial in that they identified problematic situations, tried to
find possible solutions to address the problems, and more importantly, they managed to
initiate collective actions. That participants shared such a collective effort, reflecting on their
experiences over the years, was related to a sense of urgency. After the earthquake, many
individuals acted promptly, without delay, to help others in the worst disaster-affected areas.
Some described how the 2011 earthquake somehow triggered individuals' wil lingness to co-

work with others by utilising their social network resource, which played a pivotal role in
leading various community-led recovery activities. It seemed to be applied in the context of
leadership, particularly of individuals in community organisations.
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The purpose of community organisations was significant in their coordination of the actions
of different individuals and groups during the recovery. They managed to articulate
expectations of the local community and prompted them to solve problems and resolve
conflicts among multiple stakeholders, especially between citizens and government agencies.
Individuals and groups outside government agencies set up recovery activities voluntarily
following disasters. Such a voluntary engagement in community recovery was still active
during the interview process. Concerning their leadership skills and experience in organising
community activities, community leadership in community organisation was perceived to be
significant among participants. Juliet, a former councillor and community organiser,
emphasised the importance of community leadership for community recovery:

Yeah. I - I do think it's important, but I also think what tends to happen is
depending who you have running those different community groups or different
organisations, depends where their motivation lies. Like, if - are they motivated
for themselves or are they motivated for their group, and I think when you - if you
- like, we 're motivated for our community, but we 're also, we 're driven by our
vision and as we - we can try and collaborate with someone as long as our
visions align or can work nicely side by side (Juliet, Former councillor, 24 Nov.
2016).

Clearly, as Juliet emphasised, community organisations seek to work with other organisations
during recovery. Albeit carefully observed, she points out that such co-work would depend
on leaders' willingness to commit themselves in coordinated collective action with others.

In relation to the practice of co-production, it is essential to note that the motivation of
individual leaders matters. Interestingly, it was interesting to note that Juliet highlighted the
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importance of the motivational aspects of leaders when they are driven to coordinate the
actions of others. It is applied to the context of co-production in a way that the practice of coproduction is contingent upon which leaders are voluntarily committing to co-work with
others. Community organisations in this regard seemed vital in that they acted as community
leaders who could coordinate collective activities of a range of individuals and groups outside
government agencies. The role of community organisations and their leadership was
considered significant in mobilising local community members' resources. Layla, an
academic researcher who studies several cases, elaborated as I spoke with her. About the
importance of community leadership and the role of community organisations in
Christchurch post-disaster recovery context, she explained that"I think that the ongoing
efforts of the people like "B33 " who a lot of the grass roots community initiatives I think have

made people feel better about - better about themselves "

Local community organisations appear to be positioned in the centre of community support in
the sense of promoting positive feelings and of leading individuals who experience stress and
disruption to a resilient life during the recovery. Although it begs the question: how local
community organisations could be helpful in this sense? What kind of work settings may help
such organisations to be more community-oriented, juxtaposed to what the Government is
doing? Participants who work in this sector highlighted that they are community-oriented
organisations that can lead many individuals to manage to solve problems because they are
organised and have maintained relationships with government agencies. In this regard, the
role of local community organisations cannot be ignored. Moreover, it was worth probing

33

In 2011, B was working in a local community organisation.
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how they coordinate with others because it would be crucial to demonstrate the practice of
co-production.

During community recovery, community organisation was actively engaging in various
recovery activities. Participants who participated in community organisations following the
disaster emphasised the role of volunteer organisations in incorporating the actions of
multiple individuals and groups during the recovery. They highlighted that their work was
primarily to coordinate various activities along with others, including residents and other
community organisations while supporting government agencies' recovery works. Judy, who
worked at a community organisation, explained her organisation's role during recovery,
noting that, " Mostly it's coordinating other communities, so working with other communities

(community organisations)." The primary role of this organisation was to coordinate local

community residents and other community organisations.

Nevertheless, it was not clear whether any agreement with other organisation was established.
For example, Judy explained that her organisation set up an urban farm, in which people
could produce and distribute food around CBD. It was specifically for people who were
motivated to helping others during the recovery. In this kind of community activities, there is
no government involvement. While it was apparent that this was a good case for the practice
of co-production, where many individuals came in and co-worked with the leadership of
community organisation during the recovery, it was not clear how her organisation had
established an arrangement with other organisations.

A former leader of a community organisation described how he and his colleague coordinated
different actors for community recovery following the disaster. He emphasised how his
organisation organised residents and government agencies:
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And "A 34 "'s role was to be a mediator between various departments, the
community and get the message through people like civil defence etc, about what
the real issues were rather than just the emotional issues. So where toilets may
be needed, where help may be needed, where ah some people needed to be
removed from homes etc. we helped to manage some of that stuff and help
manage some of the communications (Tony, Local business owner & Community
organiser, 16 Nov. 2016).

The primary role of community organisations, according to him, was a communicator who
shares information among the local community, especially during the recovery. His former
colleague, Amanda, also stressed that community organisations were much more capable of
identifying what the real problem is and practice community leadership as they organise local
resources and organise collective action at any given time following the disaster. Amanda
explained that there was the coordination of lines of work where community leaders interact
much more effectively to tackle various problems, most of which would be out of
government agencies' radar during the recovery. Amanda noted:

We went across all of those sectors we came out of the earthquake created from
communities out of it, we made our own rules. And one of those rules was that we
went where we wanted to go

(Amanda, Community organiser, 1 Mar. 2017).

It thus demonstrates that community organisations are much more flexible and adaptable than
government agencies. Anna and Parker, who work at a community organisation, explained
why recovery agencies are meant to be a rigid institution. As a result, more community
leadership is much needed for community recovery: "they 're (recovery agencies) different

34

A is a community organisation, based on Christchurch, New Zealand.
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people ... it's my feelings about the whole other structure. The government are

policy

structure it makes feel bad."

Tony also described his involvement as one of the founding members of a community
organisation just after the 2011 quake. He and his colleagues from different areas in
Christchurch realised problems around their community areas and realised the need for
community actions,

I've been involved in founding about six different organisations during the course

of the last six years. Initially there was no neighbourhood groups that just came
into being no pre-existing or any organisation or any pre-existing organisation
that existed wasn't effective - the Resident's Association etc., so people just
stepped up and then those leaders got together and formed an organisation called
"A" ... (Tony, Local business owner & Community organiser, 16 Nov. 2016).

Tony emphasised the motivation of his organisation was driven to help others voluntarily.
Furthermore, he noted that his organisation's community leadership played a pivotal role in

coordinating many individuals and other organisations to arrange various tasks and to carry
out works they planned. Arguably, the participants noted the part of social organisation,
newly emerged during the recovery process. More specifically, they were the leaders of such
non-government organisations, whose mandate was to assist with the recovery and people in
their community. In a similar case, Amanda recalled how she and her colleagues started up
her organisation following the disaster.

So, our organisation went from about 14 community members through to 40
community members between September and then after the February quake. So, it
was around community leaders being able to come and bring the information
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around what was happening in their community, how people

the issues they

were having, what they were trying to do to solve it, and where those processes
were failing, and what would work better (Amanda, Community organiser, 1
Mar. 2017).

Various community members set up the organisation just after the quake. They were
homeowners whose houses were severely damaged during the earthquake. In response to
such a challenge, they were motivated to work with others and to deliver the residents'
thoughts to central recovery agencies. In doing so, they emerged as community leaders who
could work along with government agencies on behalf of the residents. Interestingly, there
was no government intervention to get her organisation to start up. It was a genuine voluntary
commitment to recovery disaster-affected areas. Another participant, Anna, echoed:

You know so the - what we call the cooperation is absolutely vital to identify
and then if people can call each other to account to say well how does that
address this, you know, because then at least they can begin a conversation
and I think it's - it's also good leadership is not only inherent on that
identification of the big picture, the di - direction if you like. It's also dependent
onpeople finding a way to be a - to - to - to talk to each other. And there's got
to be a - what a colleague of mine refers to as relational form of politic (Anna,
Community organiser, 24 Nov. 2016).

Given that the conversation conveyed her experience in a top-down approach of the central
government and recovery agencies, what she meant was that leadership is about building a
reciprocal relationship between different individuals.
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5.2. The leadership of local governments

While most of the participants shared their negative experiences with governments' top-down
approach to manage the whole recovery process over the years, community-oriented recovery
approach had attempted to revitalise the practice of community engagement in their agencies.
It was widely agreed that such an effort was related to developing policies and legislation for
ensuring community engagement in decision-making processes. It also involved establishing
an institutional arrangement for aligning top-down and bottom-up approach during recovery.

The top-down approach of government agencies over the years left community members with
strong feelings against government agencies and their works and, consequently, had
exacerbated stress and psychological loss over the years. Several participants argued that the
practice of authoritarian leadership 35had caused the decline of community participation in the
recovery process. Learning from the past, people contrived for better leadership from
government agencies. In this regard, participants pointed out the importance of right and
appropriate leadership for community recovery.

Concerning such an issue, especially about the importance of the right kind of leadership,
Anna and Parker emphasised that leadership could have been shared for community recovery.
Dispersed leadership, according to them, would be something they would have dreamt of,
reflecting one of the perceived barriers participants points out, top-down recovery approach
of government agencies.

35

The term, "Authoritarian leadership" was used by several participants. I intended to keep this term, albeit that
it may be controversial and sensitive in its usage in the thesis. Participants tried to telegraph their frustration,
claiming that the government agencies had not been able to include citizens in the recovery process.
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(Anna) Well I think it depends on the form of leadership. Because actually we've
just been to a Human Rights Commission presentation which is on leadership and
one of - or three of the women speaking were talking about the reliance of - on
heroes, you know. (Parker), and the - the value of dispersed leadership and how
you identify whether or not it's leadership when it's dispersed and what they were
arguing once again was that if the - well in New Zealand we call the kaupapa - if
the underlying purpose is clear, then, lots of people can provide leadership if they
are being accountable to the to the big picture for the future (Anna & Parker,
Community organisers, 4 Mar. 2017).

Experience has taught them to point out the importance of leadership instantly. Recalling
shared leadership was frequently mentioned during interviews, it seems that, in retrospect,
taking on board residents' voices around a discussion table was what individuals would have
anticipated following disasters for community recovery.

Another critical aspect of leadership was also relevant to the issue of social integration,
primarily as to why individuals and groups outside government agencies felt alienated during
community recovery. Elaborating such an issue, Anna again continues to comment:

You know so the - what we call the cooperation is absolutely vital to identify and
then if - if people can call each other to account to say well how does that
address this, you know, because then at least they can begin a conversation and I
think it's - it's also good leadership is not only inherent on that identification of
the big picture, the di - direction if you like (Anna, 4 Mar. 2017).

On my dialogue with Anna, she particularly pointed out that any collective action of
community members would be a subject of leadership. While she emphasised the importance
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of public leadership in government agencies, she also alluded to the problem of leadership
over the years. Many participants saw the lack of good leadership in government agencies
was equivalent to a problematic situation that had discouraged many citizens' voluntary
participation in the recovery effort.

In another note, Jake from a central government agency also agreed that leadership would
matter for community recovery:

And when I say collective leadership, I would say that's leadership both with a
capital L and with a lowercase l. So it's the leaders of the institutions, also the
leaders who have been merged ah in their own communities who had no formal
mandate. They just got out there and did something. So that's - that's what I
mean by collective leadership and if you think hierarchically that there's the
governance, the executives and management and staff including technical
expertise, medical expertise, leadership at all those levels (Jake, Central
government agency, 22 Nov. 2016).

This collective leadership is not clearly explained. However, it was interesting to note that
Jake noted that leadership is more of a relationship rather than being of management skills.
As he described, "the leaders who have been merged in their communities who had no formal
mandate". It may telegraph that leadership for community recovery should be a relationship -

focused one, viz people-oriented, rather than task-oriented. Echoing Anna's earlier comment
about the importance of public leadership, he emphasised the significance of leadership at all
levels of community through his reflection.
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A former community officer, Lilly, who is working for a community organisation, noted the
significance of public leadership of government agencies for more community engagement in
community recovery. She observed:

And I think finding people who are in the right stage of their career who are
ready to, you know, step up to that is a real challengeand I, you know. I think
there's a mix of all of those, all of those traits, but, it's, it, I always come back to,

everything, you know, everything I do, and everything that we've always done,
isyou know, if you're meaningful, genuine and authentic you can get a long way
and you will often be forgiven for a lot of things a welland I think, a bit more of
that injected into the earliest days of our leadership would probably have been
helpful (Lily, Community organiser, 7 Mar. 2017) .

Apparently, she aspired for better public leadership in governments, thinking of community
participation in the recovery effort. Given that many participants criticised top-down
leadership in recovery agencies in the aftermath of the earthquake, it seemed that they had
realised that better leadership of governments would play a pivotal role in leading the local
community to rejuvenate their voluntary participation in the recovery process. In this regard,
Lilly points out that leadership should be different from that of other recovery agencies
because the current leadership is from the local community, not appointed by the central
government. In fact, she mentioned a new leadership approach in a new recovery agency,
Regenerate Christchurch', would be the case and described her thoughts on a newly
appointed leader in the organisation:

Thomas (pseudonym) in all seriousness, like, I know, I joke, but when you meet
him you'll see what I mean in that Thomas is a very true, natural leader, but he's
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a very understated leader as well and he's someone who who leads by example.
He's very, uh, charismatic, but in a way that is notnot overtly showy, he'd be

highly conscientious, really great work ethic, and really strong value set, so, you
know, I mean he's the - there's a reason why his leadership is so renowned (Lily,

Community organiser, 7 Mar, 2017).

While his leadership skills were deemed to be changing people's negative perceptions against

central government agencies over the years, other participants elaborated specific skills that
may increase voluntary community engagement. Thomas also echoed the need for new
leadership for more community engagement:

Regenerate Christchurch has been founded with an objective of returning
governance of key aspects of the rebuild to Christchurch people so our board is
appointed from Christchurch people and in a sense we're representatives of our
communities in that sense (Thomas, Director of Regenerate Christchurch, 8 Mar.
2017).

Community engagement is on his agenda. He continued:

So where there is a sense of energy and purpose and vision and commitment from
the community around a given project or thing, then we don't want to be the
people that ride in on our white horse and say, "Okay, let's do this. Let's go
north. " , we want to encourage and support and empower community-based

organisations to continue to lead (Thomas, 8 Mar. 2017).

While participants' remarks still had a negative resonance concerning government agencies'

top-down leadership, it was clear that people would contrive a change in leadership to stop
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the whole community recovery process from failing to meet their needs, so that they could be
of much assistance for leaders to become a community advocate. Thomas pitched such a
change in government agencies is much needed:

There'd actually be more community groups involved and we're trying as much

as possible to push decision making back to communities, so there's more of a
sense of ownership and agency, at the same time struggling with a government
which still takes a very top-down approach (Thomas, 8 Mar. 2017).

Thomas 's comments beg a couple of questions. Most of the participants emphasise the
importance of mutual communication and the need for improving communication. However,
as can be observed in his comment, they often conflate communication with engagement.
They do not intend to make these two the same because their semantic meaning is not
synonyms, but at least they regard these two as highly associated, which I think conflated in
that regard. Given, I interpreted that they called for strengthening communication, which
could enhance the practice of co-production. More specifically, the practice of
communication of government in the context of leadership relates to 'push decision-making
back to communities' as Layla emphasised. It is a vital function of public leadership because

this can build a foundation to solve problems during the recovery. At the same time, the topdown approach seems to exacerbate distrust between citizens and governments over the
years.

Nevertheless, it was also apparent that, for community organisations, mutual communication
might have been a struggle often filled with disappointment when they had witnessed
citizens' voices were silent during the recovery. In this regard, mutual communication is a
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cornerstone of the practice of co-production. Thomas explained that communication starts
with listening to others:

And I think one of the best things is to invite people in and just be open to talking
with people ... to go and walk around neighbourhoods and see what's going on

(Thomas, 8 Mar. 2017).

In other words, public leaders who hold a public office and serve the community needed to
attempt to catch the verbal and non-verbal messages during the conversation with citizens so
they could perceive their thoughts and feelings as to the progress of the recovery, and
problems they might have experienced.

Nevertheless, this practice of mutual communication does not seem to rejuvenate individuals'

motivation to participate voluntarily in the recovery process. It is because there had been a
tension between public leaders and the local community. In other words, public leaders do
not seem to have validated and confirmed that citizens' voices had been heard. In fact,
Thomas alluded that public leaders' validation and co nfirmation of them having listened to
citizens' voice did not convince that they respect citizens' perspective. Given, he argued that

the local community would need to be motivated before engaging in communication. Thus,
communication is not a problem here; the real problem is the strength of feeling against the
top-down approach of government agencies. As a result, this had precluded the local
community's engagement in any talk with the government. Another question to be asked is
relevant to the information.
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5.3. Communication

Most participants commented on the importance of communication during the recovery,
although they called into question mutual and transparent communication between citizens
and government agencies following the earthquake. Layla shared her observation on
Christchurch community recovery during the interview:

I'm not maybe expressing that very well, but there was communication
mechanisms set up that ticked all the boxes for doing the right thing, but they
clearly weren't reaching people or reaching - reaching people in places like the
eastern suburbs or they - or they weren't reaching people in the right way and as
much. Maybe there was a bit of a miscalculation of how much you need to
communicate, because people - there is really - it's communicate, communicate,
communicate to the point where the people who are issuing the information may
feel that they're sort of saying the same thing too many times over (Layla,
Researcher, 14 Nov. 2016).

To answer a question about communication, she opened up her view, raising an issue
about the ill-implemented strategy of government agencies' communication with
citizens. She made a quip about such ineffective communication. It is telling to note
that her phrase " communication mechanism" may imply that coordination matters most.
She does not relegate this issue to anything significant (emphasis added):

Butit - it may be that you have to do that for some people to receive the message.
And I also think that the mechanisms that up - up down mechanisms were not
good. That's my assumption. I mean the - the sort of formal consultation groups
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that were set up for the minister, that was reallypeople commenting on what the
minister was doing and feeding information to and from him. But there was there was not - there were not many ears to the ground of what was going on
out in the community. And there were not - in my opinion enough mechanisms
for what was heard out in the community to be said honestly up to the sort of
formal structures. Ha - having said that, I mean it's one of the hardest things in
the world to do and nobody will - like some people probably wanted a weekly
newsletter for their street. Some of those things are quite impossible, but I - but I
think that probably could have been much more done than there was (Layla, 14
Nov. 2016).

She comments that, in retrospect, it was about what should have happened. Instead, her point
conveys a necessary condition, thinking about future recovery. She questioned if a formally
structured communication system that communicates with residents had been working over
the years. In fact, she mentioned a consulting group within the government that could offer
much more information to individuals and groups outside government agencies. However, it
begs the question of what the formally structured communication system required. Other
participants tried to offer insightful information.

It was widely agreed that it was important that citizens are fully informed, and they are
satisfied with the information shared. It was not easy to capture the importance of -mutual
communication in boosting the practice of co-production. Hector, a city councillor, makes the
association clear:

I think we can always improve our communications and we should always be
mindful of two way engagement. so yeah I've - I've raised this with my council
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colleagues and the mayor that I think that we need to improve on how we do
things. And I think one of the best things is to invite people in and just be open to
talking with people depending on what their issues is. But also for councils to go
and walk around neighbourhoods and see what's going on (Hector, Councillor, 6
Mar. 2017).

In this regard, for building -mutual communication between citizens and government
agencies, the role of communication organisation for community recovery is echoed in many
interviews with participants. The importance of their leadership in incorporating multiple
stakeholders outside government agencies during the recovery is of particular relevance to
communication with those actors. In this regard, most of the participants stressed the role of
community board members who are part of the community but working for government
agencies. For an effective communication system, Alex, an immigrant working at a
department of local government, explained how he shared information with community
leaders of different organisations:

(Interviewer) Do you speak to the community leaders or do you speak with just
individuals ... ?

(Participant) I do speak to the community leaders. I do speak to our clinicians
about the different culture aspects, you know. I want to provide that training for
cultural competence training for our staff so they know that, you know, what's the
refugee migrant background culture or the particular culture of that group.
Yeah, so I do speak to them and I do speak to the leaders, you know, telling them
that that's the way you access the service and that's how you can communicate it,
you know. Yeah, that's- yeah (Alex, Public officer, 10 Mar. 2017).
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His role was to liaise between his department and community groups. Effective
communication is vital as community officers like him share information with community
leaders so that they also disseminate information to residents. For active community
recovery, liaison (conduits of the communication) would be needed to coordinate all the
information and ideas.

5.4. Sense of community

The community had shown concern about being socially and psychologically disintegrated
when they had gone through disruptive and delayed community recovery process over the
years. At the time of this study, it was noticeable that people were struggling with
disappointment due to their negative experience over the years. They had contrived to aspire
for a socially integrated community during community recovery. As discussed earlier, the
presence of perceived barriers, which is often contingent upon which local community could
afford to invest their resources (i.e., time, labour, and money), and is connected to the issue of
demotivated community. The decline of residents' participation in any related recovery
activities appears to be strongly reminiscent of their sense of community. It is not hard to
parse other interviewees' comments, relating between a sense of community and the degree of
participation.

David, from a central government agency, noted that "So that says people's energy and
willingness, they tend to be more inwardly focusing psychologically I think." As such,
boosting the sense of community appears to be prompted in a shared vision. For the practice
of co-production, it was noted that community members share a set of common goals for
them to achieve community recovery. Hector, a local councillor elaborated:
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I personally would have liked us to have, you know and I tried to raise this, but
again like that sharing common idea too, but that you know we should create a co
- a common vision and a common set of values for the city that makes us unique
and makes us different (Hector, Councillor, 6 Mar. 2017).

He is emphasising the significance of sharing ideas, which, as a result, would set a common
goal for the recovery. Other participants offered a similar view in this regard, focusing on
taking on board the local community' s voices in the early stage of the decision-making

process. Parker, who participated in several community forums over the years, pointed out:

Let's - let's understand our basic assumptions and I think the best way to do that
is to actually help people articulate what they really care about, what they want
to hold onto for the future. And actually if you do that people are quite
imaginative. And they do identify things that even though they find as difficult to
commodify (Parker, Community organiser, 24 Nov. 2016).

5.5. Bridging social capital

The practice of co-production is leveraged by the presence of a set of necessary conditions
during the recovery, including, first, practising leadership of community organisations and
government agencies for incorporating the actions of various actors; second, building
collective consciousness among community members; third, raising positive emotions; and
fourth, developing community wide-communication during the recovery. The preceding
chapter highlighted the social reality in the practice of co-production of real community
members during the recovery. It is echoed in this section, discussing the analysis of data on
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the specific effect of bridging social capital in facilitating co-production. In this section, I
provide an analysis of the social reality of co-production.

For understanding the practice of co-production and the role of bridging social capital,
contextual information in the practice of co-production must be understood. Such contextual
information allows the researcher to capture the reality in the context of co-production, where
individuals had lost their motivation to commit their resources in the collective recovery
efforts. Participants shared their experience of working with other stakeholders over the
years. There was a decline in voluntary community engagement. Sonia, a community officer
in the local council, suggested:

It seems the people - and there seems to be people who have burnt out and
they've gone and other people have taken their places in groups. And also you
get a, seem to get a flurry of activity immediately after an emergency. And people
all want to join in and work together, and then after a while, the focus goes off
there a bit. And so some of the things that had a lot of support, initially, don't
have support now. But, the need for some of those , activities, or some of those
(Sonia, Community officer, 2 Mar. 2017).

Voluntary engagement in community recovery following the earthquake declined as recovery
progressed. At the time of this study, people had begun to engage in various recovery
activities gradually as they managed to build a relationship with others around their local
areas. Most participants were aware of the importance of network resources relative to their
effort to incorporate the actions of different stakeholders. Amanda points out the role of
social capital without using the term. She explained in some instances how her organisation
utilised the network resources:
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So, CanCERN, the organisation, was started just after the September quake, and
it was home owners who were the worst affected in the residential space, as in the
September quake really onlybadly hit about eight communities. And it wasn't
until the February quake that it just went all over Canterbury; it took out, you
know, almost every community. So, our organisation went from about 14
community members through to 40 community members between September and
then after the February quake. So, it was around community leaders being able to
come and bring the information around what was happening in their community,
how people

the issues they were having, what they were trying to do to solve it,

and where those processes were failing, and what would work better. So, we were
always about identifying the issues from the homeowner 's perspective, and being

able to offer solutions to the recovery agencies so that we could try to make it all
work better. Otherwise, they were telling us how they were doing it, and we were
saying 'Well, that's not working' you know. 'You might think that's what you're

doing, but that's not what's happening in practice. ' (Amanda, Community
organiser, 12 Nov. 2016).

As to the network resources, she mentioned, "we were leveraging off the relationship that we
had made over those five years". It was clear that she and her colleagues developed
networked relationships as they worked over the years. "So, we set up a hub, and we

managed, a multi-agency hub where people could come in and deal with their insurance
claim directly". There were 14 various and different community members, which became 40

persons later, initiated working together. They were community leaders representing their
community groups.
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These networking phenomena were vital in the light of social interaction among
heterogeneous persons. They were expanding beyond their boundaries to incorporate the
actions of different actors. However, there was no government intervention to initiate such
networking. It was more voluntary and organic. What Amanda's organisation did was to

utilise the relationship that was built through frequent interaction over the years. Her
organisation, through frequent interactions, utilised relationships and by growing in
membership, which resulted in working not only with the local homeowners but also with
other community organisations and government agencies. She explained:

So, we worked largely with CERA (Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority),
the Earthquake Commission, the private insurersinsurance council, and all of
those things like that

Insurance and Savings Ombudsman, Auditor-General

you know all of those; anything really, that was related to what it was going to
take to solve your insurance claim and get your house reinstated. So, local
authority as well, although our local authority here was bloody useless for the
first three years... I think the way that we are able to measure it now, is now that
the quakes that happened further up the line up in North Canterbury are, those
organisations are asking us how to do things better. So, they recognise that they
needed us. That we made their work better

We developed a service called

Breakthrough, and that was a facilitation service, which was

We were

leveraging off the relationships that we had made over those five years,, for us to
be able to talk to the home owners, find out exactly what it was that they needed
to resolve their claim, and then we 'd go to the management and say 'This is how
it could be resolved. 'So, and that's what we do now (Amanda, 2 Mar. 2017).
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The organisation utilised previously developed networked resources to incorporate the
actions of other organisations:

We were leveraging off the relationships that we had made over those five years
for us to be able to talk to the homeowners (Amanda, 2 Mar. 2017).

It is difficult to measure the value of the networked resources, but there was a definite
contribution to the recovery process. Emily, a former community officer and now working at
a community organisation, highlights the importance of network relationship for
incorporating the actions of different individuals for the recovery:

Um, I used to work for the council. I worked there from 2011 to 2013 and I
helped fund, renew and support it to grow with funding while I was there and
then when I left they offered me the job of manager. so, I guess I've seen both
sides and I know that the council is full of really well-intentioned people ... So, I
mean we receive a lot, we have a lot of relationships with really good people in
the council ... I actually work for another organisation as well called Eastern

Vision and that focused on the future of the red zone and the east as a whole, not
just New Brighton and its more around advocacy and monitoring. So, that's
another group that yeah, and I work more with the central government in that
role (Emily, Former community officer, 9 Mar. 2017).

For incorporating different individuals' and groups' actions, her organisation's role was to

facilitate social interaction by providing a communication hub. She noted:

... we've created a website for New Brighton that brands the area and has all

different information about all the different community groups and events and
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businesses so we're really converting it into something new ... intended to bring
the public bodies and the community closer so that they can make decision
together and in less confrontational way (Emily, 9 Mar. 2017).

Another leader in a community organisation, Ben, a former CEO of local business and a
founder of a community organisation commented:

Prior to the recovery well prior to the earthquake I was CEO of an electronics
company, so we had quite a few staff. we are still in the central city and the
September earthquake very little damage, but in the February earthquake it could
be best described as quite messy. so the whole central city was cordoned off and
- and it was policed by a combination of the armed services, the police and
services from Australia as well. so my role in the initial sense was to work with
most of the CEOs throughout the south island, call them into Christchurch and
talk about how we could help each other and how we could support. And at the
same time prior - just prior to that I cofounded an organisation called CanCERN
(Ben, Local business owner & Community organiser, 27 Feb. 2017) .

Ben utilised his pre-existing network for incorporating the actions of different CEOs whom
he had already known before the earthquake. It seems that he must have built a certain level
of informal interactions outside his organisation. Layla, a retired academic researcher,
resonated well in this regard:

But I'm sure that - I mean there - there were pre-existing networks but there also
have been some amazing networks that have flourished that maybe should you
know that that should perhaps be acknowledged a bit more. I mean there was
the one that makes me think about it, is Littleton, because Littleton was pretty
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damaged. and it had a high proportion of artistic and creative people. And
they've really got - there probably was a network there already, but they've
absolutely enhanced that network and made it into a really vibrant thriving
community (Layla, Researcher, 14 Nov. 2016).

There are two implications from Layla's comments: Social capital is essential to community

recovery through 1) pre-existing networks that have been strengthened since 2011 and 2)
enhanced networks that resulted in community redevelopment. The second point is that Layla
mentioned artistic and creative people. There was a group of people who were active in the
local area and were connected through social networks served as a glue that helped strangers
work with each other. Sue, a community officer over the years, stated (emphasis added):

I'm sure that some of the connections are there. Some of the phone numbers are
still are still there. Some of it is latent but I think that if there ever were
another emergency, people would

yeah, just simply do, you have to work

together (Sue, Community officer, 9 Mar. 2017).

It is closely related to Ben's earlier comments on social ties and a sense of urgency. As
discussed earlier, after the earthquake, many individuals acted promptly, without delay, to
help others voluntarily in the worst disaster-affected areas. For doing so, people contacted
people whom they had known before the disaster. Participants observed that the disaster
somehow triggered people's willingness to connect with others. In other words, in response

to various problems following the earthquake, people in the community became aware of the
gravity of situations. With this sense of urgency, they began to work with others and reached
others whom they would not have needed to contact before. While they were working with
others, they would appreciate the social ties they have realised. As Sue noted, pre-existing
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network existed, which seemed latent until people used it. It also tells that this sense of
urgency may trigger the utilisation of the social network.

Back to Layla's comment, she said, "They've absolutely enhanced that network and made it

into a really vibrant thriving community". Here are two parts to be noted. First, the
community groups "have enhanced". How would have they done this? As Layla described,

they have interacted, so they would have been able to enhance the pre-existing network
resource. Moreover, as Sue mentioned, it could be passively "enhanced" because they would
have to support each other. As noted, it is such a nuanced view stemming from all the
interviews, filtering the pieces of the meaning of bridging social capital by identifying
whether participants have network relationship with different individuals and groups outside
their group boundary and they use it for incorporating the actions of others for community
recovery. Such a nuance is illustrated clearly in an instance that Ben, a former founder of a
community organisation, shared (emphasis added):

... my role in the initial sense was to work with most of the CEOs throughout the

south island, call them into Christchurch and talk about how we could help
each other and how we could support. And at the same time prior - just prior to
that I cofounded an organisation called CanCERN. And CanCERN's role was to
be a mediator between various departments, the community and get the
message through people like civil defence etc, about what the real issues were
rather than just the emotional issues. So where toilets may be needed, where help
may be needed, where some people needed to be removed from homes etc. we
helped to manage some of that stuff and help manage some of the
communications (Ben, Local business owner & Community organiser, 27 Feb.
2017).
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Ben used his network for incorporating the actions of other CEOs to provide help
during the recovery. In this case, it is sensible to appreciate that it was bridging social
capital because the networking took place outside his group boundary, which is
presumably heterogeneous. As he was sharing this point, the wordings are idiosyncratic
(emphasis added):

I think the good thing is that initially when when we formed CanCERN part of my
role as I saw it was as the chairman was to make sure that we got good people
around us. so what I looked for because everywhere - each of these people that
were original members of CanCERN every one of them has skills that I felt was
needed in the case of emergency. One of them was a very - a gentleman called
Brian Parker, was a very good process person. Leanne Curtis was a very good
communicator. Kevin Smith had a huge mind that could cover a whole area of
things. So to be able to capture those people in the nicest possible way and get
them to consider the community, meant a lot (Ben, 27 Feb, 2017).

Ben explained how he incorporated different persons for organising the lines of work of the
organisation. He tried to connect persons whom he thought would have appropriate skills for
the organisation's role during the recovery. Interestingly, he mentioned` they were all

different, noting (emphasis added):

Um it also meant that we had a diversity of thinking, so you - you didn't have
justpeople with one mindset, you had people with different - different political
beliefs, different economic beliefs etc. So to be able to get them to work
together and ignore politics, that was the first win we had (Ben, 27 Feb. 2017).
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Through their mutual interaction, the people Ben was working with must have developed a
sense of membership because they share one mindset. They know others' strengths and skills,

which are available for them to utilise to achieve their common goal (emphasis added):

The second win we had was to get the group as a whole re - and represent the
community and to get the community to understand that to do what we had to do,
it was very, very important that politics stayed outside the door and that you
worked inside the tent with the people that had the power (Ben, 27 Feb. 2017).

In this case, it is possible to refer it to bridging social capital in that different individuals with
different beliefs and values started working together, and they had built a sense of
connectedness as a group. In this sense, social ties are not the same as that under the kinship
circumstances. In other words, it is not analogous to bonding social capital between
homogeneous individuals because they are a different individual in nature. As they work as
"a whole" during the recovery, they build a common value despite their inherent

heterogeneity in many aspects. This organisation also works with recovery agencies. Ben
explained that his organisation's role was to share information with the recovery agency and

to mediate between the agency and the local community. For example, the organisation
shared information as to what problematic situations the local community had previously and
what would need to be done. The point is in detail when he explains how he had got to work
with recovery agencies:

Well our - our - our experience with the government agency was actually
excellent. We dealt with what was known as ministry of social welfare, MSD36
and - and in Christchurch and Wellington. And we found that once they

36

Ministry of Social Development
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understood what we were doing, they worked very, very effectively with us.
Extremely effectively. I think sometimes the danger is that people that yell the
loudest get the most attention. and it's not necessarily the right attention. So what
we tended to do was to be as pragmatic as possible, but also push the points quite
strongly where we thought aid or assistance was needed (Ben, 27 Feb. 2017).

As Ben mentioned earlier, his organisation's primary role was to mediate information
between the local community and recovery agencies. In fact, it is collective action in a sense
because their commitment was primarily limited to be the "mediator". It seems that this

division of labour, whether or not it was previously established between the organisation and
the agency, was clear, and the work was across sectors (i.e., community organisation
representing the local community and government institution).

5.6. Co-productive action during the recovery

The analysis of data also reveals how different individuals viewed the practice of coproduction, reflecting on their experiences over the years. More pointedly, confronting
problematic situations, they tried to incorporate the actions of others for community
recovery. In doing so, participants shared what they perceived necessary for managing
co-production.

Three aspects were found significant: willingness to engage voluntarily in collective action,
coordination for incorporating the actions of various actors and synergistic action. Several
cases illustrating the facet of co-production were found, stemming from the vivid accounts of
participants. The practice of co-production, they noted, began with individuals' identifying
problems and coordinating collective action for resolving the problems. For doing so,
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individuals' willingness to engage in such collective action is a cornerstone for the practice of

co-production. According to the participants, such action is community-led collective action,
incorporating the actions of multiple individuals and groups, including articulating various
tasks, establishing an agreement, sharing responsibility, monitoring and evaluating. The
analysis of data conveys that the practice of co-production is primarily for achieving better
outcomes in a way which different actors are well connected to produce a combined effect on
the creation of value more significant than the sum of their separate outcomes.

Among most of the participants who devoted their experience in community-led recovery
efforts over the years, a local community officer, Sue, who had a close relationship with local
groups shared her own experience over the years. Particularly, what she illustrated resonates
well in this regard. As I asked about her observation, especially with regard to local
community-led recovery over the years, she shared a story:

... as an example, the library... The library was going to close for repairs and

there was going to be some , some functions provided... Sort of like a van coming
and going. And the community said, actually library holds a a very important
connecting role in our community. It did after the earthquakes, it was a place
where people could safely go and talk, there was a table where people would
discuss things and they and the door was open... The temporary library closed
two weeks ago, or a week and a half ago and it will be opening on Monday down
here, but that was a real collaborative thing the local community said actually we
really, we really feel that we need something more than what is being offered, and
we're prepared to help and be part of shifting things or whatever (Sue,
Community officer, 9 Mar. 2017).
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What she described shows collective recovery efforts of community members, especially
about how to articulate their collective action in response to the problem and by extension
how they agreed to share the responsibility of the community action. She explained how
residents and community board members from the local council reached a common ground:

And so the local community... , yeah so we ended up with a collaborative thing
where a community board, community, library staff, everybody said, "Okay, the
desire is for there to be a something... A place for people to be while the library
is closed for a year." (Sue, 9 Mar. 2017).

Which type of actors were found in this case? Residents and community board (later, the
council was involved). Moreover, her note of "everybody said ... " would mean that they had
reached a common goal. It can also tell how communication had taken place during their
meeting. There would not be any power asymmetry because it seems there are no hierarchical
relations among them. Thus, the nature of communication orders, I suppose, is reciprocal.
Speaking which people are reciprocal in sharing information, it appears that frequent mutual
communication had taken place, noting what she mentioned, "everybody said" . However,

how long the consensus-building had taken was not clear from the interview. She also
continued to explain how they established an agreement on how the work should be carried
out.

And so the site, the Rec centre was opening at about the time that the library was
closing. So they decided the the Trinity Hall, which is, just as you enter, so I
can show you that space. That space was put over for a temporary library. The
temporary library closed two weeks ago, or a week and a half ago and it will be
opening on Monday down here (Sue, 9 Mar. 2017).
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Interestingly she also emphasised that people were aware of the need, in which case they
figured out how significant public space would support residents building networking during
the recovery:

And the community said, actually library holds a a very important connecting
role in our community. It did after the earthquakes, it was a place where people
could safely go and talk, there was a table where people would discuss things and
they and the door was open (Sue, 9 Mar. 2017).

As noted earlier, for community-led collective recovery, public space offers a social space
where people initiate their networking. Sue provided another detailed example in this regard:

Also, the pool, when it opened, there were certain hours that... It's a summer
pool, so it's only open for a segment of the year. And so the time bank was
utilised, that there were people in the time bank who said, "We'd like to be
lifeguards." The council said, "Well, we can provide you with training." This year
pool key access for the community and it is something that doesn't
there's
happen for the rest of the city. And so local community members... Some of the
lifeguards do extra hours to extend the hours during each day, or during the
daytime. Pool members, pool people who have that key, can... For the use of
their key in paying a sum for the key and providing cleaning... They go on the
cleaning roster and there are a number of other things that are involved in it. But
it basically means that the season is longer for Lyttelton... That local people have
access to the pool outside the official hours. There were lifeguards that were
trained, so it was a

the time bank needed to be there for some of that and the
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council provided something so it was a collaboration. So it was a sort of
partnership (Sue, 9 Mar. 2017).

She was explaining how the community-initiated such work37. It was that a group of people
identified a problem and came up with a solution. They volunteered to invest their resource
for redeveloping their community. The local council (community board) provided support
(e.g., train those who volunteered). Residents were responsible for the facility with the
support of the local council ("established agreement"). It is worthy of note that the residents

organised themselves to co-produce. The community board was involved in this coproduction. Also, Sue highlighted how to coordinate different works of individuals,

And so local community members... Some of the lifeguards do extra hours to
extend the hours during each day, or during the daytime. Pool members, pool
people who have that key, can... For the use of their key in paying a sum for the
key and providing cleaning... They go on the cleaning roster and there are a
number of other things that are involved in it (Sue, 9 Mar. 2017).

Since the arrangement was established (i.e., who does what and who is responsible for what),
they divided labour (i.e., arrangement; division of labour): Volunteers do lifeguarding, the
charge of the key and cleaning the pool. The local council provided training. As for the
shared responsibility, Adam, a local councillor in Christchurch City, added,

So, that's an obvious thingtoo. Theand that can take a number of different forms.
But some groups also... are doing end of year written bulletins, which actually

37

During the interview, Sue explained Lyttelton Harbour Timebank and acknowledged that community
members in her town had been working together trading their skills in the community before the earthquake.
She was confident that this community-based project had been proving that her community was learned and
practiced how to co-produce to manage several challenges since the 2011 earthquake.
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showcase what they've done for the year and they're available online. So those
sorts of things are actually very successful as well and saying, "Okay, we had this
number of volunteers who provided this number of hours to this. We you know,
we had this number of meetings or this number of social events in a year, with
this number of people attending. We provided this number of meals to this
number of people (Adam, Councillor, 27 Feb. 2017).

The local council was part of the action that the council provided the training and allowed use
of the public pool for an extended time. While the local council used its resource to be part of
the action, it was not clear, however, that the evaluation had been formalised to be reported to
the local council. It is sensible, nonetheless, to see that the division of work was evident
among participants, including residents, community board, and local council. Thus the
evaluation would have been shared with the local council and community board. In that
sense, the evaluation is shared action among all the actors. He further observed that all
members coordinated the tasks and specific responsibilities voluntarily:

So sometimes the numbers, thoughis good. So qualitative as well as quantitative.
So for the other, it can be sayingyou know, "There was this person who was in the
spot, and now due to this and this and this happening, this is what's happened.
This is the outcome for that
whatever." So

for that person, or that group of people, or

so putting the story behind the numbers is quite good too and

photographs are wonderful

are wonderful so posting photographs and as things

are happening, documenting those as well (Adam, 27 Feb. 2017).

He emphasised that all concerned actors should be encouraged to input their thoughts on the
process and outcomes out of the program. He continued to explain,
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(Interviewer) Do you thinkthe just decisions, the local resident community should
be a part of not only just a consultation but also they should be a part of
monitoring and the evaluation all sorts of recovery programs? Their
participation should be also related to responsibility for making sure every
program is delivering the values or outcomes to the community?
(Participant) Yeah, that's a very good point, yes they do certainly need to be
involved in monitoring and the evaluation. Yep and perhaps even at the location.
Because, you know, then it's, you know their monitoring and evaluating
constantly (Adam, 27 Feb. 2017).

The local community is involved in evaluating the recovery program, although the scale of
the program, from the interview, seemed local. However, it is a more community-oriented
approach where residents are involved in evaluating and monitoring the process and the
outcome.

One of the elements that may explain the practice of co-production is synergy. Marko, a local
councillor, observed:

And you know when I talk about synergy what - what I mean is like if you've got
you know in one street you're doing cycle ways, you're doing a master plan,
you're doing infrastructure repairs, and that street is old anyway and needs to be
upgraded, then you should do the whole thing, you should have a whole
conversation about doing it and doing it at once. Not have five different or four
different projects. You know one year do this, next year do that and just dig it
out, seal it, dig it up. Like crazy. The synergy, if you think of that projects, like I
don't know, you know we've got a metro sports building, you've got a convention
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centre, you've got red zone And you know we had one before the earthquake
where groups come and they - all the community groups can work you know like
a shared space. You know why - why aren't we building these things together
instead as a council we're constantly funding the groups to - to take out market
very expensive rental property for community groups post-earthquake. But we
could actually maybe build these facilitates and let these groups come and use
them (Marko, Councillor, 6 Mar. 2017).

The point is that synergy would be what the community would aspire. However, Marko
commented that the synergistic aspect of collective recovery was not there because the
central government failed to coordinate others to co-produce. He commented that sharing
ideas and reflecting on those was a crucial component of collective action, without which
may result in limiting community-led recovery. The question was about value and benefit
creation and its distribution to the whole community. Marko thought the value would be
analogous to the synergy. However, his point is that synergy is more of the whole process,
not just in the sense of outcomes out of community action. It is not hard to find that there has
not been much collective work within the community. That is, reflecting on his experience,
although he is a councillor, it would appear that tokenistic consultation prevails.

Considering that participants shared perceive barriers that might have hindered their
voluntary engagement in the community recovery, collective recovery efforts between a
community organisation and government agencies would seem to be idiosyncratic in many
cases over the years. Albeit, David's experience working with other organisations, seems to
contribute to the community recovery over the years. Not only did the organisation
collaborate with the government agencies, but his team and he also extended their network
with the business sector for providing help to the community. He added:
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So in the case of the MSD (Ministry of Social Development), we got funding for
certain parts, we also got some rather large organisations like Telecom, which
later became Spark, they gave us a huge number of cell phone credit cards. Now
they were prepaid cards, nowwe were able to give them to people to use on the
phones once they got up again. And one of the reasons for that was that - that
east of Christchurch had a huge commitment to cell phone usage rather than land
lines. but most of them were prepaid and you couldn't get the prepaid from the
supermarkets, because the supermarkets were shut. SoTelecom gave them to us
to distribute out to people all over the east of Christchurch. So they were re really little things, where you've got government organisations and business
organisations starting to work together more closely. I think we could have done
some things better, but generallythe focus of business and the focus of community
is not that different. It's just getting people to understand that we do have a
common goal around continuity and ability to look after each other (David,
Teacher & Community organiser, 2 Mar. 2017).

So much so, this organisation worked with the government and business sectors. Let me
examine their work with other sectors. First, they received a fund from the central
government agency. It would be absurd to say that receiving government funds would be
easy. As David alluded to, it appeared that his organisation had gone through a chaotic
process. To apply for and receive funds from the government agency, his organisation had to
contact the agency directly for the attention of the agency, and, inherently, needed to begin to
interact with them (e.g., communicating and meeting in person). From Amanda' s comments
earlier, I would assume that members in David's organisation, including him, might have
personal connections with someone in the agency, considering that he worked in the
government previously.
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For this reason, the organisation worked with other sectors before concerning community
recovery issues. In fact, this organisation had been working with civil defence when they
began working with the agency. As such, it is also probable that this relationship can be
further developed into a bridging social capital, which is an inter-group social network
resource. Of note, it is bridging social capital, not linking. However, the existing literature
would have defined it as linking social capital because it seems to occur between community
and government. This kind of typology can cause much confusion as we try to comprehend
the complexity of the interactional process.

Through the analysis process, it was revealed that, for better community recovery, people had
developed a social relationship between different individuals and groups throughout their
recovery process since the 2011 earthquake. The interviewees echoed:

"So now we have a close relationship but, uh, the university is still a separate
organisation ... So we're doing a partnership with the district health board here to
work with a group ofyoung people" (Luke , Community organiser, 8 Mar. 2017)

"They know who were there and can continue the dialogue and also, if you do

that then - and you make your outcome - because it's transparent. you have a
mechanism for making it. This is where we got to. " (Anna -, Community
organiser, 4 Mar. 2017)

" ... that was a collaboration of government, local government, and the major

contractors who were going to be doing the infrastructure work. o, there was a
level of coordination that was offered through SCIRT38 that made that a really

38

SCIRT (Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team)
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good collaboration. and that's probably the most successful one that would be ... "
(Amanda, Community organiser, 1 Mar. 2017)

"Because we were able to leverage off our relationships that we had with the -

with the key management to help them to see how by us supporting home owners
it was going to help them to actually settle claims, because home owners were
disengaging. "(Amanda, Community organiser, 12 Nov. 2016)

"So we ended up with a collaborative thing where a community board,

community, library staff, everybody said, "Okay, the desire is for there to be a
something. .. " (Sue , Community officer, 9 Mar. 2017)

"they combined quite comfortably with the police, the Red Cross,civil defence
etc ... think the beauty of that was that we had every morning we had a meeting

usually starting between half past five and six o'clock in the morning and most
people were thereand so we had a meeting in - in the art gallery, there was a
room available. " (Ben, Local business owner & Community organiser, 27 Feb.
2017)

"I think there's amore joined up - more joined up - joinedness - joint - working

together between those two communities then possibly more understanding. I
think that's what it is, between the two." (Clara , Community officer, 10 Mar.
2017)

In interviews, participants leave no doubt as to the importance of synergistic relationship
while they were trying to incorporate the actions of different organisations during recovery
since 2011. Dialogues devoting the most time to such an aspect are from individuals who
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work at community organisations. Amanda, for example, pointed out the role of social capital
several times during the interview, albeit it was not overtly conveying by using the term,
'social capital'. She also explained some in instances how her organisation managed to

incorporate the action of many individuals and organisations. One of the instances is
appropriate in this regard:

... the organisation, was started just after the September quake, and it was home

owners who were the worst affected in the residential space, as in the September
quake really onlybadly hit about eight communities. And it wasn't until the
February quake that it just went all over Canterbury; it took out, you know,
almost every community. So, our organisation went from about 14 community
members through to 40 community members between September and then after
the February quake (Amanda, Community organiser, 1 Mar. 2017).

It captures the existence of social relations between different groups for incorporating the
actions. The organisation, through frequent interaction, may have utilised such a relationship,
given that this organisation had grown in its membership, resulting in working not only with
local homeowners but also with other community organisations and government agencies.
She explained:

We were leveraging off the relationships that we had made over those five years,
for us to be able to talk to the homeowners, find out exactly what it was that they
needed to resolve their claim, and then we'd go to the management and say 'This

is how it could be resolved (Amanda, 1 Mar. 2017).
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Through such coding process, a central category was generated: aggregations of concerned
actors managing their habitualised responses to resolve problematic situations and hence to
bring about synergistic effects, which was led by the following storyline:

Due to slow and delayed recovery progress over the years, community members of
Christchurch, New Zealand were concerned about the decline of voluntary community
engagement. As the recovery progressed, they were aware of the problem of slow progress in
psychological recovery, which was often overlooked by the community about its impact on
voluntary community engagement in recovery activities. Such an emerging issue was mainly
related to government-controlled top-down recovery approach. Central government agencies
struggled with the coordination with a range of community organisations and local
government agencies in the context of community recovery. Government agencies were often
criticised due to the top-down approach over the years.

Consequently, the level of community engagement had declined as the recovery had been six
years since the 2011 earthquake. The community was frustrated. The felt the loss of power
and control over their own lives. They often experienced disconnection due to the disruptive
environment. Hence, they were stressed out, which as a result, they were not willing to
cooperate to recover their community.

Confronting such problematic situations, community organisation, managed to incorporate
the actions of community members for creating greater value through reciprocal social
interaction, in which case multiple concerned actors, heterogeneous, make reciprocal
reference frequently to one another for incorporating the voluntary actions of others. At
the same time, government agencies devoted to addressing the issue of community
empowerment and to developing community engagement strategies. Community members
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also fostered a sense of community to reenergize individuals' long-term commitment to
collective recovery efforts. Such an effort was facilitated through community-wide
communication as they aspire for better information sharing during the recovery.

Following the 2011 earthquake, different people had managed their actions to resolve
problematic situations and hence to bring about synergistic effects. Over the years, they built
a synergistic relationship with one another, in which case the relationship was long-term
and durable network resources. This dynamic of collective efforts in the form of coproduction was learned and hence, to a certain degree, habitualised as disaster recovery
progresses gradually toward long-term recovery.

5.7. Summary

The primary concern of this chapter was to capture the lived account of participants'
experience in community recovery over the years. The chapter began by identifying
contextual factors that influence community recovery, primarily as to the decline of voluntary
community engagement. It also focused on understanding how different community members
engage in community-led collective recovery efforts, which is leveraged by the impetus of
necessary conditions and particularly the role of bridging social capital. From the beginning,
it was not hard to notice that there had been a tension between local government and citizens.
In this regard, community participation was described as tokenistic in a sense that
coordinated action between citizens and governments seems to have been idiosyncratic. To a
certain extent, such negative experience and comments during the interviews seem related to
deep feeling against government agencies and frustration of community members due to the
slow and delayed recovery process over the years.
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Within such a context, participants shared their views on the necessary conditions that are
needed for the practice of co-production for community recovery. First, they pointed out the
role of community organisations for incorporating the actions of different individuals and
groups outside government agencies. Public leadership from individuals in government
agencies was also deemed necessary in that their leadership may facilitate active and
voluntary engagement in recovery efforts despite the presence of perceived barriers. Mutual
communication was also significant in facilitating community recovery, where where the
government informs citizens effectivelyand where reciprocal communication between
citizens and government agencies is considered most important as community recovery
progresses.

More importantly, participants from community organisations illustrated the role of bridging
social capital in community-led collective recovery. However, there is a nuanced view that
needs to be filtered throughout the process of interpreting the interviews. The findings in this
regard are that such action is viewed as a coordinated collective action for creating more
significant effects, leveraged by the presence of bridging social capital among different
individuals following the 2011 earthquake. The practice of co-production involves the
voluntary engagement of concerned actors and a reciprocal process that is indicated by the
existence of bridging social capital. It also includes sharing responsibility for the actions by
engaging in monitoring and evaluating the process. That the practice of co-production during
the recovery entails, the list of patterns of social actions among individuals will be elaborated
in the ensuing chapter. In brief, it points to a single-story line of this thesis, inherently in the
provision of an empirical answer to research questions. The questions guided the whole
research into the development of the empirical understanding of co-production.
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In this regard, the ensuing chapter will bring this standpoint to a theoretical viewpoint of the
pragmatists' theory of social action. This viewpoint compassed me thro ughout the research,

especially with regard to the underlying mechanism of the practice of co-production. The
main thrust of this study was obliged to give its orientation to exploring the practice of coproduction given which individuals would respond to problematic situations in context. It
thus would render a habitualised action of different individuals as a community. This point
again will be elaborated in the following chapter, which will be woven into the literature,
especially concerning the central category that emerged from the analysis of data and was
discussed in the last section of this chapter.
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Chapter 6. Discussion

This chapter will devote its lines and sections to the central category - aggregations of
concerned actors managing their habitualised responses to resolve problematic situations as
they build a synergistic relationship - of the qualitative research that closed the preceding
chapter. It points primarily to a strand in the literature tapestry in relation to the practice of
co-production, where the literature has extrapolated a comprehensive theoretical and
empirically oriented understanding of what happens in a specific context. Building on the
previous chapter, this chapter discusses the meaning of the major findings of the qualitative
research39, focusing primarily on 1) the role of bridging social capital and 2) synergistic
relationship building as a necessary mechanism for the practice of co-production. More
importantly, this chapter closes by discussing the practice of co-production as a habitualised
response of individuals in response to problematic situations.

6.1. Bridging social capital

The findings pointed to the importance of bridging social capital, in which different
individuals would leverage a long-term durable relationship for aggregating their resources
during post-disaster recovery. This interpretation would seem to provide a nuanced view in
considering previous studies on the role of social capital in community recovery. However,
subjective knowledge from the empirical investigation is hoped to enrich the current
discussion of the role of social capital in community development during disaster recovery.
The proceeding discussion is thus ancillary to a theoretical contribution to what the literature

39

For better elaboration, I referred to the interviews, pointing out pertinent accounts of co-productive action of different
individuals, facilitated by bridging social capital. Synergistic relationship appeared in the preceding chapter while it was
embedded in the central category. Although it may appear to serve as a supplement for the role of bridging social capital, it is
now to elaborate the thesis of this study.
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seems to be missing by calibrating the subtlety of bridging social capital and the distinction
of itself from bonding social capital in considering its specific role in the practice of coproduction.

6.1.1. Identifying the vitality of bridging social capital

Scholars have discussed the importance of mobilising bridging social capital in community
development. For boosting community members' capacity to utilise community resource s to

be adaptive to external problems, social capital is a crucial resource the community needs to
develop (Onyx & Leonard 2010, p.383). The findings demonstrate the importance of network
resources for incorporating the actions of different stakeholders. Dialogues devoting the most
time to such an aspect are from individuals who work at community organisations. Amanda,
for example, frequently pointed out the role of social capital, albeit it was not overtly
conveying by using the term, "social capital", explaining some instances of how her

organisation utilised the network resource. As to the network resource, she specifically
mentioned, " we were leveraging off the relationship that we had made over those five years"

It was clear that they must have developed network relationships as they worked through
community recovery activities over the years. She said that " So, we set up a hub, and we

managed, a multi-agency hub where people could come in and deal with their insurance
claim directly". For this kind of work, she explained that 14 various and different community
members, which became 40 persons later, initiated working together. They were community
leaders representing their community groups.

The interview is vital in identifying individual social interaction among heterogeneous
persons. It captures a boundary expansion beyond their group boundary for incorporating the
actions of different concerned actors. Interestingly, there was no government intervention to
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initiate such networking to start. What many community organisations did was to utilise the
relationship that was built through frequent interaction over the years. They had grown in
their membership, resulting in working not only with the local homeowners but also with
other community organisations and government agencies. For building such a social network
resource, the literature is a guide to the vitality of active social interaction. In general, the
social interaction, homogeneous and heterogeneous, is personal and groups levels of
investment to build social resources (Hillery 1955; Lin 2001).

In this regard, the interaction is an essential element for building social capital and
encourages individuals to develop a certain level of belongingness to each other as a
community, where the interaction is present (Lin 2001; McMillan & Chavis 1986; Putnam
2000). The literature on community development supposes social interaction catalyses a
sense of community. The sense of community is defined as "a feeling that members have of
belonging, a feeling that members matter to one another and to the group, and a shared faith
that members' needs will be met through their commitment to being together" (McMillan

1976, cited in McMillan & Chavis 1986, p.9). In particular, an individual's membership is
elaborated to individuals' motivation to influence others and their groups, which often is

extended to an entire community (Norris et al. 2008, pp.139-40). The interview also
demonstrated that sense of community in Christchurch was a springboard on which
individuals feel themselves being part of the recovery process. It points to shared emotional
connections to Christchurch, which is a feeling that they share familiar environments, time
together, and similar experience during the recovery. Such a psychological connection to the
community often links to the development of social capital. Pooley et al. (2005) regard social
capital as "all the interactions between individuals in a community" (p.71). Through

empirical studies, they suggest that the feelings of attachment and belonging toward a
community is often found as individuals realise the development of social capital. That social
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capital is the necessary social resource that allows individuals to bring in collaborative action
for community affairs is clear.

In this regard, as posited by Granovetter (1983) and Storr and Haeffele-Balch (2012), it can
be implied that heterogeneity enhances intergroup collaborative action. In particular,
Granovetter (1983, pp.205-9) propounded that a heterogeneous and loosely connected group
is likely to adopt new and innovative ideas while strongly knit-tied groups are more focused
on their structure and ideas. In this sense, it can be contemplated that two different types of
social interaction bear two different forms of social capital by the degree of commonality
(i.e., homogeneous and heterogeneous), hierarchy (horizontal and vertical), and boundary
(Intra-community and Extra-community), as propounded by Portes (2000), Lin (2001), and
Woolcock and Narayan (2000). This kind of reasoning implies that bonding social capital is
present as the social interaction is noticeable within a homogeneous community group in
terms of their values and status while the interaction tends to be horizontal and often informal
(Lin 2001). Unlike bonding social capital, bridging social capital occurs by two different
social interaction processes. The first is heterogeneous, horizontal, and intra-community and
heterogeneous, vertical, and extra-community is the second (Aldrich 2012a; Portes 2000).

In this regard, participants highlighted the importance of network relationship for
incorporating the actions of different individuals for the recovery. As Bourk and Kate (2014)
described, this was viewed as boundary spanning by which different individuals interact with
others outside their own group boundary. For incorporating different individuals' and groups'
actions, the community organisation's role was to facilitate social interaction by providing a
communication hub. In many cases, they relied on a pre-existing network for incorporating
the actions of other organisations whom they had already known before the earthquake. As
discussed in the preceding chapter, it is such a nuanced view stemming from the interviews,
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filtering the pieces of the meaning of bridging social capital by identifying whether
participants have network relationship with different individuals outside their group
boundary, and they use it for incorporating the actions of others for community recovery. In
this regard, revisiting what the literature discusses ensues.

6.1.2. The specific effect of bridging social capital

The literature elaborates to discussions and offers empirical studies, arguing that the
development of social capital is a necessary condition for collaborative action (Aldrich
2012a; Agnitsch et al. 2006; Storr & Haeffele-Balch 2012). Granovetter (1983) reified his
propositions that innovative ideas are opted to be prevailing due to weak social ties (i.e.,
bridging social capital). Markedly, his research glimpsed the significance of bridging social
capital by comparing with strong ties and admitting that innovative ideas may not be
generated. In his terms, the strong ties referred to are bonding social capital in that the nature
of the social relationship is noticeable within a homogeneous group, where kinship
relationship is more likely to be noticed. Awareness of such discrepancy between bonding
and bridging social capital helps the conceptual expansion of bridging social capital to the
arena of co-production. Several aspects of conceptual components suffice to conclude that
bridging social capital and co-production must be appropriate to understand collaborative
action in post-disaster recovery. Several studies have not been successful yet in investigating
such relationship empirically, although the potential relationship between bridging social
capital and the practice of co-production is clearly presented in the literature.

Studies on post-disaster community recovery have no objection to the significance of the
dynamic social interaction among community members (Aldrich 2012a). In general, bonding
social capital as a strong tie among homogenous community members and bridging social
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capital as a weak tie between or among heterogeneous groups. They are more inward-looking
and outward-looking relationship, respectively (e.g., Aldrich 2015; Woolcock & Narayan
2000). Notably, several studies have concentrated on the inquiries of how the two specific
types of social capital help community members act together for constituting collaborative
recovery efforts (e.g., Aldrich 2015; Ueda and Shaw 2016; Hawkins & Maurer 2010;
Agnitsch et al. 2006; Bhandari 2014a,b; Thomas et al. 2011; van Houwelingen 2012).

Beyond any hermeneutic exploration, an important question is grappled with the extent to
which bridging social capital suggests a community's recovery (Storr & Haeffele-Balch
2012). The literature has attended particularly to positive facets of bridging social capital,
signifying that different individuals employ their weak social ties to gather necessary
information and supplies outside their group boundary, which in turn brings benefits to
others. Seemingly, in the case where a community whose strong bonding social capital is
dominant, it is prone to dissipate the utilisation of bridging social capital as is often shown in
the literature (Aldrich 2012a). The caveat is grounded in the degree of homogeneity,
implying that they isolate themselves from interacting with other communities, which in turn
pointed out their insufficient resources (Aldrich & Meyer 2015; Hawkins & Maurer 2010;
Ueda & Shaw 2016).

Beyond this dichotomy that relegates both to treat bonding and bridging social capital
conceptually separate denizens, some have propounded that the difference pertains solely to
locating social capital in different phases of post-disaster recovery. In general purview,
bonding social capital is apparent in early phases as community members in the aftermath of
an extreme natural disaster are expected to be more likely to get support from a tight-knit,
close social network such as family, relatives, and friends (Islam & Walkerden, 2014).
However, community members attempt to inoculate themselves with intergroup social
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relations by transgressing their familiar and existing social network - weak social ties (i.e.,
bridging social network) - to obtain necessary resources outside their community boundary in
the hope that progress in disaster recovery becomes apparent (Agnitsch et al. 2006; Aldrich &
Meyer, 2015; Shaw & Goda 2004; Storr & Haeffele-Balch 2012). This processual aspect of
social capital is not an entirely new appraisal in the literature. For example, Burt (2000)
alluded to the emergence of different types of social interaction, where strong bonding social
interaction is a necessary condition for the emergence of bridging social interaction. As
aforementioned, the separation primarily relies upon the degree of homogeneity and
individualities. Thus the gradual elaboration of the extent constitutes the deviation from
bonding social capital and the emergence of bridging social capital (Granovetter 1983; Lin
2001; Portes 2000).

6.1.3. Understanding the nuances

The latter part of the preceding section alludes to the findings of this study which were
credited to interpretative arguments. In other words, it was construed subjectively in
considering contextual factors that foil a rationalised application of pertinent theoretical
accounts of co-production and social capital to the observed social phenomena, where
individual citizens experience their actions and interaction with others as they realise
problems (Strauss 1993).

During the interviews, it was challenging to discern whether most of the participants would
have meant that they were referring to bridging social capital, conscious of its role in the
practice of co-productive action. Such a nuance does not seem odd to participants. It was
interesting to note that, as they described what they experienced, I realised their reflection
seemed to help them learn the specific contributing role of bridging social capital in initiating
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co-productive action. In other words, it is a matter to which an iterative pattern of action is
learned, thereby it becomes a habitualised action of individuals to be able to achieve the
recovery faster and better (Gross 2009; Kim et al. 2017). This process was latent at the time
of the study. Still, the analysis led to reveal that the practice of co-production is the fulcrum
upon which individuals manage a similar pattern of actions during the recovery.

The interviewees, who worked as community officers at a local district council, working
closely with residents and community organisations note that they realised the presence of
social capital when external stimulus triggers individuals to participate in the collaboration.
In other words, in response to problematic situations (earthquake and damages in this case),
people are aware of the gravity of situations and start working together as their social
connections serve as a linkage between different individuals. Knowing that some residents
had to move out and to resettle, temporarily or permanently, in a new area, it could be
assumed there has been the loss of pre-existing networks. Thus, some residents might have
experienced difficulties in interacting with others who have never been connected before.
Even though the interviewees mentioned working with the neighbourhood, it begs the
question of whether they had experience in interacting with them before the 2011 earthquake.
It depends on how those neighbourhoods interact. that is, it relies on the intensity of
interactions, which provide a sufficient level of collaboration during the recovery. It depends
on whether or not the interaction builds a so-called pre-existing network for people to be able
to utilise if necessary (Kim et al. 2017).

Considering that the findings point to social interaction between different individuals in the
community, it poses a question of whether or not the community can be regarded as a group
of homogeneous individuals. If the community is viewed as an aggregate of individuals
sharing spatial resources (i.e., land and facilities) in a given land, they may be homogeneous.
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However, in comparison to the degree of homogeneity among family members, the
homogeneity in the context of the community could not be considered. In this sense, merely
putting all neighbourhoods in the same pot without much attention to the degree of
homogeneity may not be an adequate way to capture this nuance. As participants described,
various instances of collaborative recovery efforts over the years bear in degrees of
heterogeneity of individuals and groups. The literature attends to the diversity of individuals
in a community, noting the existence of heterogeneity in a social relationship. Concerning
citizen engagement, such a view is nuanced that heterogeneous individuals in a community
do not imply a community of strangers. To better understand such a nuanced view, the
literature on social capital leads to note the implication of weak social ties. A similar
viewpoint appeared in Kim et al. (2017), arguing that that bridging social capital catalyses the
development of co-production in the context of post-disaster community recovery. The
proposition is structured around the theoretical themes of heterogeneous social interaction, in
which case reciprocal interaction among different individuals constitutes substantial bridging
social capital, resulting in incorporating the actions of those individuals (Granovetter 1983;
Woolcock & Narayan 2000; Portes 2000). They attempted to demarcate the concept of coproduction considered applicable to the context of post-disaster recovery, suggesting the
association between co-production and bridging social capital.

With the direction of the conceptual association, it seems to be clear that the literature
proposed the potential conceptual association between bridging social capital and coproduction, especially within the context of post-disaster recovery. Kim and his colleagues
(2017, p. 905) noted that "Co-production in post-disaster recovery is thus viewed as
cooperative action among various actors within a local area. This action requires active and
voluntary community involvement to achieve a synergistic effect in rebuilding a resilient
community, and in generating potential benefits for the entire community." Their proposition,
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however, is confined to suppose a general mechanism, not in fully considering disasteraffected community contextual factors. For example, they argue that bridging social capital is
deemed a necessary condition for the practice of co-production. They make a note that
different individuals, varying in context, may not engage in co-production even though
bridging social capital is strong among them. It appears to provide a nuanced viewpoint that
such a conditional process would be contingent upon whether individuals experience
problematic situations during the recovery.

6.2. Synergistic relationship

The findings demonstrated that the development of a synergistic relationship is a necessary
condition for the practice of co-production, which is leveraged by a long-term and durable
social relationship, developed over the years. Not only do the findings highlight the
development of bridging social capital, they also reveal the patterns of individuals' activities
that are reflective of synergistic relationship building. As the central category reflects, it is an
essential element for them to incorporate the voluntary actions of different individuals during
the recovery. It points to a social process in which different individuals make references
frequently to one another for producing the best possible result, more significant than the sum
of their separate outcomes as connection and access to others for exchanging information,
and mutually establishing professional or social contacts (Ramirez 1999). This section will
revisit and elaborate what the literature discusses on this perspective, reflecting on what the
findings demonstrated, arguing that the specific mechanism for the practice of co-production
is a habitualised response to problematic situations, where the process of individuals'

synergistic relationship is apparent.
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6.2.1. The process of synergistic relationship building

The earliest recoverable academic discussions on this aspect were already shaped by earlier
scholars such as Ostrom (1996) and Evans (1996). They suggest that a synergistic
relationship is a relational potential of social ties for incorporating the actions of different
individuals, in the way of which they make reference frequently to one another for creating
the best possible result greater than the sum of their separate outcomes. As a result, they are
well connected as time proceeds, which implies durable and long-term social ties emerge.
Although Vincent Ostrom and colleagues (1961) who coined the concept did not articulate
systematically how co-production emerges, however, later, Ostrom (1996) and Evans (1996)
published articles, "Crossing the Great Divide: Coproduction, Synergy, and Development"
and "Government Action, Social Capital and Development: Reviewing the Evidence on
Synergy" respectively. They argued that the fundamental process that underlies the practice

of co-production could be clearly understood as the dynamics of the synergistic relationship
among individuals is noticeable.

The premise of co-production is that active and voluntary collective actions are essential
(Brudney & England 1986). Ostrom (1996) commented that, for resulting in greater outputs,
co-production requires equal commitment. She explained that "participants need to be able to
build a credible commitment to one another so that if one side increases input, the other will
continue at the same or higher levels" (p.1082). This complementarity among stakeholders in
the community is embedded in the social structure. As Evans (1996) pointed out, synergistic
relations are socially embedded, where social capital in the structure operates synergistic
action between various actors for an agreed and desired outcome. Such action presents an
underlying mechanism that unfolds the practice of collective co-production.
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Scholars attempted to elucidate the process. Their studies, however informative they may be,
identified various factors that account for the aspect of synergistic relations such as
complementarity, embeddedness, and social capital (Evans 1996; Ostrom 1996;); behavioural
aspects such as voluntary participation (Brudney & England 1983) and Sharing
Responsibility and Distribution of benefits during and after the co-production (Sharp 1986;
Ostrom 1996; Whitaker 1980); Efficacy in improving public service delivery (Alford 2014;
Bovaird 2007); Typology of co-production (Brudney & England 1983; Sundeen 1985;
Whitaker 1980); and in relation to institutional arrangements that improve co-production such
as polycentric governance (Coyne & Lemke 2011) and Equality in decision making power
(Verschuere et al. 2012).

Evans' (1996) critical reviews on then-existing studies point out those studies as being less

comprehensive and contextualised. He noted that understanding the process of synergistic
relationship for enabling any co-productive activities between state and society is vital. It is
an essential process to capture the practice of co-production, and thereby understand "the
complicated interactions among social identities, informal norms and networks and formal
organisational structures that are involved in creating synergy" (p.1130). In this reg ard,
Ostrom (1996, p.1983) points out that the dynamics of reciprocal interaction among a range
of various concerned actors could be a springboard to help scholars better understand the
concept of co-production.

The meaning of the significant findings of the qualitative study points to the synergistic
relationship as an underlying mechanism for the practice of co-production. I found that,
instead of building empirical knowledge that accounts for the process of the synergistic
relationship, the existing literature has focused on identifying peripheral concepts and
elements such as motivational factors of co-producers (Verschuere et al. 2012), the efficacy
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of co-production in improving service delivery through effective governance arrangement
(Alford 2002; Bovaird 2007) and the role of voluntary citizens (Pestoff 2012). Alford and
Yates (2015) are reflective that the substantial scholarly research still reveals potential
confusion in the reality of co-productive action among different individuals, especially
concerning the nature and working conditions of the process of co-production (p.159).

Admittedly, such an empirical understanding of synergistic relationship seems absent in the
literature and less farseeing in previous studies, particularly in the context of community
recovery. Albeit, that scholarly attention to external variables as noted might seem to have
gravitated toward much discussion of general mechanism or framework that underlie the
practice of co-production. However, the current empirical and theoretical knowledge has not
outstripped the theoretical discussions in earlier literature such as Ostrom (1996) and Evans
(1996). More specifically, a slavish application of the concept of co-production is not
rarefied, and subsequently, empirically oriented understanding in the literature seems absent.
In other words, the application of the concept to describe appropriately how state and citizens
engage in a type of collective action has proceeded uncritically and doubtfully concerning a
proper and meticulous understanding the social process underpinning collective coproduction.

In fact, pithy discussions, describing the importance of the process in implementing postdisaster community engagement in the form of co-production, is available in the literature.
Studies on individual cases through empirical observations appear confusing. It may
represent that current scholarly works seem to rely on the specific cases comfortably using
the concept itself for proposing the efficacy of the practice of co-production in improving
community participation. However, these studies would appear to be limited in explaining
fully how individuals and groups interact with engaging in the practice of co-production
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within a specific context. Apparently, this kind of routinised application of the concept
without much attention to the underlying social process prevails. In other words,
reformulating the preformulated knowledge that could have offered a better explanation of
the underlying process seems to have been rejected when contrary and unfamiliar empirical
evidence crops up through researchers' observations.

6.2.2. Bridging social capital in a synergistic relationship

The social mechanism i s " general sequence or set of social events or processes analysed at a
lower order of complexity or aggregation by which

in certain circumstances

some cause

X tends to bring about some effect Yin the realm of human social relations" (Gross 2009,

p.364). The social mechanism as a social process thus points to the activities that individuals
engage in, either by themselves or in concert with others, in which they organise themselves
and manage to organise others. In this regard, the concept of co-production echoes. Alford
and Yates (2015) note that " The 'co - ' aspect denotes that it is done jointly by two or more
parties. One way of comprehending this jointness is to see co-production as a reciprocal
process" (p.3).

The participants featured their participation in various recovery activities as a social process
where different actors and their actions are promulgated, angling for better and faster
community recovery. In doing so, they portrayed that synergistic relationships emerged. It
shows that different individuals realise that a long-term relationship is utilised for mobilising
others. Such a process appears to factor in community recovery activities. In other words,
once individuals have learned the efficacy of such a relational potential throughout the
recovery process, they can perceive such a social resource as a catalyst for their coproductive activities.
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In this regard, the literature goes on to note the value of the synergistic relationship. As Evans
(1996) describes, the practice of co-production is a synergistic relationship in such a way that
multiple concerned actors who are well connected produce a combined effect on the creation
of value more significant than the sum of those actors' separate effects. That is, the fulcrum
of co-production is a matter in which different individuals engage in the social process. In the
earlier discussion on the conceptual framework for the empirical study, the social process
points clearly to it entailing social actions of individuals. The plural words, "actions" and
"individuals", imply multiple actors and their activities between them (Strauss 1993). In

Chapter 2, I explained the theoretical backdrop for this study, which is the pragmatist theory
of social action among different individuals in response to problematic situations. My
viewpoint was that, first, in order to understand a social phenomenon, it is necessary to
observe how a chain of actions emerges when different individuals respond to a specific
situation40. Second, the heterogeneity which individuals take account of the quality of being
divergent in behaviours is assumed (Emirbayer 1997). This kind of reasoning would not
appear foreign to scholars in diverse disciplines.

Such conceptual association can be found in the literature on social capital. For example,
Granovetter (1983), Portes (2000) and Woolcock, and Narayan (2000) draw on the concept of
weak ties, which is related to the extent to which individuals would be likely to collaborate to
achieve a common goal. Their thoughts would appear to underpin the process of social
relationship, explaining how unrelated people interact beyond their social boundary for
deriving their desired benefits. It is not foreign to co-production studies. Early scholars such
as Sundeen (1985) and Sharp (1980) set forth that cohesive communities with dense social
ties are better at mobilising their community resources for achieving their collective goals. In

40

That chain of actions is analogous to what Gross (2009) and Hestrom and Ylikoski (2010) extrapolate, social mechanism,
as elaborated in the section.
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a similar vein, Evans (1996) called for further studies on the role of social capital in
improving synergistic relation, which subsequently facilitates the emergence of coproduction. The semantic conception of that association was in mind because the findings,
especially with regard to the practice of co-production, can be explained in a specific case of
post-disaster recovery by reference to the complex social process. The explanation appeals to
both the concept of co-production and that of bridging social capital. The former in this case
appears to be characterised when, again, co-productive activities emerge as different
individuals are in the process of reciprocal relationship for their own benefits. The latter
emphasises mutual interaction specifically between individuals in different groups is a
necessary process, preceding the existence of such social resource in a community.

Particularly, community planning studies have reflected that building reciprocal relational
potential resources among heterogeneous actors is crucial in strengthening collaboration in
response to problematic situations during recovery (Baum 1999; Booher & Innes 2002; Innes
1996; Lowry et al. 1997). More specifically, the existing research on post-disaster recovery
studies posits that social capital built on mutual interaction catalyses the emergence of coproduction, referring to the resource potential of social ties (Kim et al. 2017). In the same
vein, current studies adduce that community action is often activated by the extent to which
individuals develop a social network beyond their group boundary (Dale & Newman 2010;
Frieling et al. 2014; Ueda & Shaw 2016). Studies on community disaster resilience (Norris et
al., 2008; Kulig et al. 2008) convey that community action may require an inter-group
interaction between different groups and organisations. Echoing this, Grube and Storr (2014)
emphasise the role of social capital in the development of collaboration in the community by
building individuals' capacity for governing their community affairs through social

coordination of different individuals and groups, that is, strong social capital in community
matters (p.301). On this, the findings demonstrated that the role of social capital is leveraged
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by the reciprocal social interaction for mobilising the actions of others during the recovery. It
is a reflective mechanism, from the central category of the present qualitative research, noting
the social process is revealed as a pattern of individuals' action during the recovery.

In this regard, recapitulating what early studies on co-production suggest, it would not appear
peripheral to downplay that synergistic relations between citizens and government actors are
facilitated by embedded social ties across and between citizens and public officials. That is,
co-production develops as the synergistic relationship among different individuals is
noticeable. In this regard, as noted, Ostrom (1996) emphasises the importance of the
synergistic relationship to understand the practice of co-production in a specific context. To
him and others (Ostrom et al. 1961; Parks et al. 1981, Whitaker 1980; Rich 1981), a
synergistic relationship is thus viewed as a relational potential for creating value in such a
way that multiple concerned actors are well connected to produce a combined effect on the
creation of value, more significant than the sum of those actors' separate effects.
Nevertheless, this kind of academic interest seems to have faded from the literature on coproduction. Instead, the literature seems to have focused on identifying elements of coproduction and the value of co-production as an institutional arrangement in producing
public, tangible and intangible outcomes at the local level (Alford 2014; Bovaird et al. 2015).
It is not much different in the studies on post-disaster community recovery.

On examination of the notion of synergistic relationship in the practice of co-production, the
idea of complementarity draws appropriate explanations about the centre of co-production.
Evans (1996) explains that complementarity is more functional than ontological in
understanding why the synergistic relationship is a necessary clause in the concept of coproduction. He explains complementarity as mutually supportive relations between public
and private actors in the context of public service delivery. It meaningfully informs that the
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main idea of complementarity resides in the notion of synergistic relationship, demonstrating
that when two or more actors put their inputs together, it results in the better output. It
resonates well with numerous occasions in Christchurch as community organisations, and
their leaders had built a relationship over the years. When it came to community affairs
concerning post-disaster recovery, such a relationship would matter. The utmost importance
was given that their relationship with government agencies would leverage their efforts to
mobilise necessary resources. More importantly, the synergistic relationship among
community organisations underlie the practice of co-production, thereby they could
incorporate the voluntary actions of others.

The latter point was emphasised in the literature. For example, Ostrom (1996) echoed that
citizen participation, active and voluntary, is a quintessential element of any social system to
build its social network to produce an outcome, which is co-production in her inquiry, by
extension, aiming to gain a better understanding of a habitual way of collaborating. It,
however, depicts a part of the structural view in the social relationship, since
complementarity is more about the mutual commitment of citizens as well as the government.
That she stressed the structural view of a co-productive relationship between citizens and
public organisations lead to the existence of state management and voluntary participation of
individual citizens. Although such a notion here resonates with Ostrom's explanation of
complementarity, my view, based on the findings of the study, may point more to their
willingness to volunteer in such a social relationship (Rich 1981; Robinson & White 1997;
Warren 1987).

Evans (1996) remarked again the significance of social interaction that is embedded in the
social structure by positing that complementarity between different individuals and groups
offers an ingredient for creating co-productive activities. As he highlighted, the role of
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government agencies is significant as they have a resource to provide an institutional setting
where interaction among various stakeholders is active. In the same vein, Ostrom's (1996)
notion of a polycentric system highlights that a more decentralised system would increase the
likeliness of citizen participation, given that influential stakeholders are dominant in decision
making powers. Her remarks on the gravity of citizens being independent in the social
relationship would appear in parenthesis. She also acknowledges that state control is
prevalent as co-production, in and of itself, aims to improve public service delivery.
Therefore, as early scholars canvassed (Robinson & White 1997), voluntary participation in
the process of social relationship is quintessential in the cause of the practice of coproduction. It signifies the importance of mutually supportive relations incorporated while
interacting with each other. Evans (1996) again explains that "The idea that synergy may be
based on 'embeddedness,' that is, on (social) ties that connect citizens and public officials
across the public-private divide, is more novel." As participants resonated well, social
processes were noticeable, which was identified in an iterative pattern of actions of different
individuals as various concerned individuals and groups mobilised the actions of others to
resolve problems. Evans (1996) and Ostrom (1996) also emphasised that sharing meaningful
information is significant for the public to increase the efficacy of co-production. Although
their emphasis is heavily on an institutional arrangement that promotes citizens' commitment
(e.g., reporting some faults and committing their time, money and labour voluntarily), their
concept of complementarity describes the importance of communication, focusing on
information sharing, in case of which information should be meaningful (Brudney &
England, 1987).

As the findings demonstrate, the process is behavioural in that, as Gross (2009) and Hedstrom
and Ylikoski (2010) elaborate, it points to a specific activity of individuals, managing their
actions to respond to problems over the years, which, to a certain degree, is habitualised as
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the recovery progresses. In this regard, Bourdieu (1989) echoes that social capital is
characteristically an aggregate of potential relational resources that are connected to the
possession of a long-term and durable network of individuals. That is, mutual interaction
triggers the accumulation of relational potential for a certain period is a necessary social
process underlying which the process can be converted, however, transitory it may be, to
bridging social capital (Kim et al. 2017). Such a viewpoint resonates well with a
communicative perspective of social capital, which is consistent with Coleman's (1998). He

suggests that reciprocal social relationships begin at sharing information, resulting in that, to
a certain degree, social capital develops among different individuals.

Rojas et al. (2011) echo that societal integration, indicated by personal networks and
associational membership, is a critical component for structuring social capital, thereby a
cohesively connected community emerges. They propose a notion of a communicative
conception of social capital, which is in line with the pragmatist theory of action (Dewey,
1922/1982/1933; Strauss 1993). Their note, especially with regard to a relational perspective
to see the presence of social capital, is of importance. They argue that social capital appears
to be tangible as a linkage between different individuals. The linkage serves as a channel for
sharing information with other individuals. They point out that "[the linkage] is not social ties

but social ties filled with communicative practices that encourage and foster civic
participation" (p.691 ). The concept of a communicative conception of social capital (Rojas et

al. 2011) is analogous to the findings of this study in that their proposal of social capital as a
catalyst that integrates different individuals in a community, resonates well. In this regard,
my view is that their understanding of social capital would appear to be leaned toward
bridging social capital as Rojas et al.' s (2011) emphasis on the diversity of individuals in a
community. Such a viewpoint resonates with the findings, which identified the importance of
networking through communication. It points to a communication mechanism that links
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between individuals and between citizens and government agencies. In doing so, the findings
also stress the role of community organisations and their leadership in mobilising different
individuals and organisations into recovery activities.

Rojas et al.' s (2011) viewpoints are mainly in line with the concept of bridging social capital,

in which case heterogeneous social interaction among different social actors is a critical
element for developing such an individual social resource. In this sense, as the finding led to
explain, the practice of co-productive activities during the recovery, bridging social capital;
however it may sound nuanced and subtle, is featured prominently in the process of
synergistic relationships during the recovery process. In a similar approach, but a different
context, Putnam (2000), while not explicitly discussing the specific effect of bridging social
capital, conveys the proposition that cohesive communities with dense social ties tend to
mobilise their community resources for achieving their collective goals. His view on cohesive
communities presupposes the diversity of individuals at a community level. In terms of
diversity, as noted, Ostrom' s (1996) viewpoint is in tandem with Putnam's. She suggests that
the synergistic relationship between citizenry and states are facilitated by embedded social
ties among citizens and public officials. She explained that this embedded social tie is social
capital. Without rephrasing what Ostrom (1996) submits, Evans (1996) conforms to the
presence of substantial social capital which serves as an underlying mechanism for a
successful synergy between citizen and state agencies.

6.2.3. Leadership in building synergistic relationship

That different individuals engage in a social process for co-producing value would appear to
be a blunt statement. In other words, such a co-productive action assumes the reciprocal
reference to one another. Inherently, the practice of co-production is a poly-centric type of
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work, given that it is evident that those individuals manage behaviours according to which
their ideas overlap, parallel, and compromise on many occasions (Strauss 1998; Joas 1993,
1996). Grube and Storr (2006) note the significance to social actors who are situated in the
centre of such a social process in that the dynamics of their relations serves as the interlocutor
that provides a clue to the essence of the emergence of the poly-centric work in a social
domain (Strauss 1993). This resonates with early scholars such as Ostrom (1996) and Evans
(1996), noting the significance of understanding the dynamics of synergistic relations among
actors involved in co-productive activities. Nevertheless, their epistemic insight on
synergistic relations is attenuated. The body of research and analysis in the study of public
sector management would appear to fail to understand real cases of co-production practice.
That is, current theoretical and subsequent empirical accounts are incomplete.

First, it is far from being critical because empirical knowledge is comfortably formed while
applying the concept of co-production, verifying the significance of adequate structure in
which co-production emerges. It is reductive to fit the observed phenomenon into an
intellectual platform to proffer governance structure by merely mitigating overlooking the
role of individual actors' reciprocal process occurring between themselves, the collective

entity and environment (Pestoff 2012). Second and more importantly, it is far from being
relational because the object to explore is not deemed to be reflecting the dynamics of social
relations among the social actors who are observed, since the prevalence is of individualistic
psychological aspects such as motivational elements and their rationality. Consequently, it is
misleading and partial to account for how the specific social phenomenon (i.e., co-productive
action) emerges by the consequence of mutual interaction among multiple social actors.
Subsequently, it is conflated because there is no clear cogitation of synergistic relationship
while focusing on structure, on the one hand, and individual elements, on the other. Thus, it
seems that scholars have been devoted to affix the observed reality into the functionalism's
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Procrustes' bed: Structure or individual elements (Joas 1996). Such an analytic scheme to
articulate individuals' co-production action is misleading eventually. In other words, while

the literature studies co-production as an observed reality containing the synergistic relation,
but assigns it to the relational aspect, investigating neither an underlying mechanism nor
fundamental elements of the emergence of co-production. Consequently, the relational aspect
of co-production seems taken for granted, so that primary attentions have been given to
structural issues and individuals' motivational factors concerning the practice of co-

production (Verschuere et al. 2012).

While this inadequacy was inadvertent in the literature, the findings demonstrated that a
pattern of individuals' action would point to the social process of synergistic relationship

building among community members, which is the kickstart for making representations of
observed reality in the practice of co-productive action of different individuals. Admittedly,
there is a nuanced view from the findings: Synergistic relationship is intangible as the
discussion of its semantic aspect is involved. Such a nuanced view constructs an empirical
understanding of the specific mechanism for the practice of co-production within the specific
context. As guided by the conceptual framework put forwarded for the empirical
investigation, the findings led to demonstrate that different individuals in Christchurch had
engaged in such a relationship, whether or not they would have realised such a social process.
The process emerges as a kind of pattern of individuals actions that appeared as time
proceeded, where different individuals made reciprocal references frequently to one another
for incorporating their actions, thereby it would appear to become durable (Gross 1999;
Strauss 1993).

In this sense, such a view would not hamstring an empirical analysis of co-productive
activities that are obtainable in various contexts. That is, it elaborates an alternative way to
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induce meaningful information with the extrapolation of which individuals act toward each
other. The literature points out that such an epistemic approach to explore social phenomena
notes that individuals as social actors are capable of generating relations, in which their
mutual acting toward each other gives birth to an emerging social product in a specific
context (Archer et al. 2012; Blumer 1986; Burkitt 2016; Crossley 2011; Emirbayer 1997).

Besides, such a philosophical stance does not support a view of which any social
phenomenon is viewed as a morphogenetic product out of individuals' interaction within a
constraint of given structure and culture (King & Horrocks 1999). As noted earlier41, this
study set out for an understanding of the emerging effect coming from individuals' action
toward each other as an adequate epistemological stance corresponding to the overarching
goal of the study. It aligns with the fundamental idea of co-production in the literature: a
purposive and autonomous action of actors, emphasising the significance of their will to act
(Brudney & England 1983; Grube & Storr 2014; Ostrom et al. 1961), not an accidental
emergence of social action as a result of individual interaction in a social domain (Joas 1996).
Such an approach emphasises social actors being autonomous and voluntary in taking part in
interactions with other social entities (King & Horrocks 1999; Ostrom 1996). In fact,
concerning the epistemic notion, it is that the concept of co-production is conceived by
careful observations of individuals' actions and interaction in various urban community
development contexts. (Ostrom 1977; Ostrom 1996). In this sense, an adequate way to
articulate empirical accounts of co-production discerns that the fundamental phenomenon of

41

In Chapter 2, "2.8. Conceptual Framework", my approach is beholden t o no single theory, though I had learned much that
would be helpful in the pragmatist theory of action (Dewey 1933, Strauss 1993). In other words, no prior theory was imposed
during the fieldwork and analysis, except which the loose framework, incorporating the concept of co-production and social
capital and resonating the pragmatist's view of social action, to investigate how individuals engage in a certain action in
response to problematic situation within a specific context. The conceptual framework, particularly, was useful for me to take
the pattern of what people would have to tell me during the interviews as it represents their perceived experience, reflecting
what they would have to go through over the years.
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social action is rendered as collective, relational and evolving as individuals interact, as the
findings demonstrate (Gross 1999).

In this regard, the findings suggest that the practice of co-production during the recovery
pointed to which individuals partake of habitualised, purposive and independent action is
facilitated primarily by leadership. As discussed, communicative practice to the link between
different individuals is vital in building bridging social capital. A recent study from Busu and
Galanti (2018) notes the importance of an individual's leadership behaviour, especially in
building a co-productive relationship. They argue that "the empirical cases suggest leadership
emerges as a complex and collective activity ... may contribute (positively or negatively) to
coproduction" (p.356). Such a relational perspective is also found in the literature, in which

the practice of co-production is built on a synergistic relationship between different
stakeholders (Ostrom 1996). To build such a relationship, not only is the role of leaders,
public and civic, prominent, but it also depends on fostering communication processes
through an appropriate leadership practice.

The latter pertains to Coleman's (1990) view on social capital. He suggests that

communication is a form of social capital, which is contingent upon which there is a
communication channel to relate one to another. Again, Bussu and Galanti (2018) suggest
that for better such a social process, building a sustainable relationship is crucial by
committing more on the reciprocal communication process, which builds trust and network.
Rojas et al. (2011) echo their view, emphasising that," social capital can only be predicted by
those social relations, and informal network ties that facilitate action in the form of civic
engagement, and they do so particularly when certain communication practices (news
exposure, political discussion, and orientations toward attentiveness and understanding) exist
within those ties" (pp.706-7). Scholars have reverberated the same viewpoint. For example,
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Friedland (2001) proposes that, within a specific community as a social domain, individuals
are connected as communication facilitates the social ties of different individuals. He defines
communication as "the central system of action that binds togethe r many different types of
social actors and groups", whereby those individuals in the community are integrated and

networked (p.360).

The findings reflect that there were many facets available to the leaders for aggregating
different individuals for better co-productive action. In contrast, individuals had to deal with
various challenges, especially with regard to slow progress in psychological recovery. It may
sound idealistic to assume that any individuals in Christchurch, whether or not a specific
group of individuals, who would appear to be active in such a co-productive action, could be
resilient all the time. Nevertheless, such leaders, I interviewed during the interview,
considered leaders as a synergistic relationship builder. They helped others see their work as
something bigger than themselves, thinking of their sustainable community during the
recovery. Kirk and Shutte (2004), for example, agree with this regard. They emphasised the
role of leaders in community development. They discussed specifically community
leadership for developing empowerment of individuals such as the socially excluded and
disadvantaged youth, women and rural people. They closed the paper by proposing a
community leadership, in which leadership for change, collective empowerment of different
individuals, and connective leadership for building collaborative work relationship. Although
the context in which they studied is different from the context of this study, a similar view is
found at their suggestions, resonating well with what the findings are telling. There is a
consensus view of an appropriate leadership style, thinking of building a synergistic
relationship (Bussu & Bartels 2014; Bussu & Glanti 2018). Those leaders in community
organisations and local governments were leaders who help community members find
meaning and purpose by engaging their mind toward the achievement of sustainable
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community recovery over the years. They created an environment that supports a synergistic
relationship and initiates co-productive action during the recovery.

In this regard, scholars and policymakers have attended to the role of community leadership
considerably in recent decades, particularly concerning community capacity building (Norris
et al. 2008). It is an adaptive capacity of a community to adapt to changing environments
after they experience acute shocks (Aldrich 2015; Kulig et al. 2008). It tends to implicate a
long-term goal of any community, where the reoccurrence of any disaster is likely (Brown &
Westaway 2011). Notably, community leaders serve as master connector and conduit,
facilitating different individuals to network and collaborate (Emery et al. 2009). Pigg (2009)
agrees that community leadership is about building a relationship within a community,
highlighting the community as an interaction field where different individuals experience
their ideas overlap, parallel and complement each other, to a certain degree (pp. 197-9).

6.3. Habitualised response to problematic situations

In my earlier discussion on the importance of understanding the synergistic relationship in the
practice of co-production, I incorporated a thread of notions and ideas that supposed the need
for understanding the synergistic relationship. The preceding section served as the lead-in for
elaborating the discussion of habitualised social action of different individuals in a specific
context. There has been continuing concern in facilitating long-term commitments of
individuals outside governments who face various challenges during the entire process of
disaster recovery, which, in turn, delimit their voluntary engagement in community recovery
(Song et al. 2006). As the findings demonstrated, a centralised-form of recovery approach has
been brought into the scholarly discussion on which such an approach is necessary at the
onset of a catastrophic natural disaster while its prevalence in the entire process of disaster
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recovery afterwards may cause the decline of voluntary community engagement (Blackman
et al. 2017). At the same time, the growing body of research and analysis has paid much
attention to how to induce their long-term commitment during the recovery process.
However, studies on community participation have offered less clear policy suggestions with
a conciliatory approach by providing a list of policy recommendation to inform senior
decision-makers in governments about the issue. Such suggestive remarks would appear to
overlook the underlying specific mechanism, reflecting the real context of post-disaster
community.

6.3.1. The need for understanding a specific mechanism

In much of the literature on co-production, it was revealed that several disjointed ideas about
factors and outcomes of the practice of co-production could have formulated a set of
theoretical accounts for the real cases of co-production practice, exploring what necessary
conditions are required. In this regard, co-production seems to be taken as an intellectual
platform that describes and explains a complex mechanism. The mechanism becomes
apparent when various individuals

a range of actors outside governments and public

servants - interact to co-produce a synergy within a specific context. However, it is still much
needed for future researchers to take current theoretical and empirical knowledge a step to
further investigation in various contexts (Verschuere et al. 2012).

Although the major findings of the present study demonstrate the underlying mechanism that
underlies the practice of co-production is shaped as individuals develop a synergistic
relationship during the recovery, it would leave no doubt that it is still under-researched
despite the introduction of its original idea in the 1970s . Alford's (2014) insightful comment
was helpful in this regard. He views the concept of co-production is still contiguous to
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Ostrom's original conception, which is the process of synergistic relationship, underpinning

the process of co-productive activities. It points to the tack in the literature, tapping into the
under-researched area, thinking of advancing the concept of co-production in various
disciplines. Such a reflective note is not foreign to scholars, appearing that further empirical
studies for validating the theoretical value of the concept are sought after. However, it is
more than a general recommendation for future research. As noted, although surveying
relatively earlier (i.e., the 1980s) studies on co-production, except alluding to the need for
potential scholarly works on the underlying condition, no explicit theoretical claims had been
proposed until Ostrom (1996), and Evans (1996) traced the intellectual platform and
recounted the core idea behind co-production.

Existing research on post-disaster recovery suggests that the resurgent interest in studying the
concept does condense into a specific application of co-production in various cases of
collaboration between citizens and government organisations. Nevertheless, it seemed
ambiguous because the literature seemed to illuminate that its knowledge is highly abstract
when explaining the underlying social process of co-productive activities, where various
individuals work with one another, making reciprocal reference to one another, as a result of
which they engage in such a social action in the context of post-disaster recovery (Blackman
et al. 2017; Kim et al. 2017). Previous studies often applied the concept without much
discussion on the applicability of the concept and its explanatory power to their cases. It
seemed as if this concept was a fully developed high order concept and the applicability of
the concept was beyond contestation. As the findings implied, this high abstraction is the
antithesis of the specific context of the post-disaster community because it is too complicated
to oversimplify what is occurring due to the interconnectivity among problematic situations,
multiple stakeholders' interests, limitations ofresources for recovery and inherently social,

physical, and psychological stress (Kreps 1989).
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6.3.2. A social constructivist view of co-production

At the outset of this study, I put forward a research approach following that of social
constructivism. It was particularly pointing to a specific reference to Berger and Luckman's

(1966) notion of socially constructed knowledge in the social field. The theoretical substance
underpinning social action is more to highlight that any action in the social domain is
subjected to being patterned and inherently habitualised with the proviso that social actions of
different individuals, repeated frequently for a certain period of times, whereby a similar
pattern of such an action is presumed in the future. Berger and Luckman refer it to
habitualised actions, which are embedded in individuals' routines,"taken for granted by him
and at hand for his projects into the future" (p.71). What they postulate brings this

methodological statement about for them to set up the emergence of social order, in reality,
being analogous to the formation of being socially institutionalised. The findings
demonstrated that community organisations, in particular, had reified such action as repeated
and learned as they had undergone a social process of an iterative pattern of actions to one
another over the years. This vein resonates with the social constructivist's viewpoint on

habitualisation, particularly pointing to, first, which it is processual when individuals
contribute to expanding institutional order (p.75) and, second and more interestingly, to the
nature of being processual equivalent to a habit of the communication process between
different individuals (pp.75-6).

The findings led to reach that such a scheme of habitualised social action has been supposed
to offer a proposition in understanding the practice of co-production. It eventuates in my
interpretation, pointing to the social mechanism that underlies the practice of co-production.
It seems to be tentative cogitation, however, since there was a nuanced view that explains
how individuals took a similar pattern of actions, which appeared to be habitualised as time
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proceeded. Nevertheless, incorporating such a nuance into the constructivist's theoretical
fulcrum led to call attention to a proviso of the specific stipulation as to what mechanism is
necessarily precluded for co-productive activities in the context of post-disaster recovery.
Thereby, it is an empirical springboard to gravitate toward the practice of co-production as a
habitualised response to problematic situations (See Figure 6.2). In this vein, the next section
discusses a pragmatist view of co-production as it explains how the conceptual framework of
co-production, proposed before the research, is now evolved to an elaborated model of coproduction.

6.3.3. Pragmatist view of co-production

The findings show that the current state of recovery and the future projection of community
recovery is deemed concerning among the local community due to the complexity of
recovery-related issues and inexorable tension between citizens and government agencies.
Physical recovery has been on the way, while the slow progress in psychological recovery is
still puzzling the community. The findings also demonstrate the repeated pattern of actions
such as leadership, communication, sense of community, and bridging social capital in
response to such a problematic situation. It appears to be entrenched in individuals'
experience as they have learned, implicitly and explicitly, such actions over the years. It
points to how the process of that behaviour - they organise themselves to co-produce
emerges as time proceeds. Their experience has taught them to be able to fathom the
complexity of disaster recovery as they reflect the process repeatedly. To them, the process is
the matter of which their collaboration is steered to shape the whole process of the recovery
process.
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Gross (2009) describes such a repeated pattern of social action over a period as a social
mechanism. As discussed, Gross explains that it is a process in the social domain,"analyzed
at a lower order of complexity or aggregation by which

in certain circumstances

some

cause X tends to bring about some effect Y in the realm of human social relations " (p.364).
Hedstrom and Ylikoski (2010) offer a similar view. They define social mechanism as the
activities that individuals engage in, either by themselves or in concert with others. Such
activities bring about change in their society, which is leveraged by how they organise
themselves and manage to organise others. As noted, studies on co-production would appear
that scholars pay much attention to a postulated mechanism that may underlie the practice of
co-production, which is a synergistic relationship. The findings show that the practice of coproduction as a form of collaborative action is built upon a synergistic relationship between
different individuals which is noticeable among separate individuals and groups. It is
tantamount to what the literature points to, suggesting that the practice of co-production is
collaborative action between citizens and states for improving service delivery and hence
should be understood in the context of collaboration between individuals outside government
agencies and states (Alford 2015). While the analysis of data rests on this postulation, it
elaborates the underlying mechanism for the practice of co-production. What was evident
was that the practice of co-production is coordinated action among heterogeneous individuals
and groups, which is more or less habitualised for a certain period.

As the findings pointed out, it does not seem pointless to assign the discussion of this section
to a conjectural relation between habitualised action and the practice of co-production in the
context of post-disaster recovery. First, in context, understanding the practice of coproduction was set, especially acknowledging such an action would appear to emerge as a
specific period goes. It resonates well with what I discussed in the earlier chapter. Postdisaster recovery is a long-term process, given that the enormity the physical and
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psychological impact of disaster disconcerts the community system as well as the recovery
process itself. This kind of view offers contextual information, in which the practice of coproduction, leveraged by bridging social capital (i.e., durable and long-term social network
resource that can be built as time proceeds), could be impeded and, however, emerge
gradually as individuals recognise the enormity of various problems. Second, it brought up a
diverse background of the reality of co-production, leading to problematic situations that may
impede individuals' voluntary engagement in community recovery over the years. Third, and

more importantly, bridging social capital and leadership, explaining a process to build a longterm and strong synergistic relationship among heterogeneous individuals, is more to observe
concerning the specific role of both in the practice of such habitualised response of
aggregations of individuals for resolving problems.

The findings, especially with regard to the central category, offer new insight into the practice
of co-production. Before the fieldwork, a proposition was developed around the theoretical
viewpoint of social action of different individuals, resonating well with the pragmatists'

theory of action. Revisiting what was put forward, it would appear to be general and broad:

In response to the complex context of post-disaster recovery, which leads to cause
problematic situations that limit community members' commitment in collective recovery

efforts for community recovery, community members manage to involve in such a collective
action by contributing their resources. While they participate in various activities related to
disaster recovery planning and implementation, they manage their action to build a
reciprocal relationship with others. In doing so, an iterative process of actions among
multiple stakeholders indicates the development of collective efforts, which is facilitated by
substantial social capital in a specific community. This dynamic of community action is
noticeable as disaster recovery progresses gradually.
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As noted, the framework (Figure 2.1) as discussed in Chapter 2 reflects upon which it was
situated in the view that the reality is constructed through actions of individuals in response
to problematic situations, and inherently process and structures are re-constructed by those
actions of individuals (Corbin & Strauss 2015; Glaser & Strauss 1967; Gross 2009). It was
thus proposed to be a loose framework for capturing the underlying mechanism of the
practice of co-production. With this in mind, the interviews were conducted, continually
rehearsing the framework and reflecting it to what was being found. The judicious application
of such a practice was made during the analysis, thereby the central category emerged. To
rephrase the central category, the following reiterates the preceding section, which stresses
the synergistic relationship building as a social mechanism for the practice of co-production:

When the community as aggregations of individuals who represent organised interests,
groups, organisations, and other agencies confront problems, different individuals interact
with each other, which they make references with each other, for incorporating the actions to
resolve problems. Problems may affect psychological recovery. As a result, the community's
willingness to engage in co-production declines. As such response repeatedly repeats for a
certain period, a long-term and durable relationship among those different individuals
develops. When problems occur again, they tend to depend on such relationship - getting
supports from others

therefore utilise social resources for resolving the problems. In doing

so, they experience and learn that the relationship is available and useful for their benefits.
In this regard, bridging social capital is processual. It is not a static source since it requires
times to develop and individuals to experience and learn the usefulness of the long-term
relationship, built through previous experience, leveraged by their frequent and
heterogeneous social interaction. Hence, the temporality of bridging social capital is
essential, which individuals become aware of the effect of such a network resource.
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By extension, this process is premised on a necessary but not sufficient condition. First,
bridging social capital develops under a condition of which heterogeneous social interaction
is frequent. However, as perceived barriers are present, frequent heterogeneous social
interaction is impeded, resulting in that the long-term relationship may not develop. It leads
to the development of bridging social capital does not operate, which is the whole process
stumbles. From this perspective, heterogeneous social interaction is a necessary process, but
not sufficient for the development of bridging social capital. Second, more specifically, the
process of bridging social capital development is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
co-production. The process stumbles due to several factors, in which case, the iterative
pattern of concerned actors' actions to resolve the problems (i.e., leadership, communication

and sense of community) - that leads to the practice of co-production, do not operate.
Consequently, such a specific mechanism is a necessary process, but not sufficient for the
practice of co-production during post-disaster recovery.

The central storyline, however, may it present itself with nuance, resonate with the
pragmatist's theory of social action (Joas 1993; Strauss 1993). It eventuates individuals'
responses to various challenges throughout times since the 2011 earthquake, thinking of
community recovery.

It first, appears to be leveraged by the development of bridging social capital, and second, to
be indicated by the presence of a repeated pattern of their action for mobilising their
resources and opting for a collaborative response to such problems over the years. So much
so that such experiences that prevail more or less for a certain period, which is six to seven
years in this case, it was clear from my interpretation that what emerges from the data yields
specific leverage over a stream of the idea: a pragmatist theory of social mechanism. As
explained, Gross (2009) proposed a notion of a social mechanism as a habitualised response
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to the problem, where the pattern of their actions is identifiable as they repeat in such social
processes over a specified period.

Figure 6.1. An elaborated model of co-production
Co-production as a habitualised response to problematic situations
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6.4. Summary

To recapitulate where the findings lead to, it is the social mechanism that underlies the
practice of co-production. The findings angle the practice of co-production in the community
of Christchurch, New Zealand towards understanding the underlying mechanism - synergistic
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relationship of different individuals - a habitualised activity (See figure 6.1). The chapter
managed to enrich the discussions of the practice of co-production by, first, demonstrating
the specific role of bridging social capital in the practice of co-production, and second,
discussing synergistic relationship led to identifying the social mechanism as a habitualised
response to problematic situations.

It was imperative for such a view to being elaborated in the account of the social mechanism
in this study. Implications of the discussion ensue in the next chapter. A logical thread is
now extended to the token of scholarly discussions on sustainable disaster recovery,
community development studies, and co-production studies. In this regard, the proceeding
chapter hopes to bring to offer theoretical and practice insights, especially with regard to the
development of synergistic relationship for the practice of co-production. Limitations of the
study will be discussed while recommendations for future studies are promulgated within the
field of disaster recovery.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion

This study sheds light on the underlying social mechanism and its impact on the practice of
co-production. The thesis suggests that co-production is habitualised as actions of individuals
are repeated for the sake of resolving problems.. Second, bridging social capital is more
critical than bonding social capital in the co-production process and is the underlying factor
that influenced an individual's action. The findings revealed the presence of contextual
challenges that affected the practice of co-production actions among various actors, facing
multiple challenges during the recovery process. Co-production between different individuals
and groups, including government agencies and citizens, was often impeded due to a variety
of contextual problems that people had experienced over the years. More specifically, the
findings provided multiple realities of co-productive actions, which is an aspect that had not
been addressed in the previous literature on co-production, disaster recovery and community
development. This study was able to identify the underlying mechanism behind the practice
of co-production, where unrelated individuals interact beyond their social boundaries to
achieve desired benefits in response to problematic situations. Another insight provided by
this study is that this mechanism appears to emerge over time through their habitualised
responses to problematic situations.

7.1. Theoretical implications: co-production and social capital
A lack of contextualised understanding of the practice of co-production is often ascribed to
the ambiguity in explaining the underlying mechanism. Extant studies have concluded that
active and voluntary collaborative actions are essential in the co-production process.
Community co-production is based on the active and voluntary nature of the participants'
actions, which is found to offer a minimal condition for the practice of co-production. Co227

production is also based on the willingness of community members to act together with noncommunity actors in order to achieve a common goal.
The findings of this thesis can be explained with Kim and his colleagues' (2017) conceptual

model (Figure 7.1). Kim et al. (2017) argue that bridging social capital serves as a critical
ingredient for the practice of co-production and "this leads to greater opportunities for
community-oriented development, which emerges due to better integration among various
actors" (p.901). They suggest that bridging social capital is a necessary condition for the

active practice of co-production within the context of post-disaster recovery.
Figure 7.1. Social capital and co-production, retrieved from Kim et al. (2017, p.907)

·.......... ..... ........ ..... ......... .................................... .. ......... ....... .......... ....·

The case that was examined in this study reveals that the development of bridging social
capital relies on the degree to which community members interact with others, under stressful
circumstances during the recovery. In the case of Christchurch, individuals tried to reconsolidate their pre-existing social networks but also build new social ties with others in
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order to incorporate the actions of other groups and organisations. The intensity of social
interactions frequency and quality - is likely to affect the development of long-term and
durable network resources over time bridging social capital, in which case leads to
voluntary and active synergistic action for community recovery.
Community members concerned about the presence of perceived barriers during the entire
process of disaster recovery were reluctant to participate in voluntary engagement in coproduction. The foundations in the practice of co-production are actions that confront
problems and resolve the challenges. The social mechanism of co-production was found in
behavioural and cognitive-affective habitualised responses to problematic situations. These
individual actions mediated the relationship between bridging social capital and coproduction: civic leadership of community organisations, the public leadership of government
agencies, sense of community, and community-wide communication.
Through an empirical study, a theoretical framework was developed in order to explain the
underlying social mechanism that serves as a necessary condition for the practice of coproduction within the context of post-disaster community recovery. This framework can be
utilised in designing community engagement policies by local government agencies. Disaster
recovery policies are often focused on the top-down approach that may discourage citizens'
voluntary involvement in community recovery activities. By re-conceptualising, the concept
of co-production, effective policies can be devised through a contextualised understanding of
the practice of co-production.

7.2. Implications for sustainable disaster recovery practice
In the context of declining voluntary participation of citizens in the disaster recovery process,
local governments and communities in Christchurch have been looking for novel ways to
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govern the whole process of disaster recovery. The thesis did not aim to develop a truly new
framework for the sustainble disaster recovery. Rather, it aimed to explore how different
individuals co-produce and what necessary conditions are required during post-disaster
recovery. Sustainable development has been a mainstream discussion ever since the recovery
commenced. The key message behind it is that the Christchurch community is required to
adapt appropriately to the ever-changing realities as they deal with environmental disasters
and the resulting social stress and economic challenges. The practice of sustainable disaster
recovery must recognise the impact of natural disasters on the entire social system and the
intricacy of the recovery process. In other words, disasters cause non-routine social problems
from the very onset throughout the entire recovery process. As the findings reveal, disaster
recovery plans failed to address associated problems as they emerged. For sustainable
disaster recovery, the Christchurch community needed to cultivate a long-term perspective,
emphasising rebuilding of the entire community in the longer term, while mitigating future
disasters and anticipating the probability of recurring social problems. Sustainable disaster
recovery is a matter of the utmost importance in local governments' continuous effort to

involve a wide range of local community organisations while articulating and carrying out
community redevelopment plans ultimately for the resumption of the normalcy of daily life
of the local community.
When the study was conducted, it had been more than six years since the 2011 earthquake
disrupted the community of Christchurch. By then, there was a range of community
organisations working with community members, private sectors and local government,
offering an opportunity to capture the disaster recovery experiences from a group of
individuals who were working with different groups. Over the year, a dynamic network of
various actors in the area had been developed, where diverse interests of these actors were
intertwined. It improved the understanding of the underlying mechanism of co-production as
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a habitualised response to various challenges by aggregations of individuals. Participants
provided an array of information about community-oriented recovery in the co-production
process. The documents that relate to disaster recovery of the area reveal that community
members have been included in the disaster recovery decision-making process, which is now
called 'Regeneration' (Tyson 2016).

Within this context, this study spans from the short-term and long-term recovery of the study
site. Since the CERA wound up in early 2016, Regenerate Christchurch has put forward its
vision, highlighting the regeneration of Christchurch by boosting the level of community
participation in all the stages of disaster recovery for making Christchurch a more vibrant
city. The long-term recovery phase offers a contextual background where the dynamics of
various types of individuals are noticeable toward rebuilding their communities since
governments focus more on regenerating communities, valuing voices from community
members and taking their ideas on board in the recovery process, and where community
members are more motivated to engage in recovery.
Given that Christchurch has been transitioning from the short-term recovery toward the longterm recovery, this study suggests the potential efficacy of the practice of co-production
between governments and citizens for fostering community participation. As discussed, the
issue of the decline of community participation in Christchurch gained considerable attention
in building a sustainable Christchurch. The findings show that sustainable redevelopment was
impeded by a top-down, expert-driven, and mono-centric recovery process, and the
unintended effects citizens have to deal with during disaster recovery. People were anxious
because of the possibility that Christchurch may not be rebuilt to its original condition as the
earthquake disrupted the entire social system in Christchurch. However, it seems that
sustainable development had been much discussed during post-disaster recovery. As time
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proceeded, the practice of co-production and interaction among individuals and organisations
seemed to be reified even though citizens were still struggling with disappointment and
disruption. Within this context, this study suggests that the practice of co-production as a
habitualised social action of a wide range of individuals may be useful for policy-makers to
understand that sustainable development needs to be carried out with citizens. It can be done
by creating a synergistic relationship with citizens, which allows them to have ownership of
all stages of disaster recovery.

7.3. Further research
This study provides an understanding of the practice of co-production as experienced by the
participants through a grounded theory approach. It enriches the discussions of the role of
social capital in community action by, first, demonstrating the specific role of bridging social
capital in the practice of co-production, second, identifying the synergistic relationshipbuilding mechanism that underlies the practice of co-production, and finally, providing the
contextualised understanding of co-production as aggregations of concerned actors managing
their habitualised response for resolving problematic situations.
This study suggests the nuanced view that may elaborate on the specific role of bridging
social capital, separating it from bonding social capital, in the practice of co-production. The
analysis suggested the potential causal relationship of which bridging social capital is
cognizant to co-production. For enriching this nuanced viewpoint, further research is required
in different contexts to examine the causal relationship between bridging social capital and
co-production for better community engagement in post-disaster recovery situations.
In conjunction with the role of bridging social capital, this study suggests that, for the
practice of co-production, different individuals make reciprocal reference to each other as
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frequently as possible to one another so they can develop the synergistic relationship. This
process is necessary for a post-disaster community to coordinate their voluntary involvement
and to improve their social ties, especially when they find their interests overlap, parallel, and
complement each other during post-disaster recovery. In this regard, further study needs to
explore how people take various interaction strategies to manage their action to build a
synergistic relationship. As the analysis showed, a wide range of stakeholders did different
types of work. For fostering the practice of co-production, there must be an arrangement for
coordinating them through the working-out social process. It includes various interactional
strategies: negotiation, discussion, educating, manipulating, and coercing. Such strategies
may be incorporated during the social process. For exploring such a social process further,
identifying the social network would be deemed important, which would be considered for
future study.
By extension, a further empirical study needs to explore the specific role of individual s
perceived social position during the working-out process. As the interviews revealed, a wide
range of stakeholders holds different positions in terms of profession, occupation and interest,
among others. It is not clear that people perceived the presence of a hierarchy of such social
positions. Still, it seems that they identified such social positions, implicitly and explicitly,
which might have influenced what interactional strategies are taken.
Lastly, a prime area for future research is to systematically identify how different individuals
adopt different habitualised responses in dealing with problematic situations as time
proceeds . External and internal factors affect an individual's willingness to engage in co production. External factors include social factors that may cause unintended effects. As a
result, the results of the actions can be delayed. On the other hand, internal factors such as
leadership, communication, sense of community, and bridging social capital are necessary
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conditions for the practice of co-production. How these factors are played out in different
geographical settings is worthy of future studies. Furthermore, large-scale research into the
systematic identification of the practice of co-production in post-disaster recovery situations
is much needed for scholars and policymakers to gain a more nuanced understanding.
Research on post-disaster recovery needs to pay much attention to the difficulty of citizen
engagement during the recovery process, which is still unaddressed. More specifically,
researchers may need to conduct more ethnographic studies to observe how individuals
interact during post-disaster recovery. Besides, this study suggests that the habitualised
response emerges as time proceeds. It implies such a social process takes times until it comes
to be noticeable. Thus, a longitudinal study is needed for repeated observations of this
process over long periods.

7.4. Limitations of the study
This study adopted a qualitative approach in investigating a post-disaster recovery process
focusing on the co-production process. While the methodology addresses the question of the
study adequately, qualitative studies often bear criticism for the lack of objectivity in
collecting and interpreting data, which is often considered to be unscientific and open to bias.
At the same time, researchers attempt to gain participants' perceptions of their world. For this
reason, the limitation of this study is discerned in that the inductive approach for interpreting
data acknowledges the limitation to generalise research findings.
While the employment of reliable methods of data collection, as outlined in Chapter 3, the
potential drawback of being biased when it comes to data collection and analysis was taken
into account. Nevertheless, the primary purpose was to explore the practice of co-production
in reality, where different individuals in the disaster-affected community co-produce with one
another for coordinating their voluntary involvement in disaster recovery activities. Thus, this
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study aimed to reach a comprehensive understanding of the whole story of the practice of coproduction through a lived account of real people in the context of post-disaster recovery. For
this reason, it was crucial to maintain open-mindedness during the interviews, adopting a
nuanced and sensitive approach.
Nevertheless, the extent to which the interviewee was aware of the pattern that I parsed out in
the analysis should not be overstated; instead, it is more important to acknowledge that the
interviewee did not necessarily deliver his or her perceived understanding in a carefully
articulated fashion. In this regard, open coding was conducted for distilling the interviewee's

experience over the years systematically. This qualitative approach thus helps build a more
in-depth understanding of the interviewee's learned knowledge than analysing the data from
previously formulated theoretical categories. I believe, though, that the framework used to
structure this study was primarily for gaining meaningful scholarly findings, which is
contextualised through empirically oriented investigation.

Another limitation of this study relates to the identification of bridging social capital within
the community. As discussed in Chapter 6, separating bridging social capital from bonding
social capital was much nuanced. It was a challenging task to identify a clear distinction
between these two types of social capital. While the interviews were designed to ascertain the
role of bridging social capital between different individuals and groups, it was hard to see a
clear boundary where the research was able to identify whether interviewees were referring to
bridging social capital and the specific role in the practice of co-production. Extended
interviews ultimately allowed this study to elicit such discernment in everyday life. The
second round of the interviews, mainly focusing on the importance of bridging social capital
and exploring further on the underlying mechanism for the practice of co-production was
conducted. As the interviews went, the subtle distinction emerged. For further clarification,
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the third interview was planned. However, due to difficulties arranging suitable times,
follow-up interviews with the same interviews were not conducted. The interview questions
mainly focusing on the presence of social interaction between different individuals and
organisations could have provided a better understanding of the role of bridging social capital
in the practice of co-production in post-disaster situations.

7.5. Conclusion
In a post-disaster recovery process, it is hard for individual citizens to maintain their
voluntary commitment in community redevelopment because they are more vulnerable and
often traumatised. More importantly, the decline of citizen engagement is caused and
exacerbated by slowness in psychological recovery, while governments often primarily focus
on physical infrastructure recovery. In this regard, existing studies have mainly focused on
providing general theories, mechanisms or frameworks that enhance community engagement.
The literature suggests that co-production ensures a more inclusive and well-coordinated
post-disaster recovery process. However, scholarly academic works on co-production lack
careful observation of the underlying mechanism and, more specifically, have pointed out the
need for studying how individuals build a synergistic relationship.

For exploring the underlying mechanism of co-production, this study attempted to answer a
question: How do different individual citizens co-produce desired outcomes together for
rebuilding their community? What is distinct about this inquiry in this study is that it sees the
practice of co-production as a pre-eminently dynamic process. Such action is often
habitualised throughout times, rather than fixed, unmoving and static social phenomena
among social entities in which their action for building a social relationship tends to convey a
specific social mechanism.
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The research findings led to an imperative that the current state of recovery deliberation on
how to induce their voluntary commitment in post-disaster recovery situations offered less
clear policy suggestions with a conciliatory approach. While such ancillary discussion is
necessary, it was viewed that suggestive remarks would appear to overlook the underlying
mechanism. More specifically, this may entail breaking complex social phenomenon in the
context of post-disaster recovery into separate factors. The study studied the necessary
conditions that facilitate the practice of co-production implicit in the literature, yielding the
pattern of actions and subsequently habitualised response of the aggregation of individuals
for building the community back better. The practice of co-production leads to more
opportunities for individuals citizens outside government agencies to form a better-integrated
community for post-disaster community recovery.
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Appendix 1. Invitation letter

UNIVERSITY OF

CANBERRA
Long-term recovery of Christchurch: Community Co-production for
sustainable community development

Dear Participant

It is with great pleasure that we invite you to participate in this research designed to help
communities to identify facilitators and barriers in pathways to long term recovery of
Christchurch after the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes. In this project, we investigate the potential
of community co-production for a sustainable community development towards long-term
recovery.
A more detailed description of the research proposal is found in "PARTICIPATION
INFORMATION STATEMENT" for your information. In the open-ended interview, we will

ask questions about the disaster recovery of Christchurch after the 2011 earthquake. The
questions cover community participation in the recovery process. Particularly it relates to
collaborative actions that have been occurring in Christchurch. Your views will help in-depth
analysis to identify crucial factors that enhance sustainable community development. All
responses will be treated as confidential and anonymous. Your participation is completely
voluntary and you are free to withdraw your participation at any stage of the interview.

We are writing to ask if you are willing to be interviewed either face-to-face, by phone or by
Skype. We are planning to visit Christchurch between 27 February and 10 March 2017. The
interview should last no longer than one hour. It will take place at a public location at your
convenience. If you wish to bring a friend with you as support this would be welcomed. If
you agree to be interviewed, we would like to contact you shortly to make the arrangements.
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If you have questions at any time about the research and interview, you may contact Mr.
Christopher Kim by email at chris.kim@canberra.edu.au
If there are others whom you think may be interested in this research please can you either
pass this email to them or let me know their contact.
Thank you very much in advance for your help in this study.

Yours sincerely,
Christopher Kim (Research project manager)
On behalf of the research team:
Professor Deborah Blackman (University of New South Wales, Australia)
Dr Hitomi Nakanishi (University of Canberra, Australia)
Dr Ben Freyens (University of Canberra, Australia)
Dr Angela M Benson (University of Brighton, UK)42

42

These are co-investigators.
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Appendix 2. Participation information
Community Co-production for sustainable community development
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT
RESEARCH OVERVIEW
Aims: Despite increasing awareness of the importance of enabling disaster recovery
initiatives to be more successful in the long-term, many are not as effective as anticipated.
Recent research focusing on long-term recovery suggests that additional/longitudinal data is
required to create an improved understanding of how the relationships of various actors both
evolved and should have evolved during the process of recovery. This project builds on the
work of those who have suggested that despite the critical importance of integrating coproduction (sometimes called co-management) of knowledge into long-term disaster recovery
governance, it is often absent. Co-production is where value is co-created by two or more
actors or entities to ensure the appropriateness and usefulness of knowledge, processes or
outcomes created. In the case of long-term recovery, it is where the community and other
stakeholders work with the government. We suggest that this is a contributory factor to poor
recovery, asking who would be most suitable to undertake co-production processes with the
government in order to develop more effective long-term disaster recovery. In this project we
investigate the potential of the community co-production for sustainable community
development.
Benefits: This research will enable urban planners, disaster management authorities and
NGOs to effectively assess progress against goals and direct effort towards building more
resilient communities which goes beyond the recovery phase. This will enhance the
preparedness for future disasters.
Participant Role: Participation in this research will involve undertaking an open-ended one
to one interview. The focus of the discussion will be upon how the relationships between
communities and NGOs evolved during the process of recovery. The interview will take
place in a public location chosen by the interviewee and will no longer than 60 minutes.
Where possible the interview will be face to face, but sometimes it may have to be either
undertaken by telephone or Skype. In all cases, the interviewee will be asked whether they
are prepared to be recorded and will have their confidentiality ensured.
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WITHDRAWAL FROM THE STUDY
We respect your willingness to decline this interview because we recognise that you may
have been exposed to personal tragedy and therefore would not wish for you to re-visit
traumatic events. You can withdraw at any time from the study. We confirm that your
participation is completely voluntarily. You are not under any obligation to consent. If you do
not consent to any questions you can withdraw at any time without affecting your relationship
with the interviewer. This also includes that you may stop the interview at any time if you do
not wish to continue.
DATA STORAGE
Once we have transcribed your interview we will load your transcript into a package called
Nvivo which enables the confidential storage of qualitative data that will enable us to analyse
the data. To preserve your anonymity, your interview transcript will be de-identified, with
your name and other identifiers removed from the transcript. The storage will be on a
password-protected area of the University of Canberra network, and only the researchers will
have access to the data which will be stored for five years prior to being destroyed. Any
publications that arise from this research will have no names or other identifiers within them.
Note: This study has been approved by the University of Canberra Committee for Ethics in
Human Research: Project Number 15-268. If you have any complaints or reservations about
the ethical conduct of this research, please use the guidelines set out below.

Please contact:
Human Research Ethics Committee
Research Services Office
Room 1D88
University of Canberra ACT 2601

Telephone: +61
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Appendix 3. Participant consent form
Long-term recovery of Christchurch: Community Co-production for
sustainable community development
CONSENT FORM
I have read the Information Sheet relating to the Co-production for sustainable community
development ' research project and have had the opportunity to discuss it with the researcher. I
understand my rights in relation to my participation.
1. I agree to be interviewed as part of this research.

Signed

Name

Date
2. I agree to the recording of my interview. I understand my anonymity will be preserved.

Signed

Name

Date
Note: This study has been approved by the University of Canberra Committee for Ethics in Human
Research: Project Number 15-268. If you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical
conduct of this research, please use the guidelines on the following sheet.
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Appendix 4. Interview protocol

Interview protocol: There are six parts of the interview. Part 1 is a general introductory question
that helps understand an overall picture of current disaster recovery. It is designed to gather insight
for setting-up following questions. In part 2, questions ask how much various stakeholders involve
in a specific recovery process or related activity each participant involved. It relates to a question of
who should be included in the activity. A question in part 3 asks the nature and intensity of their
interaction with others before their involvement in the activity. It asks about social capital the
participants realise. Part 4 focuses on participants' experience in the activity, exploring how

community co-production is generated and practised for producing a synergy. Finally, in part 5 and
6, this interview plans to finish up by asking further views on the regeneration and sustainable
community development that might not have covered throughout the interview. Recommendation
of potential participants for the interview will be asked at the end of the interview.
Part 1: to gain an understanding of their perspective regarding timings, state of readiness Etc.
1. Can you describe the current state of recovery in Christchurch as you see it?
2. What has been your role in the recovery process or related activities from the earthquake in
2010 and 2011 particularly?
3. Can you tell me more about recent recovery activities you have been involved in?
Part2: to gain some thoughts about the recovery process before leading into more specific areas
4. Thinking about the current state of disaster recovery in Christchurch, in your view, what has
helped the most and what has hindered the most?
Part 3: to lead into a more specific question about social capital
5. Reflecting on your recovery activities, can you describe which organisations you had to work
with and what your experiences have been regarding developing effective outcomes?
6. In your view what are the factors that lead to successful working across and between
organisations/individuals when developing recovery plans and developments? Are there key
enabling or undermining factors?
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People suggest that the pre-existing networks are key elements of success

what would be your

views on that?
Part4: to consider their views on what happened and also to then learn what they think should
happen should raise issues about community co-production
7. Can you explain how the community has been involved in the recovery process? Do you think
this has been done effectively?
8. People often say that inter-group cooperation (or collaboration) between different people, and
between various types of organisations can achieve more significant outcomes. What would be
your thoughts on that, reflecting the current disaster recovery?
9. Regarding how you/your organisation supports/supported post-disaster recovery, what would
you like to have done differently and why, particularly for thinking about the future, what is
needed for that?
Part5: to gain different issues and perspectives about the recovery process, esp., community coproduction and community-oriented recovery process
10. Is there anything else we need to know regarding the recovery and successful community
development of your area? Is there anything I should have asked, that would be relevant?
Part6: to obtain more contacts for the interview
11. Is there anybody else we should talk? Can you please pass on our details?
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APPENDIX 5. DEFINITIONS
For this study, definitions are as follows:

•

(Natural) Disasters (Berren et al. 1980, 104-107).: A catastrophic natural event that is
characterised by the creation or the intensity of the event is not in man's hand. The

duration of the event is relatively short, but causes causalities of human and disrupts all
or part of the community. The events tend to have a relatively high potential for
reoccurrence. It tests the capacity of the community to adapt to problematic
circumstances and situations after the onset of the event (Kreps 2005).

•

Community (Bovaird et al. 2015; Hillery 1955; McMillian & Chavis 1980; Pestoff
2014): Community is an aggregate of heterogeneous individuals or groups who affect
and are affected by a decision-making process of disaster recovery related issues. It
includes local community members and non-local community members who are
involved in recovery activities, signifying a potential solution for problematic
circumstances and situations during the post-disaster recovery. In this sense, they are
recognised as active actors and stakeholder. The interactions among all members are
presumed horizontal.

•

Social Interaction (Granovetter 1983; Lin 2001; Scott & Davis 2003): The nature of
relationships within a society, which indicates Individuals' or groups' connections and

access to others in the community which they feel belong. The intensity and quality of
mutual interaction determine whether the relationships develop social capital. The
intensity indicates the degree of frequent interactive shared information. The quality
relies upon the level of satisfaction with the information. It is an informal network,
which the "social" implies informal. There is no formal social interaction, which formal

interaction arises only in work patterns. Formal interaction is noticeable among
individuals within a formal organisation, where all interactions are in work patterns.
The intensity of interaction determines the presence of informal interaction, which
indicates how frequent the interaction arises. Different types of interactions are
prominent: Homogeneous / horizontal, and heterogeneous / horizontal social
interactions. The work pattern herein implies a formal hierarchy based on work-related
position (Scott & Davis 2003, p.22-25).
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•

Intra-group Social Interaction (Lin 2001; Granovetter 1983): the Homogeneous social
relationship between two or more individuals within a group or an organisation. This
informal relationship is likely to arise if people find similarities in norms, values, and
interests. The relationship thus is horizontal, which indicates they treat each other
equally.

•

Inter-group Social Interaction (Lin 2001; Granovetter 1983): the Heterogeneous social
relationship between two or more individuals in different groups or organisations
beyond their group or organisation boundaries. The difference in norms, values, and
interests exist between those individuals.

•

Social Capital (Grootaert & Bastelaer 2001; Field 2003; Lin 2001): Social network
resources which community members can utilise to derive their own benefits. It is
accumulated by the frequent and reciprocal social interaction of individuals with others
in different groups or organisations, the nature of which is either homogeneous or
heterogeneous and the type of which is horizontal. It is also understood as individuals'
or groups' investment in social relations with expected returns in the community

(Woolcock & Narayan 2000).

•

Bridging Social Capital (Granovetter 1983; Lin 2001): A type of social capital which
individuals can utilise to derive their own benefits and group benefits. Bridging capital
is accumulated within a local community by frequent, heterogeneous and horizontal
interaction among individuals in different types of groups or organisations.

•

Bonding Social Capital (Lin 2001; Portes 2000; Woolcock 1998): A type of primitive
social capital which community members can utilise to derive own and group benefits.
Bonding capital is accumulated by frequent, homogeneous, horizontal social
interaction, and often informal, among individuals within a single group, where the
relationship is out of work patterns.

•

Coproduction (Alford 2009; Bovaird et al. 2015; Brudney & England 1980; Ostrom
1996; Pestoff 2014; Pestoff et al. 2012): In response to problematic circumstances and
situations, it is a synergistic collective and coordinated action of community across
boundaries for achieving the desired outcome. It begins with a synergistic relational
potential of social interaction. This action is characterised as follows. First, the intensity
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of mutual information flow is a prerequisite, where frequent interactive shared
information matters. Second, the degree of satisfaction with the information shared
concerns. Third, potential benefits from the action are expected to be distributed to
actors who participate in the action and those whom they represent. Fourth, the active
and voluntary participation of actors is required. Finally, all the actors share
responsibility for the action, including monitoring and evaluating the process and the
outcome of the 9action. That is, it is a formally organised collaborative action of
heterogeneous actors for a particular purpose. The synergistic relation requires a
horizontal social network, where concerned actors show intertwined interests. Three
types of community coproduction are noticeable. Firstly, intra-group community
coproduction is the collaborative action of individuals within a single group for
addressing their group's problematic situations. Secondly, inter-group community

coproduction refers to collaborative action among multiple local community actors
across their group boundaries within a disaster-affected area. Local community groups
who participate in are primary beneficiaries of this type of co-production, which may
not be distributed to the entire community. Moreover, finally, collective community
coproduction is a collaboration of all community members (i.e., all types of groups and
organisation who are willing to contribute their resources) for the regeneration of the
community. The benefit of this action is likely to be distributed to the entire community.

•

Recovery phase (i.e., long term phase): The long-term phase as defined in the preceding
chapter can be discerned from immediate response and a short term phase in that
community is motivated to control and own its recovery activities for its sustainable
development.

•

Long-term recovery (Blackman et al. 2016; Nakanishi et al. 2014): The post phase can
be discerned from immediate response, and a short-term phase in that community is
motivated to control and own its recovery activities for its sustainable development. It
aims primarily on restoration and rehabilitation for building future disaster resilience

•

Synergistic relation (interaction) (Evans 1996; Ostrom 1996): the way in which two or
more actors are connected (or reference to one another) to produce the best possible
end result greater than the sum of their separate outcomes.
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